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and can have the effect of lowering capability.
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use the methodology and the feedback it produces
for more effective system manaqement. The pro-
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(CERs) for each phase; use the CERs in examples

to ascertain behavior and obtain insights into
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to identify cost-drivers and their effects,

and exalive commercal experieoce for cost

data and operational and maintenance practices
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PREFACE

This report presents the findings of at Rand analysis of the life cycle of aircraft
turbine engines. Applica.tion of the methodology developed in the study should aid
decisionmakers by yielding useful insights into the life-cycle process not only for
engines but for other aerospace equipment as well. The study was undertaken as
part of the project "Methods and Applications of Life-Cycle Analysis for Air Force
Systems," sponsored by Froject AIR FORCE (formerly Project RAND) and conduct-
ed initially within the R&D and Acqlaisition Program and later within the Logistics
Program at Rand. The work was performed during 1975 and early 1976 using data
current as of 1974. A progress report was widely briefed during 1976 and early
1977, followed by publication of a short executive summary: R-2103/ I-AF, Life-
CYCle Anal.,sis of Aircraft Turbine Engines: Executire Summory. by J. R. Nelson,
March 1977.

Expanding on earlier Rand efforts in weapon-system life-cycle analysis' and
aircraft turbine engine state-of-the-art assessment and acquisition cost estimation.'
the present study examines the life-cyc!e process for this important subsystem in
the hope that findings previously obtained at the weapon-system level can be
corroborated and policy issues clarified.

The report discusses the acquisition and ownership phases of the military
engine life-cycle process, the data available for aralysis, and the model-develop-
ment and application results for each phase. Commercial life-cycle practice is
revitewed for lessons that might be applicnble to military practice. The report
should be of interest to offices at Hq L TSAF, th' Air Force Systems Command, and
the Air Force Logistics Cemmand. where qualiLy and cost tradeoffs during a weap-
on-system life cycle and the effects of such tradeoffs on meeting a military missionr' in an era of increasing budget constraints are matters of close concern.

'J. R. Nelson et al., A Wenpon Swimten Life-(\V'lr O()Prtiei,: The A 71) l"xpt'rienct,, The Rand C'orpora-
tion, R. 1452-PR, October t974; and M. R. FioreI~o. E'stimati ng Ii/r-(vIr ('osts: A Caos Study of t'he A 71).
The Rand Corporation, R.1518-PR. February 1975.

J. R. Nelson and F. S, Tirnson, Reliuinu Te•hnolo•y to A,,lui ifion Cosh;: Aircruff Ttrb Pic &,nFIia' s.
The Rand Corporati'n, R1-28M-PR. March 1974.
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SUMMARY

This report presents a methodology for life-cycle analysis of aircraft turbine
engines, derived from the study of historical data; the data in some instances span
25 to 30 years, and in others only one or two years. The report also presents
numerous findings-some of them surprising-that emerged from study of the
data. The findings suggest ways to augment and improve the methodology in the
future, and some of them should be of immedia e utility to the Air Force for
improving engine life-cycle cost estimates and acquisition and ownership practices.
The study's governing objective is to enable the weapor,-system planner to acquire
early visibility of cost magnitudes, proportions, and trends associated with a new
engine's life cycle and to identify "drivers" that increase cost and can have the
effect of lowering capability.

The study was prompted by the fact that the costs of acquiring and owning
turbine engines have escalated steadily over the yearb for both military and com-
mercial users. Most of the causes are readily apparent. Demands for higher overall
quality-meaning performance, primarily, for the military-have resulted in larg-
er engines that produce greater thrust, run hotter, are costlier to maintain, and
entail higher basic engine prices. Material costs associated with engine price have
also risen rapidly in the recent past; over the long term, however, labor costs,
primarily in the manufacturing sector, have risen proportionately more so.

The Air Force has long been aware of these facts, generally speaking; however,
one of the major findings of this study is that engine ownership costs are much
greater than, and different from, what anyone has previously realized. For exam-
ple, it now appears that depot costs alone could exceed procurement costs for a new
engine with a 15-year lifespan. (In this study, all costs are expressed in constant
dollars. Discounting may change some findings, depending on the distribution of
cost outlays over the tii ie horizon of interest and the discount rate assumed.)

The chief problem confronting this study, as it has confronted past researchers,
is the lack of disaggregated, homogeneous, longitudinal ownership data that are
specific to particular engine types, notably at the Air Force base and depot level.
The collection of such data will be necessary for perfecting the methodology, which
weapon-system plannerA can then use to calculate the costs and benefits of a

proposed engine for a new aircraft in the early stage- of planning and selection; in
later phases of the life cycle, logistics managers can use the methodology and the
feedback it produces for more effective 3ystem management.

The procedure followed in this study was to: k1 develop a theoretical frame-
work for each phase of the life cycle; (2) collect and analyze data for each phase;

(3) develop parametric cost-estimating relationships (CERs) for each phase; (4) use
the CElts in examples to ascertain behavior and obtain insights into cost magni-
tudes, proportions, and trends, and to identify cost-drivers and their effects; and (5)
examine commercial experience for cost data and operational and maintenance
practices that couMd be profitable for the Air Force.

S' The CERs obtained in-lude engine characteristics nd schedule variables
knowoeimpci.n pachphase of the life cycle. They also include measu
of the quality (benefit sought) and the n y•te-y a
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particular engine. In its fullest sense, quality embodies not only the performance
measures emphasized by the military, but also durability, reliability, maim nabili-
ty, safety, and concern for environmental effects, all of which are important to the
commercial world. The overall balance among quality, schedule, and costs for an
engine thus reflects the e.,rly planner's estimate of the utility of the product ulti-
mately delivered to the user.

For a new military engine (acq'aired and owned under conditions similar to
those with the previous engines constituting the data base) that will have Z"
operational lifespan of 15 years, the findings indicate that:

• As mentioned above, engine ownership costs are significantly larger than
and different from those found in previously pulblished studies. For in-
stance, engihe depot and base maintenance costs, not including fuel and
attrition, can exceed engine acquisition -costs. This finding is true 'ror cur-
rent fighter and transport engines.

• Depot. costs alone can exceed procuremený costs.
* Component improvement programs (CIP) conducted during the operatiun-

al life of an engine can cost as much as it did to develop the engine to its
initial model qualification. A difficulty encountered in this area has been
the aggregate, nature of the CIP funds. Prior to 1969, CIP funding did not
separate performance growth and additional engine applications from
correction of deficiencies, reliability enhancement, cost reduction, and re-
pair procedures. Consequently, this study has not been able to ascertain
specifically the cost of some magnitude of reliability imprcvement during
an engine's maturation. (The modele can be used, however, to estimate the
ownership cost reduction expected bN improving the actual and mnaximum
times between overhaul.)

* If component improvement and whole spare engine procurement are con-
sidered ownership costs, then ownership currently constitutas at least
two-thirds of total engine life-cycle cost. This is true for current supersonic
fighter and subsonic transport/bomber engines.

* Satisfying results, :n terms of statistical quality, theoretical behavior, and
experience from past programs, were obtained from modeling perfor-
mance/schedule/cost relationships for the development and production of
military engines; the statistics were highly significant and the positive and I
negative signs for the variables occurred as ore would expect forom
theoretical considerations and actual experience. Mixed but promisng
results were obtained in modeling ownership costs for military engines.
Depot maintenance costs were more detailed and amenable to analysis
than base maintenance costs. Because both the depot and base models
were derived with sparse data, however, they must be used cautiously
until better data and thu, improved models become available.
Application of the models obtained in this study indicates that there is a
continuing trend in the direction of higher ownership costs, measurý'd in
both absolute dollars and as a percentage of total life-cycle cests. Increat••
ing depot cost is the primary reason for this trend. The production cost 0"'
-the engine (and its parts) is a contributor to depot and base support costs,
but so are ownership policies. To alter the depot cost trerd. the Air Force
will have to depart significanty from its current ownei •hip practices at

S. . . ... ... . . .. . . . ... . .. ... .... . . . . .. I ]• . ... . ... ... ... ... . . '... ... • . . ... .. . . .. . . .. . :• I I I 1 i-1
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both depots and bases. The study ident.fies operational and support puli-
cies and procdures that should be strongly supported in attempting to
break the trend. Recent efforts with the FlO0 engine concerning modular
design, on-condition maintenance, engine diignostics, and power manage-
i,-ent are directed toward| counteracting the trend and merit vigorous
support. But other policies and procedures beyond the scope of'this study
are also important.

" Acquisition and ownership costs for engines currently in the Air Force

inventory eon vary by an oider of magnitude between engine programs
and applications; these costs are affected by the engine quality and mi•sion
desired, the schedule imposed on new-engine acquisition, and tile operat-
ing and support policies selected.

"* The engino maturation process must be more fully understood if'improved
analytical results are to be obtained and applied to new-e.ngine selection.
It takes at- engine a long time to mature (ccrmmercial experience indicates
five to seven years). Consequently, average ownership costs are signifi-
cantly higher during that period than mature-engine steady-state costs in
terms of dollars per flying hour. the yardsýkck most commonly used.

Tro take full advantage of the methodology described here, the study recomi-
mends thet the Air Force:

B egin collecting and preserlingdisaggregated, homogeneon.s, longitudinal
data at both aepots and bases, associated with specific engine types. Cur.-
renyly, efforts have ju,,t begun to separate base maintenance costs by
weapon system; and studies of total depot costs tor engries do nok consis-
tently includ-, along with overhaul of whole engines, the cost of Parti
repair during overhaul, the cost of expendable parts, the full cost of replac-
iug condemned reparables, the full cost ofimoification hardware, and the
repair oftcomponents received directly from the tield and returned to the
field.
14Use the methodology in its current form to estimate the costs of future
engines tthat i,, of any engines that are acquired in thie samie manner as
in the past), and to measure how costs might chiange if acquisition and
ownership were conducted differently: an11 update the methodology as1 new data become available.
Supplement the engine flying hour'as the principal measure of the costs
of ownership with other outputs such as sorties, takentfls and landings.
engine throttle excursions, and calendar time. With the advent of higher
fuel costs, the Air "orce may elect to compress flying training into fewer
flying hours; if it does so, the total cost of flying may not necesmarily show
a decrease because the cost of a sortie may remain the ramie or even
inervase.

The Air Force may also wish to consider the following actions, tor some ofwhich
the rationale derives from commercial experience:

* Expand the awareness of whai, is entailed for the nmodular approach to
engine design, which is already common in some commercial engines and
is beginning to appear in military engines. Modular design apparently

-4
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SYMBOLS'

ATBO = Average time between overhaul, hours
CIP = Component improvement program cost, millions of

1975 dollars
CPUSP = Current production unit selling price, thousands of

1975 dollars
DMQTC = Development cost to MQT, millions of 1976 dollars

DEVTIME = Development time from start to MQT, calendar
quarters

EFH = Engine flying hour
EFHC = Engine flying hour consumed by operating fleet
EFHR = Engine flying hour restored to fleet by depot

maintenance
KPRATE = Average production rate, 1000 engines/quarter'

KPUSP - 1000th unit production cost, millions of 1975
dollars

LCC = Life-cycle cost
MACH = Maximum flight envelope Mach number (measure

of speed related to speed of sound)
MCDUM = Military-commercial dummy (1 = commercial, 0

military)
MFRDUM -= Manufacturer dummy (1 = Pratt & Whitney, 0

others)
MQT = Model Qualification Test

MQTQTR = Man-rated 150-hr Model Qualification-Test date,.
calendar quarters (October 1942= 1)

MQTY = Total quantity produced, millions of units
MTBO = Maximum time between overhaul, hours

MVOLUME = Engine volume (max. dia. and length, cu. in./106 )
OPSPAN = Time since operational use began, quarters
PRQTYC = Production quantity cumulative cost at quantity

purchased, millions of 1975 dollars
QMAX = Maximum dynamic pressure in flight envelope,

lb/ft2
QTY = Quantity of production engines procured

RDT&E = Research, development, test, and evaluation
RMS = Resource Management System

SFCMIL = Specific fuel consumption at military thrust,
sea-level static (SLS), lb/hr/lb thrust

TFMP = Maximum turbine inlet temperature *R i
TURMAX = Maximum thrust (with afterburner if afterburner

configuration), SLS, lb
TOA = Time of arrival

I Several variables are expressed in what appear to be unusual units in order to obtain signifi-
cart figures in the computer outpout for various equations.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
F'or we, kniow lit part, (ind~ tic 1j )plit-sl inl j5ijt.

kColr, 13:9

O)ver thlt paist decade, thev Depairtilent ot'I)Ot~mse lils Placed inereasing, eimphat-
oai on kl1111 ntietanVitt a lxknd lieaseing acquisition strategies atind cost vonlsiderat~ions
in the dIevolopment anld procuremlent of' View Wet upon systems, Ill thle prosenit ent
ol buidget conlstr'mm i14, and with til incrieatsing share of'the DOD) hudj~vt devoted to
Operating and supporting ~Comm in being, it hils biecome even mnre importanit to he
able to me1asure thle Contribution of both new and existing weaponl syttems to (lte

overall1 deftense posture-that is, their rw-'nettts relative to their comsts
It is important to iink product cost to proucikt N-netits4 to be able ito address the

quest ion: thet Cost of what'.' This is tile obljective ot' llf-Cycle analilysis. For inlstanice.
th0 Cost per unlit, of 1ecticivellss f~or at new weapon system Cam ble m'educod 'oy pit her
iowering cost Or increasing effiectiveness, or by doing both. Aggrogaition ot cost
figures allonle is not. enlough; thle key is to understatnd total life-cyle cost in termL4 of'
its fokil magnitutie, distribution amilong Cost elentents, and Ivrends over ltime rela 'Vt'
to the benefits to be obtakined, to be oht~tintxd

DO!D otliciala have been Concerned that. it' current budget and Cost 1.1,01I, Coml-
Iitinue Comees maty not Iv able to modeornize effiectivelv or ai nt~aill 0ective peac-0
jtie training and realdiness operations" that Would degri'de our war-fight'ing Capm-

bility, This study is concornedt with understanding w~e muaiuntenlaice of' at Warmltim
capabhility in at peacetimei envmi'otiment. dur'ing wvhich it Canl be ditlicuilt to jilstit\
what appear. to 1e large dellense, budgets; thet tenlor ol'the times Calls tfom varefill "ost
al Ilocationil to aintaintl at balance betweenl cur'rent operations mitd mod0ernlizationl It

ets becom~e large. relittive to acquimtioll budget's; and 6ecause weapon systeits

1m0n114in in thet inventory longer' during peacetime, optiraltions and support Iaccounlt

C~onsequently alttelif ion hats 1-0Cet'enty foculsed Onl att.(mpjjts to underVIstandt and1(
predict totalI liIO-Cvce C081sts or. niew weaplon m Iystenis and important subsystemilS.
including 101,C1.101 turbinle engines. Costs includeti not onlyý thjose. of t'quC~iSit ion ýtdev-%A
lopmont and procurenient of al new Weapoa systetwlat but aliso all the Costs ot'opem'at.
ing and supptorting thet systeml in the field duritlg its inventor% I life'timei. The latter

slood to make Aetctivo tradeoft during now developments itnd pr~ocuremilents.

Thes coss ae o itf~ruitf~d area f~om investigation. Thet nmai ditlicuilty confrontt
ing this study. asl it has11 coniffonted pmevious m~srthsiK thle unavikilabi lit y of,

disaggregatted. Itomogeneou". longitudinal data associated w itl speci tic enigine
pyi a. rticularly li ieArFrehteand depot level, Thle datal tilkt arie availaible

Ala't egellv atggivgated, heter~ogeneous, and crs-etoaCovering short periods
of1 time;, and Commercial Contractors are unesadbyreluctant to ofth'i five

access ito Cert~ain proprietary Cost inforibm11ttion
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

Tbis study of the life-cycle analysis of aircraft turbine engines has a two-fold
objective: (1) to develop a methodology for assessing life-cycle benefitr and costs;
and (2) te apply that methodology to improve understanding of policy options for
engine acquisition and ownership.

The problem addressed is the weapon-system planner's lack of detailed infor-
mation and a methodology to enable him to make early decisions concerning the
selection of a new engine within a life-cycle context. Accordingly, this report
presents information ond a methodology for life-cycle analysis, derived fi-om the
study of historical data on military and commercial engines, to provide a weapon-
system planner an early analytical perspective. This methodology, when backed up
with appropriate data collection, should equip the weapon-system planner with
improved early visibility of the magnitudes, pkoportions, and trends of costs as-
sociated with tbe various phases of" an engine's life cycle. Hc should then be able
to identify influential parameters that drive costs and exert leverages between
life-cycle phases, and thus be able to assess tradeoffs among quality, schedule, and
cost in the search for policies appropi iate to the various phases of a new engine's
life cycle. The expected magnitude and proportion of ownership costs relative to
total life-cycle costs has a direct bearing on early decisions.' If early policy decisions
cannot affect a large part of the ownership costs later on, then there is little need
to worry about such decisions. The planner may still want to spend additional
money on development and on -',,,mponent improvement, so as to enhance the
component's performance and reliability in the weapon system and thus increase
operational capability. But concern about, operations and support cost, if this is the
relevant environment, would certainly be secondary, even from the outset of early
planning.

The methodoiogy can also serve as a con tro: or feedback mechanism as the new
system is developed, procured, and placed in operational service; the planner can
use the information it provides to measure results obtained and use those results
in estimating benefits and costs for the next system.

The major concern in this study, then, is to illuminate the entire life-cycle
process for ailitary aircraft turbine engines in terms of overall benefits and coAts
and their interactions. Commercial experience is also investigated to identify prac-
tices that the military might profitably adopt

Several broad questions will be addressed:

1. What are the magnitutds of !ife-cycle costs for the various kinds ofaircraft
turbine engines?

2. What are the ccst elements and their distribution?
3. How have these elements' distributions changed over time?
4. Are costs driven by certain key parameters and can they i, separated

from other parameters to measure individual effects'?
5. Are there interrelationships or tradeoffs between phases of the product's

life or between characteristics of the product?
6. To what degree do policies and organizational behavior affect costs? Can

relevant experience be obtained from study of commercial practices?

SSee App. A for one aerospave imanufiicturer's viewpoint on when, in the life cycle of a new weapon
systern, major influence i- exerted on costs.

A -. .



At. least partial answers are sought in this study through tile use of' analytical
techt~lues applied to available data. The procedure flollowed wats to: (1) develop a
theoretical framework for each phase of' thle life cycle, one feature of which wall wie
of' a technique filr assessing the state-of~the--nrt advancv3 represented by it new
engine; (2) collect and analyze data for each phase; (3) develop and test parametriv
coet-emtimiating relationships (CEfts) for each phase-, (4) use the CERS inl examiplaý
to ascertain behavior and obtain insights into cost magnitudes, proportions, and
trends' and to identift cost-drivers and their effects; and (5) eamuine commer-cial
practice for cost data and operational and maintenance practices that might be
profitable for thle Air Force.

To the extent that this research is successful, it will provide system planners
with a set of' abstracted and generalized results to aid in policy lbrmlulation for
future system - in particular, ain important outcome would be techniques to predict
life-cycle benefits and costs, inchkding the tradeoffis that may be m~ade across life.-
cycle phases and system characteristics.

BACK(GROUND

Aircraft turbine engines aire it particularly promising subject fior study because:
(1) They aire extremely important in weapon-system applications. (2) they tire f'elt
to be the pacing subsystem in aircraft weapon-system development; (3) they repre-
sent at large inventory and budgetary expense; (4) their 30-year history of' conltinu-
ing technollgileal improvement~ flurnishes at sizeable (though fragmentary) data
base f~or analysis; and (5) they could provide insights, from at subsystem viewpoint,
acr-oss the life-v 'ycle spectr'um. that may be readily applicable to the weapon-system
level. The subject. also has an immediate practical urgency: Engines aire a topic of*
considerable interest today because of problems arising in the operational invento-
rN with aiircraft grounded owing to engi ie-related problems.

Previous Rand studies have dealt with aircraft turbine engines, and somý' of'
Rapd's engine cost-estimating wor-k goes hack over at decade. More recently, this
research has turned to thle problem of measuring thle statc of the art in turbine
enttemp tod revluatin tradois inaperformanev e dulment and poue ntcost s 1n ITh timtodl
angines andreluatin tha-is m easreformne sehelopm ent and procuremenTht cetodtsona
ogy will be investiga-ted in this study for possible extension to ownership cost, to0
as-sist. in piroviding ain overall methodology flor estimatink! lotal life-cycle cost.

RESULTS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Many past studies have attempted to shed light on thle engine lifi-cycle process.,

Anld current stwhies withiti the Air Force and the DoD community aire extensively '
involved in life-c:.vcle cost estimates. The central question is, Hlow much does it cost
to aicquire and own a new military engine over its life- cycle? No previous study has
been able to answer that question fully. The two major problems involved tire

Vsk of this proce'dure' i:naplies that thle ffiture will 1whave like the lmm C01Seqei t l~ll tilt 11"MItS
here kkappl to it Will-ett't Context ralther 111 ith: "A sould-Cost" Context. ''Should-Cost ialeacign
tit he stl- 1111 m d llelliViOl' of t he co rrvnt instit utijonali arrangliement. "Wi Il-comt t-ntaki s tile dangfer of'

atwn Ma tIt1a1filling propilevy
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obviously: (E) accurately measuring what has already taken place; and (2) using
such information to predict the future.

The most recent studies examined have been more qualitative than quantita-
tive, or for the most part have addressed only a portion of the life cycle.' Some
previous studies have attempted to quantify operating end support costs and total
life-cycle costs for ,pecific engines, but no study to date has clearly and consistently
defined all of the relevant cost elements and obtained their associated actual costs
for any ongoing engine program. Furthermore, no methodology has been provided
for predicting costs for new engines over the entire life cycle. The lack of data is
the persistent obstacle in the path. For existing engines in the USAF inventory,
studies of operating and support costs have been performed with cross-sectional
data; in most cases, they cover only a single fiscal year or even less. For a new
engine, the procedure has been tu select a closely similar existing engine and use
modified cross-sectional data from that engine's current experience (usually at
steady-state conditions) in an attempt to project operating coo0s over the proposed
engine's entire life cycle. The combined lack of disaggregated, homogeneous, lon-
gitudinal data and of a reliable methodology for projecting detailed cost estimates
over a new engine's life cycle have frustrated attempts to estimate life-cycie costs.
Furthermore, none of these previous studies have attempted quantitative calcula-
tions of the effect of state-of-the-art advances on life-cycle costs.

All these difficulties have led earlier studies into the erroneous conclusion that
engine base and depot maintenance costs are a relatively minor fraction of total
life-cycle costs for an engine-as little as one-tenth to one-fifth, with the range being
affected by whether or not fuel consumption attributed to a mission was considered
within the total cost estimate.

These earlier studies suffered from the difficulty of defining the cost elements
associated with each of the phases of the life cycle, and ascertoining whether these
cost elements were consistent over time and whether all relevant cost elements
were indeed included, their results further depended heavily on the data sources
and assumptions they employed. For instance, hourly labor rates used to estimate
base and depot labor costs will vary markedly, depending on the extent to which
the direct labor cost is burdened by applying appropriate overhead charges. Many
studies have omitted significant portions of the direct labor-hour cost burden. An-
other difficulty lies in assuming that cross-sectional operating and support costs are
aN; erage costs sustained over the entire life cycle. The cross-section is likely to have
been taken either during the steady state of a mature engine or during its imma-
ture dynamic state; since neither state is "average," a cross-section can seriously
distort the estimate either up or down.

Previous studies have estimated engine ownership costs in a range of $20 to
$200 per engine flying hour. Recent data obtained for this study indicate that costs
can be several times higher (even after adjusting for inflation) for the newer.
high-technology engines for comparable mission objectives. It is possible that some
previous cost figures were valid for earlier weapon systems at specific points in
time, but current systems are tending toward considerably highn r average operat-
ing and support costs, and future systems threaten to be even more costly if no

'Studies by ARINC, LMI, JLC Panel, NASA, GAO, SAB. and moat recently, PMR/ IQUTSAF. present
some data but no coet-estimating methodology. The PMR study provides brief summaries of most of thie
other major studies. (See Ref's. 2-8.)
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actions are taken to change the direction of this trend. Relying on older engine
steady-state costs to directly reflect new engine average costs over a 15-year time-
span can seriously underestimate future costs.

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

This study examines the magnitudes, proportions, and trends of costs for ac-
quiring and owning a new aircraft turbine engine and highlights the parameters
driving these costs for the benefits sought. It provides an overall life-cycle method-
ology that incorporates the effect of state-of-the-art advancea required for new
engines. Chapter 2 discusses the objectives, definitions, and data requirements for
life-cycle analysis. Chapter 3 presents the results of the life-cycle analysis for mili-
tary engines Chapter 4 discusses applicable commercial experience, Conclusions
and recommendations are presented in Chap. 5.

II

7~
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Chapter 2

LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSIS

The lift---cycle anatlysis ofta new weapon s4ystemi must lie based oil an understand-
ing of all phases of the liflecycle process. both separately and ats they interact, They
include concept formulaition, v'alidation, development, procurement.. deployment.

-~ operational use, and disposail. The life-cycle process exterh,4,4 over two to three
decades. depending upon thle quality originally soutght and thle quolity obutined, thet
length (if timeW spent ini eatch phase. and the imorwtaince of the systemi in the invento-
rv, Thle creation ofit weapon system involves many orgonizattions within thle ('oN--
erninent. nmilkary service. and private industry. While life-cycle analysis noust be
senlsitive, to institutional practices. thle central concern of this study is to develop
a met hodology thatt can be applied to beniefit'cost traideoll ,.k

DEFINITIONS AND QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF
BENEFITS, AND COSTSS

It is oflen extremely ditlicult to evaluatte quanltitaltively tho benlefits to bie galined
tfront a new weapoln system. For example, thle new system maty incorporate at
technical characteristic that appears to provide at marginal inmprovellent ait best
over at previous svstenik, but in reality creates a significant. combat advantage-- hut
how is that advantage to be measured? In thle cm riaaentile bottom linle
is pr'ofit earned flOt thle service provided twhere safety is one implied pairt of set'-
vice), but it is fail fr-om easy to assign at dollair-equivalent to thet benietits at weliponI
system prodiuces in at wartime environment. lit attempting benefit and cost assess-
ments tfor engines, it. must also be recognized thatt ainalysis lit theit subsy steml level

musit ultimately be related hack to thle system: engine output miust be mleasuited inl
terms of its contribution to the weapon system. The true measures are thle engine's
impact onl weapon-system availability and utilization, mission reliability, et'l~cciive-
neiss, mobility, and inventory' life. Such measures are beyond thle scope ot'this study.
which confines itsA measure of output to thle subsystem level. It is thet tatsk of the:
weatpon-systems planner to transf'orm the output measures dealt with in this study
into the ultimiate vadue of, the sAys'tem; thle methodology presented here should
enaible him to do so with more confidence thain hits heretofore been possible.

DEFINING BENEFIT MEASURES FOR AIRCRAFTWF TRBINE
ENGINES

Thet aitircra ft t urbine engine has been chatract eri zed ats oi of' helhighly signifi-
cant inventions of thle twentieth century. cortakinly, no one can11 denly tile tremlenl-
dous importance of'the changes it-s military and commercial applications have
wrought onl our history and thle way we live. But in this era everything comes with
at price-tag. It hats been said, somewhat wrily. that thle only trouble with at turbine

6
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engine is that it weighs something. it gulps fluel, it takes up space. it creates drag,
atind it breaks now and then. Like all other inventions, it has its benefits, and it has
its costs.

Bentfit measures foi- an engine hinge on its design, hov: it is used, and how itI &xtticts weapon-system quality.
Quality is ain extremely complex measure that defies absolute quantiticat ion in

at military context. For- an engine, it embraces the sum of the Aharacteristics it is
to contribute to at new weapon system (peribrmnance. durability, reliability. mnain-
tainabiiity. safety), just as life-cycle cost is the sumi of all cost elements. However,
militar-y quality is part ly at subjective matter, more difficult to assess than cost. How

-~ much is ain extra 50 miles per hour worth to at fighter aircraft? What is it Worth
to have the aircraft available more Frequently? In the weapon system context, it
is possible-and necessary-to arrive at rational dollar figures for the onswers, but
subjective judgment w dl always enter the calculations.

In at life-cycle analysis, we seek to claritv. ait least. in pairt, the tritteofls amiong
product quality. schedule, and total cost. When one characteristic of an engine is
changed, other characteristics are affiected. Sinve. qu1alitly is a ('onth inotior of man)
ti, iniAs it is niot certain that 'an irnprot'enienit ill one' ('h(1?Tteristit of qimulitY nmT's-
suirily leads to tin ov'era~ll intproi't'iient in qtualityv fior the end iuse desired. For
rinstanc if' performiance is increased to the detriment oft rlability, it is not clear
that overall quality is improved. In this, study. quality is considered closeiy synony-
mious with perflormance in a military context, and engine perflormance character-
istics aire related to the state of the art to assess their schedule and cost imipacts
in selecting at new engine.

For military systems, quality has primarily nwcint performance, with other
characteristics considered secontdary. The goal caninonly has,, been -r )btain thrust
at at minimum fuel consumption. weight. and installed volume, but other character-
istics should be considered. tCo11m1ercial practice emphasizes satlety, reliabil'ty,
aid cost.) Durability anc! reliability are so closely related that they are somnewhat

difficult to distiti,-Iish, lutt durability can be related to design lifle, thle engine's
continuing ability to perform the mission in the air-craft during its inventory life-
time. This may entail consideration of' Sevee'al system output measures: flying
hours. sorties, takeoffs and landings engine cycleL; ithrottle movement), aind callen-
dat' time. Reliability can be expressed aN Oie ergine's% ability to be ready to go on
any- given mission and to perform it successafu'.y. M~tasures of'interest ore engrinte
removal rt`Hs, mkILsion aborts, ana ti.tie between sciedulee base maintenance and
depot r~pair visits. Maintainability is the 'Pase wit-ii which the aircraft/engilne
combination can be maintained "n ' he field. Sif'ety can include design features t ha!
may appear to detroct fron. pertlormancto-for example, designing engin- casings
so blades cannot go tairough them iC they separate from the rotor. Suchl at feature
increases engine weight but re.'uces tile chance of' substait~iai airt~'raile daniage.

Environment 'mpacts include noiste ind ý,nltoke. Nvivch car, be reduced at someI
pentaity to engrine performance.

The most widely used output measure of w-. nership cost f~or at given engine is
txKt per rngine flying hoiur, In the future, however, other mneasures aiay become
more relevant. With the adve.,, of the high cost of fluel, flying training inay be
accomplished in fiewer flying hours. But, pilots can make fuiller use of these flyini7
hours so as not to cut down on critical portions of their training. Thus, in thle Future,



flying hourts m'ay 4ecrease- but not thle numixr of sooiois, takeoffis and l& idings. and
engine- cycles; if so, cost per flying bout may not be an appropriate mea'sure.Th
cost of' maintaining thc engine invenrtory may 11o1 dek reaiw oven though there. is
at derreame in flying hours and fuel cot.% This is eispeit'lly true it'maintenance i,
stnffi'e to handle peak worklovtxý 1-i wart-ime. Another measure is calendar time.
The longer an engine i6 out in the ~Ie'Mdithout majlor diepot rework, Ow' snort
opportunit" it has to undergo cerrosive and mzeco1 'v Aanuig. When it doe's finaly
return to the depot, the daniage may he more extensi'~it u-I~iight be expei'ted %).I
the tuasis of' fly-ng hours illone.

Although this study will primarily use retaigin 1wifrfaive nellcaro'ciet4 &to

rolate to shtat-of-the-art and litle-cycle costs. and the eriginct-lying~ hou r as tin output
nmeaiure flor owner-ship costs, fuiture data% collection efl'orts should encompass ot her
benefit measure-.4-rnotably. sorties, takeoil's and landings, engine throttle excki-
sions, and calenditr time.

DEFINING LI-FE-CYCLE COST ELEMENTS'

The lIfi-cycle cost of' an aircraft turbine engine is thle sum of' till elementsA of'
acquisition and ownership costs. To enable effective tradeoti' decisions. detailed
olefinitions of' those elements are nec'essary. pairticularly in terms oi' whatt belonp.

under acquisition cowt and what l'elongs under ownership cost. Table 2A1 lists those
elements ats they tire uredt in this study. There art, three columns in the table: k1)I

engine acquisition costs, compr~iing the RDT& E and procuremnittt plortions of the
acquisition phase involving designi, development. test, manutfacture, and delivery
to the field; 02 engine ownership. ý'ost., comprising operat~ing and suptpv ' mainte-

na0''kte costs f'or aill base and depot act-ivities, and ý3) weapovi-systen-rela' ecoststlir
f'uel and for attrition due to accidents and catast-rophic failures.

Certain cost elements appear txndelt both ttaVquiSition1 Mnd "ownlerShipl" as., for1
instance. EXT I'mod 'retrcofit costs. in one sit uation, they can ble in thtle "acqu isit ion "I
column because they' are assoiated with enhancement of prrmneor at cliange
in muirenient that should bie attributed to acquisition. In another situattion, they
can bwe associateti with changes for correction of' a deficiency andl improvement of'
reliability and thue are attributa~ble to ownership. Other costs apipeatrinjg in bloth
columins include ACE tcommon and peculiar), transportation, monagement. and
training. These cost elemients are not usuially large in either acquisition or owner-
ship Ion the-joh training is significant. but difficult to separate from aill olther
maintenance labor costs ait the bisse or depoit; also, initial retruitment training is
not considered here). Facilit~ies tire usually at one-t~ime expendit~ure and vary widely
Prom prog-am to program. They are included in the teefinition, but will not bve
eonsidered flurther in this study,.. With the increasing complexity of new weapon
systems, peculiar support equipment may become incre'usingly costly paticularyI

if i isconsderd toincudesoftaredesin ad deelon~e t a el as hardware41.

and if'simulators and diagnostic systems aire regarded as support eqjuipmient. This

In~ this sstudy. all .A'tst am oxtiprv~aset it% konlutnt .tOItRM 1)Deimmuting 1114t Chonngs Mime .'11 the'
tinctinog pr~wt'ettd tin Chap. 3, dIepen~itoilgw the diastribut~ion oftut outlays oitave ~r thle tim~e hrvt~It~t of
itltr*Ws a~nd tile discoullt r'ate Assumed.
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Table 211

CWWRII'IVATION OF LIFK.('YCiK CONTI.,

Cost RIement ___uLql qtkionr Owner~ship ftster-Rolatod
RDT6R N

Tooling N.

Sp~are engine N
Sp~are parts (baie dopot) x.
Depot labor x.
Baa, labor N.
lKCIh-mod/retro. NN
AGE xpclah&mmn .N
Transportation x.N
Manallomont x. x

*twine attrition N
F'uel x.

shlould I* considered in t~iture slystenlls particularly it' enlginle health 11on1itoring
b~evoms anf increasingly important t~actor in t he design ot'new ongill".

Engine uttrit-ion and fuel are elasaitifd its wea~pon-sstemi-related because theseA
cost elements depend primarily onl the designi and use ot'the particulair weapon
,4N tetn., (F-e (' t.'onsuptioll i3, a timction not only ott'ngille de~sign but IIl,* ot'misawion
use. attrit~ion rattes depend onl aingle-&ingille Versus multi-enlgille application ats well

As Other featurles.)

AIRCRAFT TURBINE~ ENGINE DATA'

Researchers attempting at lift-cycle study oft' a weapon system consltantly rni
upi agatinst the annie obstacele: obtaining all thlt relevant datta required. The problent
is much like trying to put together at jigsawk~ puzzle when some tit' thle Pieces are.
missing, and other pieces seeml to have wanldered in fivim a1nother similar pl7.zle.
Not only must thle reearcher comb throlugh it large likilw ot' data zsystems. but
therm is the addit ional problem of inconsistency of datta suc-two different datal
systems not agreeing when bo~th supposedly use thle salme datta from themiame basic

The daikt most. readily avatilable, for ownershlip eckit-estimalting in this study
have been aggregated. heterogeneous, and crs-etoathat is, gross. weapon-I
system-level or engine-titmily cost totals for only at flew fiscal years and sometimes
inconsistently defined, across tho,-e yearv. A sound lifle-cycle at olysis requires disalg-

*lt.% it rhalt~ goingto bt, chiitx il tht' no'r Atiturt, With '*%verait dawi mm~i'mr.o rtiiti t
08SD andt 114 USAF that tie,\ave euutt'ist over at long twtiod of tinit' V'ANIOS( M\tkNlt alut Matinagl
lit-tit of lperuttting andt Supliort co~t&tsI, lau 1mw (nd koCtiwntua.g uut siipori t ouut R%'porttt4g

AFAi otre tnow being nimplcunntt-A. O'wt i~ifhte.~~ 'ttutlty o ptwilwdu thi.* olnd ot'datat, 1144hed

titt the .uhsvateii cilmlitin'nt lovel,
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grt'galted. hlonlogeneous. longitudinal (lata, cost datak brok~'n dtv.- i below. wear n.t
systemn level, into consistently defined categories, and ~a'! xkwlc over o considtiv able
period of' tilnie, preflen I ly lit least tell yea-;z. I n gmneralI, At ii'at cc p ravi Ice is, to save
costs Cor about thrce to Vour vears."

lFor (nginea, the contracto;, is the est source or !wl&E CEI'ai' ad 1) -octirenw~nt
dwata since lie is ill tie Ws~t position to break out thle detailed cost eiwmei ts for veah
portionl 0,0t- :osts Alssociated mith aI atcua t .1 act .idhe saves cost data for
many yars, These datat are valuable to him ler atwn lyzng new eniginle programls.
Whereas thle military ser-vices, because specific Contracts wiaa Cover a1 Ilult itude of
itemis proc-ure-d by a1 lumip-suml cost, are hard pressed to attempt at detatiled breakout
of'costs long after the fbct. For instance, a given A'r Fo~ce contract may include
ne..t Only thle procur-lenwt of' Whole enigines', but somet. allotment to spare parts.
mana tllgement data, field support, and so forth.

Tile only sour11ce of all relevant ownership data 4-, the uising military serl\-vxe It
is critically im1por-tant ito obtainl all relevanlt costs ill a [-Art ý ilra.a i'Xi il'stmt'.v
depot costs are at 41rgt expensek for enigines. The total depot cost includes not only
overhaull of wholt' enlgines. but also repair of reparable parts fb,' %% hole-etilgine,
overhawl. tile cost of expimndable parts, n'odificat ionls, and tilt repair otf Coll) p)Onent s
receiveA irectly froml tile field and returned to thet field. Some of' bese costs havv
.,ot been included in previous studies attempting to obtainl total depot costs.

Th-L operating base hals similar datat problems. This is one area inl which specitiv
weapon system costs are s;ignificantly lacking. To obtain cost elements at thlt base.
for example, the Resource Management Systeml sKRMS) is 1uset'ul flor costs associated
With specific balse Cost centers. This systemi will provide the Cost associated with
operating the eniginle shop. Several ditllicultive- hamper the, collection of engine-
related base costs: Tile engine shop is not thle only source of'lablor related to enigines:
costs associated with thle enginleshop involve fixing all ot'the enginles Onl a base. not
merel".' thle eniginle type of' inter'est, and costs are not Separated by weaponl system.
The analyst tCierefore must exercise care inl obtaining thle coriect costs pr'Operly\

allocated, or' apply somle est i mat ion technlique that includes allucat ionl

Se pp1, wadiina xc'4maea



CHAPTER 3

MII4ITARA AIR'.VRAF`T TURBINE ENGINE LIFE-CYCLE
ANALYSIS

'rhis study hasN . twotbld objectiVe: tO deVelop) a meItho~dology fo1' ZNVsssiing
lit'e-icycle belletit's and costs Col. military aircrati tuirbinle enlgineos, and to appl\ "hait
mlet hodology to policy considerat ions inl tile development, procklirement. anki ow ner,
ship of' engines. This chapter f~ocuses onl thle developilenil of'that a'w 'dology and
presents app I cations of'it, Developlenlt, prcaeet lnd ownIe rs)Ii p are, explored
allt the enlginet 81S\.bSyteml leve~l. The chapter analyies data available tbr each phase
A'010w lit"' Qccle nddveop odlsfolkig h theoreticalI fornr. .at ionlsot chap,

2.To satisfy these0 0o jcciVeS, thle chapIter' exmuines eniginle benlefits and costs inl
devtail to reveall mlagnitudes and proport ions of' lile-cyclt' cost andi identify trenlds
and impw-tant variables. trt~igmltayc~ieqaiyb 'a n

Vowvard thost' ends, tINS chapter:

desifred perflormanlce characteristics to time, specifivally to th e 150-hour.
Modiel Qualification Trest k\M(4T) date, to obtain a Trimle-ot~Arrival 0Cl\):\

t trend fbr enginesl 12 1
* R.VieWS thle lpfuliCatik1 Of this mIetho~dology, to esItimat~ingk deve~lopet~l~

and prvocu renl ellt costs and1( trading olff Portob1ManCe Sche~dule co~st inl the
military\ acquisitionl proces'sl I11; and

*considers this smille Opproach fbi'. n.vestigating and improvinlg owner'Iship
cost-estinliation: ownershlip an1d acqukisitionl Canl then be com1bine~d inlto an
overall lit~'-cv cle Perspective.

WithI such at perspective, thle early plannler. canl have a new ability to anls-wer
quest ionis about t radeodis bet weenl benlefits and acukiSition and owvnersh iip costs
during thle conceptual phlase. For- instance. can thle effe'ct ot' pushing thle state ot'tlie,
arlt bet wIeWAllurd inl terms1I of'OVei'al1 pertbr1mance schledulel cost imlithcaktions.? W~ill
p)ushin g thet state Of' thle art1 increase coimponenit imlproveln."nt1 costs? Will enlginet

ovrhulinthedpt, costmoe W~ill it colt more1' tol malinltain a more1 complex

engine in tl,.e tield? Trhe TOA appi'oach1 is used below. to addreAss Stich qJUest ions

TIME OF ARR1VAL-.A PROXY FOR TECHNOLOUA

Because technology is. not dit'ectly mleasuralble, a1 sub'stitutite measure hasu' beenl
soughit. such at mleasuire mu11st be associated with rellt'applications. 1`61.technol-
ogy cannot be considered anl enid inl inself. Technology t rends may then be tracked
by recording thle vaflues of the measure inl ditli'vrent applications at ditfrrenttins
A previous Rand study related thle date of an enlginle's succesýsful NMQT to certainl
technical advancesa that military users haid sought over time'. La~ter work related

Sett R'ef 12. ot hor sti utes o hh11i 10Z ie d I~ uV%'Iilto Mu kkkikid H~f' 13. 11 :t ii , I N~



k~ will Ill, disclitisede ill itorte detailt shilttir Tv1l~ htest'otsvi mltidy list's Itt' Sanit'4 toach1110
(1) t'ioletl tilt, attalysis Ito the' t'!tirt' 1i't,' cye'V

The' proxv ust'd fotr sti ateortlwAlearl etd'ttte' ill thIis st udy is tilt' t jute' of'iat'ri 'a I

O"A ) o itI)II-ticifit. iti (i' iirral I rbilo llgli, citilicvrit i'silthe'tt 50 ou

lict of' theit' p sressr rati ItoIed tilt 1w ainxiltal dyntiieticptie'r, l'th igil
ope'ra it t'ng ve'lope, till tdI' OI llo ittportitint ;terfori'ltttct, moaso rt's. h lii

itee' ttt115vs0 Wt'tt tttitst. tt'dily I 'teiilaite atttt tilt,' itilitir provotess litse bieet
sOt."Olall llb 1-11f',1%mlt it-'o 1 iie'ttId . NMally aehht joliel V416iahles Were e'X11ttoted hill

dhid not addt signifiviantly to tilt, ejoaithy of .1 oodil.
''l'ltie iat huit ltll, fotr Itit, ttlodt' cotasimted ill 26 tttrbo~jt't mid tkirhollmviciattigns

ttaitnling 41 30-)y~om tinwi petivod oit' itircrafl I thiritle vilginte Itist ory Somte ofl' the
tochnologicall htigltligl~tt sof'Ithis t initt poriodti an sitowit inl Table' 1.1. Althtough sptw

i~iehc s tge's f tt'hnoloicaI litv tt' hve o UOUt'ld, I lil ovenie It I Iend itis hveet ome
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Table 3.2

DATES OF DEVEIOPMENT INITIATION FOR THE

AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE DATA BASE

Early LWte Early Late Early Late
1940s 1940s 1950s 1950s 1960s 19606

J30 W J40 W J52 PW J58 PW TF31 GE
J31 GE J42 PW J65 CW J60 PW TF39 GE
J33 GE/A J46 W J69 C J85 GE TF41 A
J34 W J47 GE J75 PW TF30 PW
J35 GE/A J48 PW J79 GE TF33 PW

J57 PW
J71 A
J73 GE

NOTE: W - Westinghouse; GE - General Electric; A = Allison; PW
Pratt & Whitney; C - Continental; CW = Curtiss Wright.

Table 3.3

TECHNICAL DATA FOR U.S. MILITARY AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINES

Turbine Specific
Inlet Thrust Pressure Fuel Max.
Temp. Max. Weight Ter• Consumption Mach Din. Length MQT

Engine (OR) (Ib) (Ib) (lb/ft) (lb/hr/Ib) N, o. (in.) (in.) (qtr)

J30 1830 1560 686 1575 1.17 0.9 19.0 94 17
J31 1930 1600 850 1710 1.25 0.9 41.5 72 11
J33 1960 3825 1875 3400 1.22 1.0 50.5 103 19
J34 1895 3250 1200 3400 1.06 1.0 27.0 120 27
J35 2010 4000 2300 3400 1.08 1.0 40.0 168 21
J40 1985 10900 3580 5750 i.08 1.8 41.0 287 45
J42 1825 5000 1729 3640 1.25 1.0 49.5 103 25
J46 1985 6100 1863 6625 1,01 1.8 29.0 192 4.1

J47 2060 4850 2475 5375 1.10 1.0 37.0 14.1 26
J48 2030 6250 2040 4880 1.14 1.0 50.0 107 33
J52 2060 8500 2050 12840 0.82 1.8 31.5 150 74

J57 2060 10000 4160 11400 0.80 1.4 41.0 158 41
J58 (0) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 87
J60 2060 3000 460 10360 0.96 1.0 24.0 80 71
J65 2030 7220 2815 8500 0.92 1.8 38.0 127 46

J69 1985 920 333 3400 1.12 1.0 22.0 44 56
J71 2160 9570 4090 11000 0.88 1.5 40.0 195 47

J73 2060 8920 3825 8750 0.92 1.9 37.0 147 49
J75 2060 23500 5950 16724 0.80 2.0 43.0 259 59
J79 2160 15000 3225 18056 0.87 2.0 37.5 208 57
J85 2100 3850 570 10360 1.03 2.0 20.0 109 74
TF30 (a) (a) Ia) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 92
TF33 2060 17000 3900 19240 0.52 1.0 53.0 136 71
TF34 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 120
TF39 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 109
TF41 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 107

aDeleted for security or proprietary reasons.
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e.d to arri ve on a certain date and they arrived varlier. They were ullead ot'scIheduk'
or werv advanced. Conversely, engines below tile 45-degr'ee line would be consid-
e'red conservative. The -Atandard error is showvn by the dashed lines.

Many- engines have both afterburning and noni-aflorburning models, Thek dit a
utilized to obt~ain the TOA miodel represent "primary" engines int tile sense that
each is used only once, according to its first MQT; no product improveme&nt I1Oltlod5
are included in thle figure. The model that first patssed anl MQT is the one selected
f'or use in the TOA eqmztion. If the MQT engine had no afterburner but subsequent
models did. as in the cast, of thle J57, the non-afterburning version was used.
Similarly. if the MQT engine had an afterburner and subsequent niodeks. did not--
the TF30. for example-the afterburning version wits used.

Thle model and its.staftistical properties are summantrized in Table 3.4; the table
also includes anl example of the application of'the equation to the .J79 engine. The
J79 represents- approximately the middle of'the :30-year t-rend. The contribution of'
each variabl totecluaini hown. The resuli indicates that thle J79 was
significantly advanced when it, passed its MQT. Also shown atre elasticities for tile
variables (or the effect that it percentage change in the independent variable will
have onl a percentage change of' thle dependent v'ariablO~.,The predominant variable

in thle calculation is turbine inlet temperature, which is e4 'etnelY imnportAint in
turbine engine technology. H-igher temperatures allow the' engine designer muchA
move flexibil~ty to trade off designi and performanlce tharacto'- es in termls of'
thrust, SFVC, and physical size of tile engine, which ttfle'cts wet,, It, advance in
temperature also implies that mater'ials and design techniques suvi ats combustor
and turbine cooling aire improving, so that thle design can handle thle higher temper-
ature. Thle other variables, while highly s.ignificant. statisltically' andj in4tAWtaml in)
anl engine design, contr'ibute less in the TOA equation. SFC appearst to have thle
least impact, although as SFVC conti1ues to dccrt'ase, its effect, could become signiifi-
cantly larger.
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Table 3.4

AIRCRAVrT TURNINt ENUINE TIME-OF-ARRIVAi.
(TOM EquATION

TOA26 -856.4 + l1.10,0n TEMP +11.41 In TOTPRS - 26.08 InWGT

- 16.02 In SFCMIL + 18.37 In THRMAX
(2.8) (2.8)

2 -. 0.96
SE - ý.3
IF 92 (5,20)

Example: J79 Engine

Variable Value Calculationa Elasticity

CQmatant -85864 --856.4 -
TEMP 2160 +84•.3 +1.5
TOTPRS 18056 +111.8 4.0.2
WGT 3226 -210.7 -0.4
SFC .87 +2.2 -0.2
THRMAX 15000 +176.6 *0.3

TOA26 68.8
MQTQTR 57

aEquation coefficient multiplied by value of ,,ariable

(in appropriate form);,e.g., for TEMP: 110.10 in 2160-
+ 845.3,

Of particular interest during early planning at the conceptual phase would 1ew

an engine falling outside the standard error on the high side, namely, a significantly
advanced engine in terms of the data base. Some data points do fall outside the
sitandard error on the high side, such as the J79 example shown. An advanced

engine can be achieved, then, but the model suggests that it be more diflicult than
achieving an average engine. It is to be expected that an advanced engine has a
higher exposure to performance shortfall and schedule slip and, as will be shown
subsequently, will tend to be more expensive to develop and procure. There is also
some qualitative evidence (but as yet insufficient quantitative data) that such an
engine may be more susceptible to "teething" problems when introduced into
operational service, If an engine fell within the standard error where two-thirds of

i$ the data would be expected to fUll, it would be difficult to may whether it was
significantly advanced or conservative. An engine outside the standard error on the
lower side would tend to be significantly conservative for the time that. it did arrive.
But this is not to say that an existing engine (as shown in the figure) on the
conservative side was expected to arrive on that date, It may have slipped fr'om at
schedule that was expected to produce an advanced engine or an engine within the

state of the art. (Planning information concerning when an engine was supposed
to pass its MQT was not available for most older engines.) In fact, no engine
currently in the USAF inventory has started out to be deliberately conservative.
This may have implications for the overall trend today of designing to cost. Most
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military engines in the inventory to date have been primarily performance-orient-
ed, with durability, reliability, maintainability, and cost considerations second. It
would be an innovation to design an engine to cost, with deliberately conservative
performance characteristics.

As will be shown in the cost analysis to follow, the development of engines
beyond the MQT after they enter operational service is often more costly than the
entire development program up to the MQT. As an illustration of the application
of the TOA technique, an analysis was made of the additional technological growth
of 13 engines after their original MQT. It would be expected intuitively that the
growth version of an engine already in production would have limited design
flexibility, because many of its features are constrained by the existing hardware
and production capabilities. Hence, technology improvement for updated engines
should be slower than that for new engines. This expectation is borne out by Fig.
3.2, portraying post-MQT technology growth for 13 engines. The left-hand point of'
each pair of points is the TOA of the original MQT engine, and the right-hand point
is the TOA of the most improved version. The connecting line indicates the rate of
technological growth for each engine relative to the state of the art. All engines
showed growth curves of less than 45 degrees. A Rand study j 161 has investigated,
to a limited degree. the type. mauwtL and cost of technological change through
growth models of turbine engine&
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Application of TOA

This TOA approach will be used to estimate, first, development and production
costs during acquisition, and later ownership costs, using two time measures along
with other parameters that are expected to be significant in the cost-estimating

l i I
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relationships (CERs). Figure 3.3 presents these terms. TOA is the time-of-arrival
level for a particular engine calculated from the equation and measured from the
origin. ATOA is the difference between the calculated TOA when an engine is
expected to pass its MQT and the actual or scheduled MQT measured from the
45-degree trend line. Both of these terms will be used in attemptir'g to improve the
CERs for engine acquisition.

TOAA

.!

AcK•MI (W• schoduld) time of emlvel

a( 150-l MQT dote

Fig. 3.3-Relationship between predicted time of
arrival and deviation from the trend

FI
It must be emphasized that the TOA methodolugy does tiot dirt.tly measure

a trend of technology, per se, but a time trend of the parameters associated with
the successful application of technology: the development, production, and use of
products to meet user demand. The methodology enables the user to discriminate
between performance measures that have unequal value for him. The following
assumptions and limitations apply to this methodology:

I. The model implies steady, evolutionary development. Progress made in a
time interval in the 1950s is equal, relatively, to progress made in a similar
time interval in the 1970s.

2. There is continuing support of the technology base. The exploratory and
advanced development programs and the IR&D effort are continuous and
ongoing. Operational experience and component improvements in exist-
ing hardware also provide information.

3. In predicting new engines, it is assumed that the future will behave simi-
larly to the past in the sense that the acquisition process will not vary
greatly, and that the values applied by the user will be fairly similar. Thus,
design-to-cost. as opposed to the current military philosophy of design-to-
performance, must still be evaluated cautiously in a military context.
However, combining military and commercial experience may yield new
insights concerning the value of characteristics other than performance in
attempting to obtain an overall trend of quality in an engine.

4. In predicting the future, it is important that the variables associated with

new products be a reasonable extension of the available data base vari-
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ables. Near-term future predictions are therefore likely to be more valid
than far-term predictions. The variables must certainly be internally con-
sistent with regard to thermodynamic cycle characteristics for the design
being evaluated. A large increase in a single variable is thus precluded
from consideration for a new engine program. Steady improvement in all
variables has been the experience.

5. The data base is for all industry products, and thle model reflects average
industry experience. Thus, the model may not totally reflect a particular
manufacturer, since there are leaders and followers in any industrial and
technological area.

There has been continual pressure to advance technology during the 30-year
period covered by the engine data used in this study, and continuous progress has
been achieved. These observations and supporting analysis 11,121 indicate that the
MQT date generally orders the level of technology of engines, and that TOA pro-
vides an ordinal prediction of an engine's level of technology. In this technological
sense, the measure is not cardinal because the differences cannot 1e directly comn-
pared.

The technology and cost models are of interest to planners and cost estimators
whether TOA is a cardinal or ordinal measure. Planners will use any available tool
to obtain the "best" solution for the decisions that confront them. Interest has been
focus,.- on this issue because a cardinal measure of technology is intrinsically
desirable: Such a measure would provide a sounder theoretical basis for cost esti-
mation than have the more "conventional" approaches used in the past, Indeed,
some past efforts have been more concerned with variables that best explain thle
data, with insufficient regard for their theoretical appeal. The TOA measure seems
to be a more objective measure of technological state-ot-the-art advance than has
been previously obtained and used in cost-estimating relationships, but TOA is not
a cardinal measure of technolopy. It is a proxy fbr technology, and it does attempt
to relate technology to time through user values of products obtained, and time is
therefor," .1 in a cardinal sense in the cost-estimating models that tollow.

Data Anai -•s

Data were obtained and analyzed prior to development of CERs. Development
costs for 14 military turbojet and tirbofan engine programs and procurement costs
fo" 18 such pro. ams were obtained and used to generate acquisition cost models
utilizing TOA aud ATOA. Reference I contains a detailed discussion of the data and
their treatm, These data were obtained almost exclusively from contractors.
Ownership data, on the other hand (except for CIP), were obtained mainly from Air
Force organizations. These data were severely limited as to quality and time-span.
limiting the model results that could be obtained in the ownership area. Interesting
insights were obtained concerning magnitudes and proportions of costs for particu-
lar ownership expenses, and some model results are useful as crude estimates of
costs. Ownership cost models will be addressed following discussion of the acquisi-
tion cost models.

Relating Time of Arrival to Acquisition Costs

The methodology involving a time of arrival for relating performance to devel-

VIw"-
IL.1
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opment schedl-.1s has be•:n incorporated into costt-estinlating relationships WERa)
for the engine acquisition process. These CERs were developed fbr U.S. melitary
engone development and procurement costs.$ Homogem..ots, disaggr,.aated cost
data were available from the engine contractors, spanning ao 2year perito in some
cases. Without this type of data, meaningffit r"sults could not have been obtained,
The approach employed here was to investigate variables considered important in
thot development and procurement phases of a new engine. Tht, va iables included
measures of the quality of the product. the development time involved, the "ttch.
nologyv" 'tima of arrival) embodied in the product, and how inuch additional "tech.
nology" the program apparently required, Results of these CMRs are shown in
Tables 3.5 and 3,6 for development to MQT and tbr the thousandth production unit
selling price. Example calculations and elasticities for the X#9 engine are also
presented.

Table 3.5

Cosr Moona. roo DIvslIoPMENT TO M(47
ln millions of 1975 dollars)

In DMQT. - -1.3098 * 1.•8538 DEVTIMl + 0.49630 In THEIMAX
t"/,6) (7.1)

+ 0.04099 ATOA26 + 0.41368• In MA('H
(4.91 (2.a)

R2 - 0.961
S• -0.182 I

F 57(4,9)

Etmar4tl J79 VmginEo

Variable Value Calculation Elaticity
C0oatant -1.3098 -1.3098 -
DEVTIME 18 +1.53684 *1.6
THRMAX 15000 +4.77232 40.5
ATOA26 11.8 +0.48368 $3O.!
MACH 2.0 +0,28674 +0.4

oI DMQTC 5.76978
DMQTV 320.0
Actual DMQTC 32', 0)

In the models studivd. the variables have entered with coefficients that sititiNt
theoretical considerations and/or actus,& experience. The signs of the -oefficients
are in the right direction in terms ofwhat an engine designer would expect concern-
ing changes in these variables and the resultant effect of such chenges on cost. Ill
the development cost model, for instance, development time entered positively.
indicating that the longer the programr, the higher the cost. The implication here
is that continuously higher-qualit"- products entailing longvr development times
have been desired over the 30.year trend. It must be notod. however, that at mini-

For a nium detaileti di•'a .'on, ro Rot' 1. pp. 2.49
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Table 3.6

COST MODEL rOl THOUSANDTH PRODUCTION

UNIT SELUNG PRICE
(In millions of 1975 dollars)

in KPUSP - -8.2070 + 0.70532 In THRMAX + 0.00674 TOA26
(9.2) (2.8)

+ 0.457 10 In MACH + 0.01804 A TOA26
(2.6) (2.4)

R2 - 0.951
SE - 0.215
F - 63.0 (4,13)

Exa : J79 Weed

Variable Value CalatalUom Elasticity

Constant -8.2070 -8.2070 -
THRMAX 15000 6.78222 +0.7
TOA26 68.8 0.46371 +0.5
MACH 2.0 0.31664 .0.5
ATOA26 11.8 0.21287 +0.2

In KPUSP -0.43136
KPUSP 0.650
Actual KPUSP 0.631

mum development time on the order of four to five years fora now engine program
must be associated with this estimating relationship, msce inhe extreiw this
relationship could result in zero development cost at ero time. It takes s
amount of time to develop a new engine, of course, however sinpl it may be; the
model therefore must use some minimum development time. The coefficients ofthe
other variables also accord with expectations. Thrust enters pomitively. The larger
the engine, the higher the development cost. ATOA and Mch number enter posi-

tively; they relate to the state-of-the-art increment to be obtained (or additional
time increment required beyond an "average" development-the program's tech-
nology '"reach") and complexity of the engine due to the environment in which the
engine has -to operate.'

For J79 development costs, as shown in Table 3.5. the largest contributor is
thrust, with development time second. In terms of elasticity, it appears thnt devel-
opment time is the m-st aignificant for development cost. For the thousandth-unit
production cost model (Table 3.6). the largest contributor again is thrust. It also has
the highest elasticity for the J79 example shown. In both examples ATOA, although
making a fairly small contribution *o total costs, significantly increases develop-
ment coot and production unit cost: by over 60 percent and over 20 percent, respec-
tively. The development and production cost estimaMes obtained with this approach
are very close to the actual data for the J79, as shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.

'See. e.g.. Ref. 17, where Manaleld characterizsc elementa of development as size and complexity
(thrust end Mach No.). th% magnitude of advance (sAThA), the stock of knowledge 7OA). and the
4evelopmert time (DEVMME), all of which showed up in modeis obtained. (TOA is not highly "nnifi'ant
in the military development cost model but was significant in a combined military and commercial
model.)

e-
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To calculate the cost of procuring a quantity of engines, it is necessary to
determine a progress curve slope for the particular engine program (or assume one
on the basis of a particular manufacturer's experience) and then use at procedure
t'or obtaining the total cost of the quantity desired, knowing a unit cost and slope.,

Tables 3.7 and 3.8 present models for progress slope and production quantity
cost. Several variables had to be introduced in developing the models. One was a
manufacturer's dummy, which was necessary to adjust for the significantly differ-
ent accounting practices used by one of the manufacturers prior to 1971. Account-
ing practices must be understood so that all appropriate cost elements are ac-
cumulated and costs are on a comparable basis. Changing accounting practices
require that a detailed cost trail be maintained as the years go by so that the
equivalent cost elements can always be obtained from the data on an annual basis.

Table 3.7

CUMULATIVE AYWRAGE PRoDuCTrION UNIT
PROGRESS SLOP•"

Slope 0.85735 + MFRDUMb - 0.531.43 KPRATE + 33.743 MQTY
(214) (2.7) (2.3)

0.07170 MVOLUME + 0.00106 TOA26
(2.1) (1.8)

R2 . 0.789
SE - 0.044

F - 9.0 (5,12)

aA manufacturer's estimated ,olope based on a particular engine

program is the preferred alternative at present.
bCoefficients for MFRDUM are not showiu because they do not

apply to new engine. Significance levels are shown to indicate the
importance of distinguishing botween one particular manufacturer
and the other companies historically.

The slope modAl, although quite interesting for the information it conveys. :s
not of the quality of the development and production models- it is included here for
illustrative purposes only. It would have to be improved before it could he used
extensively. For the time being, the wisest course would be to select a progress slope
on the basis of a specific manufacturer's experience and specific program informa-
tion.

As an alternative to using an a3sumed progress slope and the thousandth
production unit selling price, a model of production quantity cost was examined.
Several of the variables of interest were found to be significant in this model.The model obtained for production quantity cost, as shown in Table 3.8, con-

tains TOA26 and ATOA'"S as well as the manufacturer's dummy resulting from
differencem in manufacturers' accounting practices. The most significant variables,

The pro'ed•re is well documented in the literature, Set Ref 18 tor the seminal work at Rand Ii
this field. and Ref I ft., application to engines.

1A . . . . . ... "- .- ,
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Table 3.8

CUMUIATIVE PRODUCTION QUANT:TY COST MODEL

(In millions of 1975 dollars)

In PRQTYC - 7.8504 + .8697 in QTY + .82204 in THRMAX + MFRDUM
(45.0) (24.0) (6.0)

+ .0158,\TOA26 + .34478 In MACH + .00277 TOA26
(5.0) (4.0) (2.4)

R2 - 0.97
SE m 0,214
F, 501.7 (6,81)

Example: J79 Engine

Variable Value Calculation Elasticity

Constant -7.8504 -7.8504
QTY 13000 8.2384 +0.9
THRMAX 15000 7.9046 +0.8
ATOA26 11.8 0.2192 +0.2
MACH 2.0 0.2398 +0.3
TOA26 68.8 0.1906 +0.2

InPRQTYC 8.9422
PRQTYC 7648.1
Average unit cost 0.588

however, in terms of entry into the model, contribution to the calculation, and
elasticity, are quantity and THRMAX. Certainly, quantity should be most signifi-
cant in this type of model and THRMAX, again, is a measure of the physical size
of the engine to be producod. The contribution of the manufacturer's dummy is zero
for the GE engine. ATOA significantly increases the production quantity cost: about
25 percent for the hypothetical example shown.

IN future research, the methodology could be expanded to encompass design
objectives other than performance for the military. This will be explored further
in Chap. 4, which discusses commercial experience in an effort to expand on the
quality of the engine in areas concerning durability, reliability, maintainability,
safety, and environmental impact. If all of the quality elements considered impor-
tant for engines could be more fully understood, the possible tradeoffs in the acqui-
s-Ation process, and between acquisition and ownership, could be addressed, at least
at. the component level for aircraft turbine engines.

It should be emphasized again that, in all the work applying this approach to
estimating the state of the art for the acquisition of military engines and for
improving development and prodiution coet estimates, not only were the CER
models statistically improved by using this methodology, but all the variables of
interest entered the models in a theoretically satisfving way. The app-oach may
have benefit in planners' early attempts at broad tradroffs among performance,
schedule, and cost. It could be used to measure the risk that an engine will not
achieve its MQT date, where risk includes tne possibilities of performance short-
falls, schedule slip, and cost growth. This will be shown in the following example.
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A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE OF PERFORMANCE/SCHEDULE/COST
TRADEOFFS IN THE ACQUISITION PROCESS'

An example of the application of the TOA methodology to the acquis 'ion of a
new engine is presented here. The engine is an afterburning turbofan engrine for
a new fighter aircraft. The data for this engine program were selected to represent
an advanced engine that would fall outside the standard error on the high side in
the TOA analysis--an engine significantly ahead of its time. Table 3.9 lists the
performance variables, planned development schedule, and production quantity.

Figure 3.4 depicts several definitions for schedules of interest to our tradeoff
analysis. The charRcteristics and schedule assumed for the new engine presented
in the table will result in a data point outside the standard error on the high side,
and thus in an engine advanced for the time it is being sought, but other alterna-
tives are also possible.

Table 3.9

PERFORMANCE CHARA(-rERISTItS AN4D SCHEDULE FOR A HYpoTI*rir-A1.

Nzw ArrsRBURNING TURBOf4N ENGINE PROGRM

Performance variables
Maximum thrust (SLS), lb................................... 2,000
W eight, lb .......................................... 3,000
Turbine inlet temperature, OR ............................ 2,900
Specific fuel consumption, lb/hr,'lb ............................ 0.70
Pressure term, lb/ft 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  72,000
Mach num ber ....................................... 2.4

Planned development schedule and production quantity
15G-hr MQT date, quarters since 1942 ......................... 124
Development time from start to MQT date, quarters ............... 20
Quantity produced (including flight test and spares) ............... 1,935
Manufacturer progress slope assumed ......................... 0.90

The first development-schedule possibility of interest in the figure is the On
Time schedule: The engine is desired at an early date and is obtained on that date,
with the ATOA shown and the five-year development schedule. In the second
possibility shown, the development time slips almost to the On Trend line: The
engine was not ready on schedule. (The triangle formed by the ATOA, the develop-
ment time extension, ard the 45-degree line represents the area of tradeoff in terms
of performance and schedule, and these two parameters affect the likely acquisition
cost of the engine as reflected in the CERs. This triangle represents a performance/
schedule/cost tradeoff area.) A third approach to the development nchedule is to
"schedule" the desired engine near the trend line (the 45-degree trend line) and
assume an average development time. Currently, an average engine takes about
five years to develop. Thus, for this example, one would wait about a year and a
half before starting the average engine program in order to obtain the stipulated
performance level close to the 45-degree line; the resulting program would, of
course, be able to use the extra time to incorporate the technology accumulated

This example is patterned after one presented in Ref. 19, pp. 11-14.

-. i
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Fig. 3.4-Schedule definitions for tradeoff and risk analysis

during that period, assuming technology moves ahead in a steady evolutionary
manner through continuous support of the technology base.

The acquisition costs for 1) the advanced program obtained oil time. 2) the
advanced program with a schedule slip, and 3) the aver.ige program scheduletd to
be obtained near the -,rend are compared in Table 3.10. For the advanced programl
achieved on time as planned tcol. 1), the development cost is estimated to 1e $428
million. The thousandth unit production cost is $1,38 million, with at progress -Alope
of 0.9), resulting in a cumulative production cost of $2.841 billion and at total
acquisition cost of $3,269 billion. Had this progran-m slipped to about the trend line
tcol, 2), the development cost would have increased to $559 million. The production
unit cost would not have changed, because tile slip would not have been known tintil
tile program reached the point where it, wits sul pocsed to pass• tihe 15t-hour MQT
and then had difficulty making it. Thus, this production cost represents an engine

design configuration set some time previously, and the ,mie production dollar cost
applies in both of these situations. The total acquisition eost comes to $3.40 billion.
The average program on trend (col. 3), with the five-year development time
planned, turns out to have a lower development cost,. $335 million, at lower thou-
sandth-unit cost, $1.24 million (because the developer waits and uses that time to
incorporate 'he technology learned during the interim period), and a lower cumula-
tive production cost. $2.885 billion.' The total acquisition cost for the average

t Implicit iti this ainalysis is the assumption already noted that technology-bawt progrilmis atn, pl't, .
dling steadily and thht ýmprni, nients atre critinuousl, available over time tir both developmeut and

production phaiw. of the program.

-L-
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engines shipped between bases and depots; managenent costs related to base and
depot, facilities; and training. Engine attrition and fuel consumed ave also extreme-
ly important, but in this study are considered wcapon-system-related and must bce
identified separately. They are certainly ownership costs that should be considered
in any tradeoffs. Base labor and parts, depot labor and parts, modifications, ground
support equipment, transportation, management. and training costs are considered
under the broader heading of engine maintenance and support costs. Tris study
concentrates on CIPs, base and depot maintenance and support, and spare engines
as the largest contributors to engine ownership co,,ts. Transportation and manage-
ment costs are considered to be of' secondary interest. Facilities are not included
here because they are considered program-specific.

This study is primarily concerned with variable life-cycle costs. In an economic
sense, all costs are considered variable in the long term. However, in cousidering
a new weapon system fivc to ten years into the future, certain costs are consicdered
fixed in this study. These costs are associated with e%• ning and opening bases or
depot facilities. Consequ,.ntly, the variable portion of'base operating support costs
and depo+ operating costs are addressed. Costs have bNen obtained froom vario'is
sources. Appendix B provides details on the data collected and analyzed.

Component Improvement Programs

A CI1 for an aircrafl turbine engine provides funds for continuing development
and engineering support activities beyond t it, 150-hour MQ'I' date. The intent is to
improve the product by corrt-ting deficiencies revealed in operational experience,
improving reliability throughout operational use, reducing costs |o| parts ond
repairs, and allowing the engine, through sustained engineering, to age gracefutlly
during its operational lifetime. The development to MQT is intended to provide a
specific level of' performance at a minimunm acceptable level of endurance and
reliability to the user. Engines are designed with certain parts life. but only through
testing and use can this inherent durability be assessed and engine reliability be
imnproved. It is said by engine designers that you design an engine to durability
OtlOf specifications, but you test to reliability At the MQT date, the engine is
considered suitable for operational use and flor full-scale production, but at this
point in time it is by no means a fully develow)ed product.

The CIP funds an engineer'ng eflbrt to correct deficiencies Found through test-
ing and operating the engine in the field, to improve the reli .thility oft he hiiidwar-,
and to devise new irepair techniques to aid base and depot maintenance. The effiort
to correct deficiencies involves engine design changes, wh;ch are then tested to
verify that parts have been improved. Perhaps the original parts were breaking or
wearing to the extent that they had to be replaced more oflen than was considered

normal or desirable, and the weapon sysiem therefore had a lower capability than
expected (because of downtime while engines were removed and replaced).

There is a distinction between service-revealed design deficiencies anti low
reliability. Low reliability in an engine may be tolerable so long its it does not
threaten imminent catastrophic failure and does not cause a large loss in capability
ar excessive maintenance costs. By contrast, some design deficiencies. threaten
catastrophic failures aind must be corrected immediately upon discovery. Meii n-
while, the fleet must be grounded. That distinction must he kept. in mind when fine
is considering a design change flor particular part.

I . .
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CIP money is also used to reduce costs through improved parts design. Success-
ful redesign can reduce spare parts costs and production-unit cost for new engines
ordered, and reduce repair costr at the base and depot. CIP funds are also spent
on evaluating new repair procedures for base and depot as the hardware ages.

Beeides these activities, it was common practice before 1969 to use part of the
CIP funds to enhance the performance of the engine or prepare it for a new
application. This practice is no longer allowed. Today, any funding required for
those purposes must be identified separately within the allowable budgetary cate-
gory. Unfortunately for this analysis, then, pre-1969 CIP data are not sufficiently
disaggregated to permit identification of the dollar amounts apportioned to the
multiple objectives of CIPs. We should remark in passing, however, that the bound-
ary line between parts improvement and performance enhancement is often hazy
to begin with. Parts improvement can either improve engine durability/reliability
at the same performance level, or improve performance at the same durability/
reliability level. The past military preference has been for performance improve-
ment-weapon systems can always use a little more performance.

In the present analysis, all CIP costs are included for all years and all sources.
They include U.S. and overseas allowances against sales (for instance, J79 foreign
sales also contribute a portion of the selling price to CIP funds). All CIP costs in turn
are included in this study's analysis of total post-MQT development costs over the
past quarter century.

CIP Costs

What has been the magnitude of this CIP activity and how does it relate to
money spent for RDT&E? An analysis of eight major engine programs indicates
that more money has been spent on CIP after MQT than was spent to get to MQT.
The costs for RDT&E do not include engine-related costs associated with weapon-
system flight testing. The CIP costs reported here do include performance enhance-
ment and additional applications within specific engine programs so that the data
are consistently defined. The eight major engine programs that were investigated
were the J52, J57, J60, J75, J79, J85, TF30, and TF33.s

Figure 3.5 presents total development cost profiles over time for these engine
programs, normalized to their cost and development time required to acl.,eve MQT.
As can be seen, large expenditures ave made for a considerable time aftel MQT. In
1975 dollars, these eight engine programs required $1.9 billion to achieve MQT.
They have required a total of $5 billion to date for total development, i.e., the
combined MQT and CIP costs. These costs include the performance growth and
application enhancement funds, which are substantial in any program. It would be
useful in future analyses to attempt to separate the performance and application
monies from those for correction of deficiencies and reliability improvements for
data prior to 1969; a model might then be developed on the basis of the current
definition of CIP.

For most new engines over a 15-year life cycle, CIP costs will probably be
somewhere close to MQT costs, not including performance enhancement or new

£ The TF34, TFAt9, and TF41 were not c. ,naidered in this analysis, because their introduction into
operational service has been more recent. 'I ney have on the average considerably less than ten years
of operational experience.

+* .. .. . .. 1+ . .. . •..
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Fig. 3.5-Relative development costs before and after MQT
for selected aircraft turbine engines (Ref. 1.)

applications. These CIP activities definitely should be identified separ-ately, and CIP
considered a cost of ownership.

Cost Models for Total Development and ComponentI

For use in this study, contractors have supplied the detailed annual costs as-
sociated with individual engine CIPs. These costs were used to develop models
relating the continuing CIP cost to engine parameters of interest, so as to obtain
cost-estimating relationships (CE~s).' Parameters expected to be significant or toI
shed light on CIP costs have0 been investigated, They include variables related to
the physical size of the engine, the environment the engine is expected to operate

in, some measure of the operating time span that the engine has been out in the
field (related to its maturation), the quantity of the engine produced (which' would

support and the importance of correcting engine problems). and the TOA and ATOA
tertys relating to user preference.4

Models were examined both for total development coat (which includes the
development cost to MQT plus a]) the continuing costs after MQT), and for only
those continuing CIP costs after MQT. Table 3.11 presents the best model obtained
for total development, Table 3.12 presents the best CIP model. For total develop-
ment cost, the significant variables are the Mach number (the severity of the

The data base used in this analysis is expanded from that in Ref. I

I.•J
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Table 3.11

TOTA^. DEVEI.OPMENT COST MODEl.
(In millions of 1975 dollarz)

In TDC - 0.97355 + 1.23809 In MACH + 0.07345 In QTY
(10.26) (6.75)

+ 0.40386 In THRMAX + 0.00918 .TOA26
(2.11)

R 2 
- 0.941

SE - 0.182
F - 114.8 (4,29)

Example: J79 Engine

Variable Value Calculation Elasticity

Constant 0.97355 0.97355 -

MACH 2.2 0.97618 1.2
QTY 13000 0.69577 0.1
THRMAX 17900 3.95482 0.4
ATOA26 11.8 0.10832 0.1

In TDC 6.70864
TDC $819

NOTE: Thus, CIP - $819 - $320 - $499 million
for the J79 example. The actual value at that point
in the program was estimat,Ld to be about $600 million.

Table 3.12

COMPONEN!T IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM COST MODEL

(In millions of 1975 dollars)

In CIP - -2.79026 + 0.78862 In THRMAX + 0.04312 ,TOA26 + 0.007 22 OPSPAN
(9.1) (5.7) (2.5)

R 0.88

SE - 0.29
F - 60.5 (3,22)

Examp: J79 Engine

Variable Value Calculation Elasticity

Constant -2.79026 -2.79026 -

THRMAX 17900 7.72261 0.8
,TOA26 11.8 0.50882 0.5
OPSPAN 80 0.57760 0.6

in CIP 6.01877
CIP $411

>AA
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operating environment), the quantity of engines produced, maximum thrust (the
physical size of the engine), and ATOA (the increment of technological advance
sought) as obtained from the TOA methodology. The results for this model are very
good. (R1, standard error, and F tests, as well as the individual t statistics for the
coefficients in the equation, are highly significant.) The positive and negative signs
for the variables occurred as one would expect from theoretical and practical
experience, and the indications are that these parameters exert a meaningful effect
on costs."0 Table 3. 11 uses the latest version of the J79 engine as an example. Total
program procurement is 13,000 engines. Thrust is the largest explanatory variable,
while Mach number has the largest elasticity. Again, the ATOA term significantly
affects cost; if it had been zero in this example, the cost estimate would have been
about 10 percent lower. It is clear that higher TOA and ATOA incur additional
development (and component improvement) costs. But such costs may be justifiable
if they benefit a weapon system by providing an engine that remains competitive
for decades, as the J79 does. This is a matter ofjudginent concerning military value
versus the cost to obtain it.

It is interesting that thrusk has a similar elasticity for development and total
development, while the Mach number elasticity has tripled in total development
compared with development to MQT. A change in Mach number affects total devel-
opment cost more than it does development to MQT. One interpretation is that the
CIP is where the adverse effect of the environment (operational use) is really
beginning to show up, and that perhaps not as much money was spent on develop-
ment as was required to overcome these problems earlier. Mach number is paid far
in the continuing development effort. This might indicate that not as much was
spent as should have been in development to MQT for afterburning engines. Also,
additional Mach number is oIe of the performance characteristics that was im-
proved and paid for with those CIP funds prior to 1969.

An early planner could use these models to obtain a range of estimates of the
total development cost of a new engine program on the basis of these parameters.

Tihe quantity term can also be viewed in the context of time, since it would be
associated with some production rate and introduction of the weapon system into
the force. Time was an important variable in the development to MQT model.

The model of component improvemoent cost related cost to the thrust, ATOA,

and the operational span or time that the engine was in operational use. As seen
in Table 3.12, the statistics in this case were not as good as the total development
equation, particularly in terms of the standard error of the estimate, although
again the coefficients were significant. The two models allow alternative ways of
obtaining a CIP cost. Cost estimates obtained will differ on the basis of either
quantity of engines produced or operational time span of the program. While the
cost estimates obtained for the J79 engine from the two approaches are not particu-
larly close, they do indicate a magnitude in excess of development to MQT cost,
which is itself an interesting finding I

Thus, CIP'-819 -320 =499 million for the J79 example. The actual value at
that point in the program was estimated to be about $600 million.

"The costs include the perlornance improvement and additional applications obtained by a part icu-
k'"r progtran ove tihe years. It wits not possible to se,.parate those costs Front til datal 1,6r progralls prior
to 1969. bL•ause data were collected thien by Function tengineering, test. etc., rather than by task
,deficiencY correction or engine growth). Thus, it war not possible in this stucly to obtain costs related
only to reliability growth, (or instance. It is hoped such data might bex obtained in thie future.
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Several other approaches for obtaining a CIP cost model were attempted. The
ratio of totnl development to MQT coats, and the ratio of CIP to MQT costs, were
investigated as well as a number of additional interesting variables. None of these
analyses provided a model as significant as the models shown. One of the variables
of interest in one model of the ratio of CIP to MQT cost was the maximum time
between overhaul (MTBO) or the average time between overhaul (ATBO); each was
used in the model (but not both at the same time) and entered significantly. This
implies that the CIP cost ratio was related to improving time between overhaul for
engines; the more money spent in CIP, the higher the MTBO and/or ATBO. If these
CIP costs can be disaggregated with regard to the varying design objectives prior
to 1969, perhaps more information will be forthcoming in future work. This appears
to be a fruitful area for additional investigation, because not only is it necessary
to understand that more time and money are involved in the continuing develop-
ment process, but some estimate should be attempted to relate the benefit gained
to this CIP money. Questions abound. One particular question appears to be the
missing link, which must be addressed in future work: To what measured extent
do CIP expenditures lower ownership costs because of improvemente in reliability,
either at the base or at the depot? How much additional reliability can be pur-
chased for a certain amount of additional money in a specific engine program? How
much more time is needed to provide for feedback in the development process,
which would allow the introduction of engineering changes into the hardware to
make it more reliable in operational use? It should be kept in mind that product
improvement money related to increasing the time between visits of an engine to
a depot, or related to reducing the removal rate of an engine in the field, while it
could greatly reduce operating costs, could also greatly increase the availability of
the weapon system. Again, benefits as well as costs must be assessed.

Depot Costs

The primary function of the USAF engine depot is to overhaul engines and
accessories to restore them to what is termed a "zero-time" status, allowing the
overhauled hardware to be flown again to the maximum time allowed by mainte-

nance policy decisions. The depot also conducts several other engine-related repair
activities. They include immediate correction of hardware deficiencies that are
causing safety-of-flight problems and could result in grounding of the fleet; minor
repairs of engines that do not need major repairs, but such repairs must be accom-
plished at a depot rather than a base; engine modifications to replace parts that
have been obsoleted for deficiency or reliability reasons; repair of reparable parts
and accessories removed from returned engines or sent in from the field; and
replacement of reparable parts and accessories that are condemned.'" For rew
weapon systems entering the inventory, initial spares stockage costs must also be
accumulated. To understand the true cost of operating a depot, all of these activities
and their associated cost elements must be identified and accumulated.

The primary measure of benefit used in this study is the engine flying hour. In
examining the depot portion of an engine life cycle, there are two views of this
benefit for estimating costs at the depot: the engine flying hours consumed by the

"System Suppc-t Stock Funds for expendable parts must also be included, either as a direct cost
or as an added charge to the direct labor-hour cost.
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aircraft fleet during operational activity, and the engine flying hours restored to
the fleet by the depot repair activity. Under steady-state conditions, it i. expected
that fleet demand equals depot supply, so that consumed flying hours (demanded
by the user) would approximate restored flying hours (supplied to the user from the
depot). In any given year, however, this is not necessarily the case. Heavy use could
result in more consumed than restored hours, or a large modification program
could result in more restored than consumed hours. Moreover, a new engine pro-
gram consumes more flying hours initially than depot activities restore, as flight
operations build up; and over the life cycle as a whole, flying hours consumed
exceed flying hours restored because obsolete engines are not repaired prior to
disposal. Thus, both flying-hour measures are of interest, particularly when data
are limited to only one or two years of experience and such experience can flu,. uate
widely from year to year in the depot. (See below, "Total Depot Repair Costs." and
see App. C for further backup material.)

An Engine Single-Overhaul Cost Model. The major depot cost is considered
to be the cost associated with the "zero-timing" process for an engine. In that
process, the engine is completely disassembled and the parts go off in various
d•iections to be reworked, modified, or condemned and replaced by new parts.
Then, as the "engine nameplate" moves down the depot floor, similar parts come
back tog-,ther and are reassembled. By the time the "nameplate" gets to the end
of the line, the whole engine is reassembled and is considered to be a zero-time
engine; that is, one capable of achieving the full maximum overhoul time allowed
for that engine before its next trip to the depot. Most of the parts now making up
the engine were probably not in the engine when it arrived at the depot.

rhe cost associated with the whole-engine overhaul is the cost of labor and
parts, including the labor for whatever modifications are incorporated into the
e•ngine while it is in the depot. The modification kit parts cost is not included, it is
a separate account provided as a "free good" to the depot or base, wherever the
modification is being accomplished. All of the parts, labor, and overhead, except
modification part- incorporated during an engine overhaul, are considered to be
within the current cost accounting system, which is the principal source of depot
overhaul cost- '',is stu'1- ` The cost of repairing the engine's reparable parts
is charged '-%i-•.entaz. z +ne latest purchase price for that part. This percentage
is intended '-low some portion for condemnations, parts no longer considered
reparable.

Costs associated with zero-timing an engine in the depot have been obtained
from the H036B data. Table 3.13 presents the engine single-overhaul cost in 1975
dollars for FY 1974 overhaul of engines by model. The table also presents estimates
of what the engine's current production unit selling price (CPUSP) is or would have
been in 1975 dollars (a number of engines are no longer in production). Estimates
are on the basis of the last previously known sale and the inflation that has ensued
from that time, with some c,. 1horaw f these costs from the manufacturers. The

" This accounting system was initiated by DoD Instruction 7220.29, C'niflori I)etx)t .Mugnh'ulon,,
Cost Aevounting. Gnd Production Reportingj S'stm, October 28, 1968I Data were obtained beginning in
1972. but not until 1974 were they considered of sufficient quality for analysis. The data in this chaittt'r
are for FY 1974. The DoD Instruction was recently superseded by )ol) Directive 7220,29, October 1975,
which now provides the guidance in amcounting n ' 'nd reporting the costs of depolt nmintenance and
maintenance support. Because the first year co, v the Handbook will he FY 1977, data f-ron this
new system will not be available for analysis 78.

.i
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Table 3.13

ENGINE OVERHAUL COST AS A PERCENTAGE OF ESTIMATED

CURRENT PRODUCTION UNIT SELLING PRICE, FY 1974
(In 1975 dollars)

Overhaul
Cost/Engine

Quantity Overhaul Cost CPUSP (est.) Procure tent
Engine Overhauled ($ thousand) ($ thousand) Cost %)

J57-P-19/29 113 49.3 350 14
-21 167 57.2 400 I1
-43 358 56.8 350 16

J75-P-17 77 72.2 500 15

J79-GE-15 452 58.9 450 13
-17 265 46.5 450 10

TF30-P-3 137 73.3 900 8
-100 18 165.7 1100 15

TF33-P-3 101 63.7 400 16
-7 207 71.0 400 18

TF39.4E-1 113 174.0 1000 17

TF41-A-1 115 72.6 550 13

table contains costs to overhaul an engine, the engine's current price, and overhaul
cost as a percentage of current price. It would appear that it costs in the range of
10 to 20 percent of an engine's current price to overhaul it.

A single-overhaul cost model was obtained for the data presented in Table 3.14.
The model is shown in Table 3.15. The o-. arhaul cost is related to the current
production unit selling price (CPUSP) of the engine and its physical size: the more
expensive the engine, the higher the overall cost, and the larger the eigine. the
higher the overhaul cost."3 Production learning and state-of-the-art effects are
included indirectly in that they affect CPUSP through the KPUSP model, progress
slope assumed, and quantity procured. The data used were for a very limited
cross-sectional sample-only one year of data for twelve engines, and one year does
not reflect depot learning. Longitudinal data and additional data points are needed
to improve the model. An example of the application of the model to the J79 is also
presented in the table, showing good agreement with J79 costs. The most important
contributor to the calculation is CPUSP, which also has the highest elasticity.

Depot Repair Frequency. An aircraft turbine engine being a mechanical
device, its failure history can be expected to approximate a normal distribution:
fewer failures for a lower number of flying hours, most failures at some average
value of flying hours, and again f. wer failures at a higher arcumulation of flying
hours for a given population of engines. This is portrayed in part (a) of Fig. 3.6.
which presents a normal distribution and accumulation of the normal distribution
resulting in the classical S-curve. The flying hours obtained increase as the engine

Note that THRMIL rather than THRMAX was significant. Engines, as a rule. are returned to the
depot without afterburners.
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Table 3 14

DATA FOR DFPoT SINGLE-OVERHAUL. CO1T MODEl.
(In 1975 dollars'

Single-

THRMIL CPUSP Overhaul Cowl
Engine (Ib) ($ thousand) ($ thousand)

J57-P-19/29 10,500 350 49.3
J57-P-21 10,200 400 57.2

J57P-43 11,200 350 56.8
J75-P-17 16,100 500 72.2
J79-GE-15 10,900 450 58.9
J79g-E-17 11,870 450 46.5
TFSO-P-3 10,750 900 73.3
TF30.P-100 14,560 1100 165,7
TF33-P-3 17.000 400 63.7
TF33-P-7 21,000 400 71.0

TF39,3E-1 40,800 1000 174.0
TF41-A.1 14,500 550 72.6

NOTE: Data are for FY 1974.

Table 3.15

SINGW.E-OvERHAUL COST MODEL

(In thousands of 1975 dollans)

In SOHC - -4.27651 + 0.70741 In CPUSP + 0.43157 In TrIRMIL
(5.2) (3-1)

R2 - 0.87
SE - 0.17

F - 31.0 (3,8)

Examp: J79 Engine

Variable Value Calculation Elasticity

Constant -4.27651 -4.27651 -
CPUSP, 450.0 4,32174 0.7
THRMrL 10900 4.01210 0.4

In SOHC 4.05733
SOHC - $57.8

NOTE: Based on FY 1974 data in Table 3.14.

L. -.
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Fig. 3.6-Impact of MTBO on engine depot removal frequency
during maturation of an aircraft turbine engine

matures; thus the normal distribution moves to the right as engine reliability
improves. On the average, it is to be expected that engiras returned to the depot
for unscheduled overhaul will follow this kind of distribution.

The problem during early operational use, when engines are just beginn'ng to
accumulate flight experience and the first engines begin to show up at the depot.
is to attempt to assess where the small initial sample of early failures fits into the
distribution. Thiz is why appropriate testing in the development program and early
lead-the-fleet testiirg with a reasonable sample size are so important to begin pro-
viding informnation on the character of the distribution.

Air Force policy has been to set some maximum time between overhaul
(MTBO) for a particular engine, at tho end of which time it must be returned to the
depot for overhaul regardless of how well it is working. As the average time
between overhaul (ATBO) experience improves, with improvements to the engine
through CIP, the maximum time between overhaul (MNTBO) is usually increased.
Increasing MTBO is a policy decision based on actual experience with ATBO. Az
some point, however, the MTBO is usually determined to be long enough and is not
to be increased fuirther. One reason may be to prevent the engine from remaininw:
in the field for what is considered too long a time (e.g., five to six years). at the risk

of a higher probability of in-flight failure and corrosive damage to parts, which
might more than outweigh the cost of more frequent, but less expensive, depot
visits. As the engine ATBO continues to improve with no increase in MTBO, the
distibution then becomes truncated. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(b). Differing



experience can be seen for several engines in the Air Force inventory in Pigp. 3.7
and 3.8 for the TF30 and the J79. As of 1974, the TF30 appeared to be still maturing,
with its ATBO and MTBO continuing to increase, indicating the normal distribution
of engines returned to the depot, while the J79, which is considertd mature. has
not had its MTBO increased for over a decade, and its distribation has become
highly truncated.

What can be concluded from this situation? It would appear that overhaul
intervals can be lengthened if the service so desires. Ai on-condition maintenance
program, with engine diagnostics and trending provided by some engine h,.alth
monitoring system.t, might prove beneficial in such a situation. Such a program
would be beneficial not only for extending overhaul intervals in the long term, but
also fbr understanding problems earlier and achieving longer overhaul intervals
sooner, which may be the more important reason for on-condition maintenance in
the military,

On the other hand, as noted above, there are valid reasons for not extending
overhaul intervals to the straining point. As an engine matures, the situation
certainly becomes more comfortable to manage. The engine overhaul program is
easier to schedule. Failure modes of engines scheduled to those MTBOs are fairly
well known. If this is the situation that is desired, then perhaps, at this point in an
engine's maturity, consideration should be given to eliminating fuirther CIP efforts
and reducing changes and modifications, thereby reducing even further the pertur-

P -
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1 0-
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Fig. 3.7--A maturing engin~e: TF-30-P-3 data
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bation to the depot andi maintenance system caused by these change-,., The Ail,
Force is in the business of' managing thoustaids of' engines, and there may come a1
time f'or tiny given engine model when the marginal improvement to the enginle is-
not worth the perturbation to the repair and supply systems (particularly it'atten-
tion must 1-w focused on the newer' engines entering the inventory) and It is desir-
able to stop ait some MTBO value."'

From datam obtained fr-om the Air Logistic Centers, it appears that un engine will
visit the depot on the average about three to six times in a 15-year litie cycle."N In

Thi trnca in cu~tbyfixing MTBO ix not a tttri ~nn~ca einetdy 'eriwx
on-condition niaintenance1 policy allows engines thiat are opeorating %vell ito cot tintie operatitlg; theN alre
not arbitrarily renmovixi tor maintenance tit ionie' fixed time interval tat lewdt until maxiniul tinit t , tt
pairts blife 6 reached). The airlines would view seli it trtinatioti a% anl inefficiptICY that preventedl theniu
fi-om getting tki11 flying-hotir v'alue fi'ovi the hardw~are. Thu&, it would he' exptected that commieriatl
expe-rience would more nearly approximate the classical norn'al doitribution t houghiott the owtiership

lifeof ttrtiula engne.Theconn'trria wlcy s nt ot, o "fy i) tilue," oweer he irlne'

reqiretxwloniate ioitoingperoriane teninganavws ati ime;rckig olutisto ichev
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general, the lower figure applies to subsonic transports, tankers, and bombers, and
the higher figure to supersonic fighters. Frequency also depends on the flying-hour
program and severity of the particular mission. For instance, if a transport starts
with a 1000-hour MTBO and builds to 5000 hours over its life, and it is expected
to fly 500 to 1000 hours in a year, that engine might be expected to go to the depot
at least three timtan. A fighter engine may accumulate only 200 to 300 flying hours
in a year, but its MTBO will probably start at several hundred hours and take a
number if years to build to 1000 hours or higher. Such an engine might be expected
to visit the depot five or six times, depending on how long it takes ATBO to increase
during the early years. It must be noted that the visit rate to the depot is deter-
mined by actual experience (ATBO), which in earlier years runs about half of
MTBO. Thus, the range of three to six times, depending upon application, appears
reasonable.

An attempt was made to develop ATBO and MTBO models for this study.
Obviously, each is highly dependent upon the other. Other variables do not add
appreciably to any model in which one is the dependent variable and the other the
independent variable. When MTBO is not allowed to enter the ATBO model, or vice
versa, then other variables become significant. CPUSP enters both ATBO and
MTBO negatively. The implication is that the mor2 expensive engines are also
raore advanced, more complex, and less reliable, and therefore do not provide as
high an ATBO or MTBO as lower-priced engines. The models obtained are present-
ed in Table 3.16 for information purposes only. The statistics are not particularly
good. Additional work is needed in this area. It is hoped that improved models can
be developed as more and better data become available.

Table 3.16

MTBO/ATBO MODELS

In ATBO - 7.79136 - 1.96211 in CPUSP + 1.21296 In THRMIL
(3.6) (2.2)

R-2. 0.60
SE - 0.67

F - 6.8 (2,9)

In MTBO = 12.38270 - 2.02554 In MACH - 0.67134 in CPUSP

(3.1) (1.5)

+ 0.05854 ATOA26
(1.4)

R2 - 0.65
SE - 0.58

F - 5.0 (3,8)

Total Depot Repair Costs. The full cost of engine depot repair activity is the
sum of the costs associated witf 0) the zero-time overhaul (including MISTR). 2)
minor repair, 3) MISTR repair ..upport to the field, 4) modifications, and 5) the
purchase of expendable and reparable parts. It was not possible during this study

-4
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Table 3.18

DATA FOR DEPOT TOTAL COST MODFL.:

H036B MODIFIED DATA, FY 1974
(In 1975 dollars)

AThO CPUSP OPSPAN ATOA26 DCEFHR
Engine (hr) ($ thousand) (qtr) (qtr) ($/EFHR)

J57-P-19/29 3666 350 75 4.7 35
J57-P-21 752 400 76 1.7 165
J57-P-43 3273 350 73 4.7 46
J75-P-17 874 500 60 -2.5 146
J79-GE-15 948 450 55 11.9 83
J79-GE-17 1057 450 29 11.9 64
TF30-P-3 556 900 30 6.2 29;
TF30-P-100 374 1100 12 6.2 622
TF33-P-3 2880 400 56 -0.9 32
TF33-P-7 6934 400 45 -0.9 17
TF39-GE-1 1200 1000 18 4.1 166
TF41-A-1 333 550 20 -7.0 3S5

Table 3.19

DEPOT COST PEtR ENGINE FLYING llouR RESTORE.D:
12 DATA POINTS, FY 1974

(In 1975 dollars)

In DCEFHR = 2.76182 -0.90604 In ATBO + 1.2607 In CPUS&
(10.17) (4.16)

+ 0.01 04 OPSPAN - 0.02245 ATOA
(2.24) (1.87)

R2. 0.975
SE - 0.22

F = 67.6 (4,7)

E'._ mpl: J79 Engine I

Variable Value Calculation siastlcity

Constant 2.76182 2.76182 -
ATBO 1057 -6.30863 0.9
CPUSP 450 7.70217 1.3
OPSPAN 29 0.32016 0.4
NAYOA 1,1.8 -0.26491 -0.3

in DCEWHR 4.21031
DCEFHR 67
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cost more to overhaul in later years, because parts in older engines are more often
condemned and replaced; the situation must therefore be viewed in a total context,
not solely in a mature-engine steady-state context.

When the single overhaul cost, added support costs. and frequency of depot visit
are combined, the results indicate that total depot costs for an engine during a
15-year operating span can exceed its procurement cost.

Base CoQmts

Ar, mentioned earlie-, specific weapon-system-related costs are significantly
lacking at the base level. Bases apparently do not have a single integrated dawa
source for all costs related to engine maintenance. Accordingly, this study uses data
from a variety of sources to estimate the base labor and parts costs for selected
engines in the Air Force inventory. (See App. D. for additional discussion.)

Engine costs at the base are related to maintenance labor, parts, and support
for the following activities: unscheduled flight-line maintenance; unscheduled
maintenance in the shop, including removal and replaement of engines and acces-

sories-; periodic scheduled maintenance (includir.- base-installed modifications); en-
gine test and checkout before installation; and removal and replacement when an
engine is to be returned to the depot. Existing maintenance data indicate that from
one-half to two maintenance man-hours are expended per flying hour on the en-
gines of a va-iety ofweapon systems. In using such data, however, the analyst must
take care that they cover all engine-reiated work-not only unscheduled mainte-
nance, but also scheduled maintenance and engine-related aLcessories-and that
they exclude repair of aircraft-related engine-mounted, accessories (QEC items).
AMso, such data represent labor utilized. When available engine shop personnel are
counted, the maintenance labor available is on the order of one-half to two mainte-
nance man-years per posessed engine o. the base; this can translate into three to
six maintenance man.hours per flying hour, depending on the particular weapon
system and its flying hour program.

Available manpower is what the Air Force is paying for in terms of' total
maintenance labor cost. A policy has been determined concerning the necessary
manning for a wartime contingency (the number of' personnel required to support
the weapon syste-i in a wartime environment), and the Air Force is paying fbr that
level of labor. even if it is not fully utilized in peacetime.

At present, one approach to the base cost of maintenance labor for an engine
is to examine the Unit Detail Listing. As indicated above, data from severai selected
bases indicate that maintenance labor willi vary from oni.half to two maintenance
man-years per possessed engine, depending on the particular engine. Some ad-
ministrative and support costs must be added tu this direct labor cost (a 50-percent
add-on is assumed here). Thus, one maintenance man-vear is estimted to cost
$10,000 in direct labor and an additional $5000 in indirect costs, for a total of
$si5,000 per maintenance man-year. Expendable paAs must be estimated (a range
of from more than $1000 to less than $5000 per engine per year is indicated fbr the
first-line engines, again depending or. the engine)"6 from an examination ofM MS,

'' For masthnce, tC J79.GE-17 on the F.4E at Se 'ynour Johnson AFB, North Cartdina, r-quires about
2/3 maintenance tman-year per po'-ed engine G r the bae,, and supply LctcoUnlts indica:.: about $15(X)
per en~gine per yetv" in expenditvres for PY 1975. On the brasis of 2M0 flying hours per engine per year,
a cost of $57.50 per engine flying hour wou!d Ix, entirnated for bam- support.
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depot supply, ,nd engine manager accounts. It appears that although this total base
cost may be less than depot costs for most engines, it is a significant amount.

An effort was made to relate base costs obtainej from estimates of propulsion
shop manning and supply expense to paiameters of interest in order to obtain a
base cost-estimating relationship (CER). A range of costs were obtained (see Table
3.20). The maintenance man-years per possessed engine ranged from 1/2 to I for
most engines in the inventory. Supply expense varied as shown in dhe table. An

average value was then used in generating CERs. The specific data usei to generate
the bas, cost model ate presented in Table 3.21. The results, presented in Table 3.22,
are interesting iii indicating expla.atary variables, but the model should be viewed
cautiously because of the nature and limitations of the data. For base maintenance
costs, MTBO (the policy-determined maximum timc between depot overhaul) was
most significant, entering the relationship negatively. Thus, successful efforts to
extend MTBO would reduce base costs, since periodic scheduled inspections are
directly related to MTfNO and are a significant portion of propulsion shop activity.
OPSPAN entered positively; the longer an engine is in operational service, the
more costly it is to maintain at the base. CPUSP entered positively; the more
expensive the engine, the more it costs to maintain at the base. It would appear,
then, that efforts to increase MTBO (on-condition maintenance using engine health
monitoring or diagnostics systems) and decrease the engine selling price could work
toward lowering base maintenance cost. As discussed previously, production, learn-
ing, and state-of-the-art effects could be coneidered as included indirectly through
CPUSP. Again, it must be emphasized that this model rEpresents only the grossest
cost estimates for the base. An improved model must await better data from new
or improved base data collection systems and detailed examination of base-level
data.

Tabe 3.20

BASE LABOR AND MATERIAL COSTS PER ENW1IN4 FLYING liOUk CONSUMr'.,
FY 1974 DATA

tin 1975 dollars)

Estimated Range Eatimatee Range Average
of Maintenance of MavgrirI Total EF11C Range of
Man-years per Exp-nae per Engines t.FIAC per YeLr Base Cost

Engine Posmeed •ngine Posuuused Engine in hiuentory per Year per Fngine per EVHC

J57.P-19/29 0.6-- 1.0 1000- 2000 2329 376.936 IiiI 63 106J57-P-21 0.5- 1.0 1000- 2000 '7f7 91,383 119 71 '42

J57-P-43 0.6 - 1.0 1000- 2000 2434 89,715 323 26 fl
J75-P-17 0.E - 1.0 1000- 2000 338 69,627 1,16 48 96
J79k;C-15 0,5- 1.0 1000- 2000 2874 577,F21 20Gl 4" - 81
J79-GE-11 0.5- 1.0 O'JU ý1000 1570 307,141 196 4.- S6
TF30.• 3 2.C 1.0 251W - P..1¶o ... v 100,462 190 53 106
TF30-4-I00 0.6- 1.2 2500-" OOO 236 37,046 X61 5i2- 124

,''F33 ?-S 0.5- 1', 1000- 2000 880 ?69,009 336 25•- 50
TF3IJ-P.7i7A 0.5- 1.0 1000- 2000 1700 1,242,214 31 1-- 24
T739-OE-/1A 1.0- 2.0 2500- 5000 425 1IP9,336 445 39- 78
'TF41-A-1 0.5- 1.0 2500-5000 520 111,405 214 47- 94

A -,.-
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Table 3.21

DATA FOR BASE MAINTENANCE COST MODEL, FY 1974
(In 1975 dollars)

MTBO CPUSP OPSPAN BMC EFHC

Engine (hr) ($ thousand) (qtr) ($/EPHC)

J57-P-19/29 4000 350 75 80
J57-P-21 1000 400 76 107
J5?-P-43 4000 350 73 39
J75-P-17 1200 500 60 72
J79-GE-15 1200 450 55 63
J79-GE-17 1200 450 29 65
TF30-P-$ 1000 900 30 80

"'T30-P-100 600 1100 12 93
-3 4000 400 56 38
7 9000 400 45 18

1FU-GE-1 3000 1000 18 60
41741-A-1 750 550 20 71

Table 3.22

BASE MAINTENANCE COST PER ENGINE FLYING HOUR CONSUMED:

12 ENGINES, Fv 1974 DATA

(In 1975 dollars)

In EMCEFHC = 3.50819 - 0.47457 In MTBO + 0.01299 OPSPAN + 0.56739 In CPUSP
(4.47) (2.24) (1,64)

112 - 0.79
SE - 0.26

F - 10.0 (3, 8)

Example: J79 Engine

Variable Value Calculation Elasticity

Cmnstlnt 3.50819 3.50819 -
MTBO 1200 -3.36474 -0.5
GPSPAN 29 0.37671 0.5

MaPUSP 450 3.46633 0.6

In BMCEFHC 3.98649
BMCEFHC 54

L- ---
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Spare Engines

Spare engines add approximately 25 to 50 percent to the installed engine in-
ventory in the Air Force, and thus account for at least 20 percent of the total
procurement cost of engines for a weapon system. They also have the effeact of
diluting the number of expecL.A flying hours per engine over the life cycle. (See
App. E for further backup data and discussion.) For example, an engine designed
to operate for 5000 flying hours within a specified life cycle will probably fly only
around 4000 hours, on the average, if it has a 25 percent spares ratio. Table 3.23
presents data for 15 Air Force engines. The spares ratio appears to be application-
oriented, in that the lower percentages appear to apply primarily to subsonic
transport and bomber aircraft and the higher percentages to attack and supersonic
fighters. The cost of spare engines can be handled directly when computing the total
cost for quantity of engines procured during a weapon system's lifetime, assuming
a spare engine ratio. Spare engines bought during the same period as the installed
engines should have the same progres~s slope applied, and indeed should help
reduce the cost of future engines. The spares merely add to the total quantity of
engines to be bought. But how many spare engines should the Air Force buy?

Table 3.23

SPARE ENGINE INVENTORY, FY 1975

Active
Total Installed Spares

Engine Inventory In~entory Ratio

J57-19/29 232b 1040 2.24
J57-21 767 482 1.69
J57-43 2434 1634 1.49
J57-56 523 326 1.60
J57-59 3125 2586 1.21
J75-17 338 195 1.73
J75-19W 297 150 1.98
J79-15 2874 2158 1.33
J79-17 1570 1104 1.42
TF30-3 530 340 1.56
TF30-100 236 164 1.44
TF33-3 880 758 1.16
TF33-7 1435 1114 1.29
TF39-1/1A 425 308 1.38

TF41-1 511 342 1.49

There is a specific computation for obtaining the number of spare engines a
weapon system is expected to require."7 On the basis of factors such as programmed
flying hours, number of installed engines on the aircraft, number and location of4
operating bases, and where certain repairs of the engine are to be made, a require-
ment is established for a specific number of spare engines to fill the pipeline at the

'The standard computation procedure is DODI 4230.3. Standard Method for Computation of Spo re
Engine Procurement Requirements. The Systems and Resources Management Advisory Group also
studied the spare engine situation and recommended reexamination of spare engine procurement with
the idea that the Air Force might be able to reduce spare engine procurement without degrading combat
support capability.
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base arid between the base and the depot. Specific numbers of days are e;Rtimated
for the time it will take a base to turn an engine around and a depot to process an
engine at overhaul. The spare engines serve as replacements for failed et gines that
are removed for repair. A fill-rate objective is specified in terms of the ability to
meet the demand for a spare engine. If the demand cannot be met, it is called a back
order, which is defined as an aircinft requiring an engine. Given the fill rate and
a certain number of spares at a base, an expected effectiveness rate can be calculat-
ed-that is, the rate at which aircraft have their spare engine requirements sa-

aisfied and again become operational. A confidence level is also associated with this
process. For combat aircraft, the confidence level is presently required to be 80
percent. Spare engine requirements are estimated on the basis of the minimum
quantity of engines essential to support the programmed peacetime or wartime
operation, whichever is greater. Since wartime flying is usually programmed at a
higher rate, it is to be assumed that the spares are applicable to the wartime
posture. Thus, spare engines are intended to reflect wartime requirements in terms
of a ffll-rat' objective and effectiveness rate . - :'r :,,nce level. Usually, more
spare erPines are purchased early in a new - .stem program, and then
phased down to the computed requiremen't asex.•,,t,,;•,-e is gained. But the comput-
ed wartime requirement could still be ýý,gher than is necessary, particularly if
appropriate consideration is given to attrition and duration of the conflict. (A study
under way at Rand concerning this issue indicates this to be the case.)

No parametric model was obtained in this study to enable an early planner to
predict the appropriate spares ratio for a particular application.

Other Costs

Other operating and support costs besides depot and base maintenance (and
fuel and attrition) contribute to the total life-cycle cost of an engine. They include:

1. Transportation

2. Ground support equipment

3. Management

4. Training

5. Facilities.

The above costs appear to add not more than 5 percent to all costs previously
discussed (not including initial recruitment training or a major flacility expendi-
ture). Thus, increasing the total life-cycle cost for an engine by 5 percent should
encompass all of the costs identified here for acquisition and ownership.

SUMMARY OF MILITARY ENGINE LIFE-CYCLE COST MODELS

The TOA methodo!ogy for relating performance to development schedules has
been inicorporated into cost-estimating relationships (CERs). TOA and ATOA were
investigated along with other variable3 felt to be ",mportant. Reasonable CERs were
obtained for military engine development and procurement cost3, where homo-

'I
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geneous, disaggregated cost data were available from the contractors for a 25-year
period. Without this type of data, meaningful relotionships could not have been
obtained. The approach was to investigate variables considered important in the
development and procurement phases of a new engine. The approach was then
extended to the ownership phase of the engine life-cycle to obtain more comprehen-
sive models for total engine development, component improvement, and depot and
base maintenance costs. The model results are summarized in Table 3.24.

Again, in all the cost models studied, the variables have entered the relation-
ships in an intuitively satisfying manner. The signs of the coefficients are in the
right direction in terms of what an engine designer would expect concerning
changes in these variables and the resultant impact that such changes would have
on cost. For instance, in the development cobt model, development time entered

Table 3.24

MILITARY LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSIS

(In 1975 dollars)

Stake-o!-Art Trend WOA26 - -856.38 + 110,10inTEMP + 11.41InTOTIPRS - 26.08inWGT - 16.021SFCMIL
R2 

- .9 '.,,S (3.1) (5.1) (2.8)
89 1 6.9 + 18.371nTHRMAY.

F - 92.0(5.20) (2.8)

Development Cost ($t1) inDMQTV -1.3098 + b.OS0S8DEVTIME . 0.496301nT)IRMAX + 0.04O9al'OA2S + 0.4136SIaMACH
R2 .96 (7.6) (7.1) (4.9) (2.3)

" $E83- .18

F - 55.7 (4, 09

Component Imuprovment
004 (4M): IRCIP - -2.79026 0.7886SInTHRMAX + 0.04312ATOA26 0.007221OPSPAN

R
2 

- .88 (9.1) (5.7) (2.5)
;, ~SO - .A

V - 60.5 (3, 22)

Tontal NveloorneritCost ($M) InTDC - 0.97355 1.23809MnMACH * 0,0734binQTY + 0.403861mTHRMAX * 0.00918-\ATUA26

K2 -. 94 (10.3) (6.8) (8.5) (2.1)

V - 114.8 (4,29)

1000th Unit Coat (Pt) UnKPUSP - -8.2070 <- 0,7O532inTHRMAX + 0.00674TOA26 + f).457101nMACH + 0.01804ATOA26
R

2
- .os (9.2) (2.8) (2.6) (2.4)

8- ,215
F - 68.0 (4,13)

Cumulatvo Production
Quantity Cost (Si) InPRQTYC " - 7.8504 + 0.8697InQTY + 0.822041nTHIRMAX + MFRDUM 0.01O8ATOA26

R
2 

- .97 (45.) (24.) (6.) (5.)
si : .22 + .34478bbtAACH * 0.00277"1'OA26

V -501.7 (6.81) (4.) (2.4)

Pat o 1n FlyiUng Hour (sitDCE'HR - 2.1G82- 0.00604nATBO + 1.260741nCPUSP* 0.011040f'SPAN 0.02245&\TOA26

Reakmed ( $/S •K ) (10.2) (4.2) (2.2) (1.9)

R2- .97

89- .22 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ __ _ _4F - 67A6 ý.•.7)

Uram Maintnenpfe Co4t
Fur Enitne anyml Hour 1nRMCItEFl' - 3.50819 - 0.47457hnortO 4 0.01 2990P81AN * 0.567391nmCUSP
Consumn•Md4VEIC) (4.5) (2.2) (1.6)

R2 -. ,79 -

SE -. 26
F - 10.0 (3,6)

NOT2: 5.. List ot BymIab for, fatuons of team.
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positively, indicating that the longer the program, the higher the cost."5 The other
variables in this model also indicate rational results. Thrust enters positively. The
larger the engine, the higher the development cost. ATOA and Mach number enter
positively; they are related to the state-of-the-art increment (or additional time
increment required) to be obtained in the development and complexity of the
engine (reflecting the technology reach in the program) due to the environment in
which the engine has to operate. Thus, the development cost model and the 1000th
Unit Production Cost model are basically the same as previously reported [1],
except for conversion to 1975 dollars. The total development and component im-
provement cost models reflect the addition of several data points and therefore
diffe- slightly from the models previously reported. Both are included so that
alternative methods can be used to compute total developrment cost. One model
depends on quantity of engines procured, while the other depends on the total time
in operational service (OPSPAN).

Several variables had to be introduced in developing the production quantty
cost model. One w0s a manufacturer's dummy, required bccause of the sharply
different accounting practices used by one of the manufacturers before 19-1. The
most significant variables are quantity and THRMAX. Certainly, quantity should
be most significant in this type of model, and the thrust level is a measure of the
physical size of the engine. Again, alternative methods of computation can be
employed for obtaiiting total production cost: either the production quantity model,
which contains industry average learning, or the 1000th Unit Production Cost
model and an assumed process slope that can reflect a manufacturer's learning
experience.

A model for total depot cost per engine flying hour restored at the depot (by
zero-timing the engine) was 'btained as shown in Table 3.24. The variabies tbund
to be significant are the average time between overhaul (ATBO), current produc-
tion omit selling price (CPUSP), operating span (OPSPAN), and increment of time-
of-arrival at the initial MQT (ATOA26). Again, they enter with intuitively satisfy-
ing signs for the dependent variables. For instance, successful efforts to extend
ATBO would reduce depot costs. The cost model using engine hours restored at the
depot provided better results than iLsing the cost data reWated to fleet-cons"..med
flying hours. The difference between restored and consumed flying hours can be
substantial in a given program.

An attempt was made to relate base costs to parameters of interest in order to
obtain a base cost-estimating relationship. The results are interesting in indicating
explanatory variables, but the model should be viewed cautiously because af the
nature and liraitations of the data. For base maintenance costs, MIrBO (the policy-
determined maximum time between depot overhaul) was most significant, entering
the relationship negatively. Thus, efforts to extend MTBO would reduce base costs,
sirce base periodic scheduled inspections are directly related to MTBO and are a
significant portion of propulsion shop activity. OPS1FAN entered positively; the
longer an engine is in operationa! service, the more costly it is to maintain at the
base. CPUSP entered positively; the Lnore expensive an engine, the more it cost•3

'A It must be noted, however, that a minimum development time--on the order of four to five
years-for a new engine program must be associated with this estimating relationship, since in the
extreme, this relationohip could result in zero development cost at zero time Obviousl,., it takes some
amount of time to develop any new engine, however simple it may be in terms or available t-'hnology;
the model therefore must incorporate a minimum development time.

. .. .
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to maintain atit thle base, The model provides tin estimate of base maintenance cost
pet, flying hour consumed by the fleet. In a 15-year life-cycle cost estimate, con-
sunmed engine flying hours will exceed restored engine flying hours because an
engine is not returned to thle depot to be restored when it. is about to Lv Vcrapped.

TOA does not enter directly into the depot and base models, but does enter
indirectly through CPUSP. thus providing somne measure of stat~e-of-the-art impact
oin cost. (ATOA provides at residual effiect onl depot cost, but is not in the base cost
model. It also enters indirectly through CPUSP.) CPIUSP entered both thle depot
and base models, thus, it wouild appear that attoention to 4esigning an engine to at
production unit cost would reap Lenefits in thle ownership area.

AN EXAMPLE

Using the models derived, Table 3.25 presents at eomparison of'lifle-cycle cot-it
breakdowns foi- hypothetical fighter engine programs of'the 1950s, 19608, and
1970&. In spite of increases in development and procurement costs of'engines klli
constant dollars) From one decade to the next, the ownership cost portion dominates
and tends to represent ain increasingly larger portion of thle total."' Depot mainte-
niance cost is thle reason for this trend. Miscellaneous costs were estimated to lie
approximately 3 percent of total costs for this example. Table 3.25 indicates ihat,
total life-cycle cost hats more than doubled from thle 1950s to the 1970s and that the
depot is accounting flor ain increasing portion of that larger cost,. Presently, depot
costs aire the largest part of enginie life-cycle costs. Thle 1970s engine is significantly
more advanced in technology, and is larger in thrust arnd Caster in Match number,
than thle 195(6 engine, and those improvements are what the military is pay ing for
in attempting to obtain better weapon systems.

Ani additional calculation is shown for the 1970s engine flor at case in which
ATBO'MTTBO has been doubled, Thle results show at -significant ownership savingI
if'th~e improvement can be realized, The models cannot show how to obtatin this
improvement, but do indicate that it would be worth considerable additional devel-
opment or CIP effort (or some new maintenance concept such as on-cOonditionA
maintenancel to achieve it.tt j

These theoretical examples. alt hough intended to reflect real engines acquired
in these decades, were constructed to show trends onl at comparable engine-programl
basis from decade to decade. Real engine programs will not necessarilyN indicate
similar results f~or at pitrticular decade in their designs, and programis are signifi-
cantly different from C ý wvsumptions shown in the table.

SOV0111 all 1wi'hip Cost 41i 4n etl\ rpef tnit'ns two thillU of totall 1iti.-~Ck' .IOowt. Where owneht'IA1p
inlclutdes CII' and Whole Spare engines, ho', not F~uel and attritio.ý Im' thle tighter-t'tligme exam~ple present-
e'd. Similar res~ults were ailw obtained tor current trainspo~rt e'ilgines.

T"'lhis e'xample is concerned with pxwiible variationet in owner-ship comst Referencee 19 presen1ts4
(eXtk11P1QS Otho1W thene modelMS might he applied in looking ait changes int the pnwv-s ofacquiring e'ngmnes



Table 3.25

LIFE-CYCLE COST BREAKDOWNS FOP HYPOTHETICAL FIGHTER

ENGINES OF THE 1950s. 1960s, AND 1970s

Cost for
Engine with

Cost for Engine 1%00 ATBO,
with 750 ATBO, 1200 MTBO 2400 MTBO

1950s 1960a 1970s 1970s

Cost Element $M % SM % SM % SM %

Itemized Cost Breakdown

RDT&E 311.7 8.9 360.3 7.2 428.1 5.4 428.1 7.0
Procurement I

Install 983.3 27.9 1429,7 28.5 2273.1 28.9 2273.1 36.9
Spares 245.8 11.0 357.4 7.1 568.3 7.2 568.3 9.2

CIP 252.2 7.2 330.6 6.6 428.0 5.4 428.0 7.0
Depot 1066.4 30.3 1708.2 34.0 3051.6 38.8 1629.0 26.5
Base 558.1 15.5 690.2 iS.7 897.9 11.4 646.2 10.5
Miscellaneous 102.5 2.9 146.3 2.9 229.4 2.0 179.2 2.9

Totals 3520.0 100.0 5022.5 100.0 7877.5 100.0 6152.0 100.0

Cost per Engine Flying Hour Corvumedb

Acquisition 216 298 450 450
Ownership 371 539 863 575

(Base and depot
maintenance) (271) (400) (658) (379)

Total LCC 587 837 1313 1025

NOTE: Assumed for all programs:

1975 dollars 6 M EFH consumed by fleet
5-year development 5 M U1F. estored by depot
IC-year operations 1935 engines produced (including flight
Advanced ingines te,%t and spares at 25%)
90% learning (production) No fucl or attrition included

It is also assumed that the future will behave in a manner similar to the past.

aMay not add exactly because of rounding.

bAverage cost for total program.

-. tl
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Chapter 4

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINE LIFE-CYCLE
EXPERIENCE-' A COMPARISON WITH MILITARY

PRACTICE

Commercial airline peacetime opeeations provide an environment in which
benefits can be measured more quantitatively and related to life-cycle costs. The
airlines offer a service, providing a degree of safety and dependability, at a price.
Their success can be measured over time in their ability to stay in business, earn
a profit, meet some amount of competition, and grow in a regulatory climate. To
some degree, then, it is possible to measure success quantitatively much as costs
are measured.

COMMERCIAL LIFE-CYCLE PROCESS

The airlines purchase engines and engine parts as someone might an automo-
bile and its replacement parts. Once the initial choice is made, the buyer then has
less latitude in purchasing replacement parts. The airlines do not pay directly for
the development of engines and airframes as a specific cost as the military do, but
in reality their purchase prices cover- all or some portion of that development cost.
The manufacturer's price for new engines and parts covers not only the cost of
design, development, and manufacture, but also the company's profit, incremental
costs for component improvement, IR&D, and a margin to cover the warranty the
company provides to the airline. The wax ranty may take the form of a guaranteed
maximum material cost per flying hour to the airline for a certain period of tirne
and/or number of flying hours. The manufacturer is liable for some portion of
material cost exceeding the maximum. Engine companies, for example, may guar-
antee to repair or replace an engine part if it fails within an initial period, and to

* refund some portion of the cost for that part up to some additional flying time, after
* which the engine company is no longer liable. T1hese warranties vary, depending

on the coverage the airline desires and is willing to pay for, and on the engine
company's desire to conclude a sale. The actual value of a warranty is therefore it
matter of negotiation between the airline and the manufacturer for each particular
-ituation, since there is a wide area of interpretation concerning primary fault and
secondary effects and who pays for what portion of the total cost involved.

It is rea~dily apparent that the life-cycle process differs substantially for, com-4

--arcial and military engines. The military pay for development, component im-
provenient, and IR&D separately, and they are required to oversee these e~xpendi-
tures. There is no warranty coverage for military hardware except in the case of
failure of a brand-new item. The IR&D and CIP are funded separatcly, but in re'ality
are obtained by the engine companies as add-onsa to the selling price of a military
engine, once the basic selling price and procurement quantities Iror a given year
have been established, and the total cost and apportionment of IR&D and CIP
programs have been approved.

52
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TIME-OF-ARRIVAL FOR COMMERCIAL ENGINES

The technology for the design of aircraft. turbine engines-at best an imprecise
art-has improved steadily during the past three decades in a continuing quest for
higher quality. During this evolutionary development, the demand for perfor-
mance has dominated military acquisition, and usually undc.- highly constrained
schedules; the manufacturer's effort to meet both performance and schedule re-
quirements exposes engine programs to the risk of serious cost growth, while
relegating to lesser importance other quality characteristics of durability, reliabili-
ty, maintainability, safety, and concern for environmental effects.

Commercial engines are designed to a different balance of criteria. Higher
performance is still desirable, but safety and cost considerations make durability,
reliability, and maintainability critical characteristics. .:vernment-mandated
safety requirements are a basic consideration in commercial flight, with cost as the
strong second consideration. Since the same manufacturers prov le both military
and commercial products, the design differences between the two are not a matter
of a different technology base, but of adapting the available technology to fit the
two sets of circumstances.

Commercial engines procured by the airlines over the years have benefited
significantly from previous military experience, as indicated 'i Table 4.1. L tely.
this trend has been changing; the JTMD was almost totally a commercial develop-
ment by Pratt and Whitney (although the technology base still reflects a substantial
military contribution).

How different are commercial demands from military demands concerning the
quality of an engine" The TOA approach was employed to help answer this ques-
tion.

Table 4.1

MILITARY PREDECESSORS TO COMMERCIAL ENGINIES

FAA Model
Com~nercial Cortifi. Military Qualifica-

Company Engine cation Year Predecessor tion Test (MQT)

Pratt & Whitney JT3C 1908 J57 1952
JT4A 1959 J75 1a56
JT3D 1960 TF33 1960
JT8D 1963 J52 1961
JT12 1960 J60 1960
JT9D 1969 None

JtIODa 1 9 79b None

General Electric CJ805-3 1960 J79 1956
CJ805-23 1961 J79 1956
CJ610 1963 J85 1961
CF700 1964 J85 1961
CF6 1970 TF39c 1969
CFM56& 1978b FlOic

aEuropeon collaboration.
bFstimated.

CGO generator technology applied to commercial derivative,

* b m in mm
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A conmmercial engine data base of' I Ipoints wary obtained and run in tlre 1R)A26
model. The detailed d. ta for military ,rnd commercial engines are in Table 4.2. The
results fbr the 11 data points in TEA26 are shown in Fig. 4.1. The commercial trend
line lies below and appears to be approachinr :he 45-degree-line military model as
" w increases The implication is that commercita engincs are more "conserva-
tive" than tIheir perfbr-mance-,riented military counterparts. It also appears that
the commercial litle is converging widh the military model, indicating that. comnmer-
cial engines maty be tending to approach military ehgines in the fluture. Indeed,
some engine designers feel that conirel'cial techrnology culd surpass military
technology in the future, especially if noise abatement requirements and smoke
elimination requirements are explicitly considered in the TOA index. Another
possible factor is the absence of new military programs started in the early 19604
(see Tabe 3.2). As previously noted, all commercial engines we-re direct derivatives
of military programs until development of the Pratt rond Whitney JTMD. The JT9g)
is the first example of a major new U.S. aircraft turbine engine entering commercial
-tervice with no prior military experience.

Table 4.2

Thc&HNOYt.o(w DATA FOR COMMERCIAl. U.S. TURHINE ENGINES

Turbir.n
Inlet T1h rust 'respure Period of

Temp. Max. Weight Term SFC IAQT Dlvelopmeot
Engine (IlI) (Ib) (lb) (Ib/ft2 ) (ibjhr/lb) cgtr) Initiation

rlr3C 1995 13,500 4,134 11,050 0.78 "9 Late 19500
JTIA 1995 l5,800 t5020 10,200 0.80 59 Late 19WIN
JT3D 199) 17,000 1150 11,050 0.52 71 lAte 19'
JT8 I) 2180 14,000 .4160 13,600 0.59 81 Late I
JT1 2 2000 2,700 465 5,525 0.96 71 Late 1950a
cJ8066-3 2100 11.200 2800 11,0,o0 0.83 71 late 19511
CJ805-23 '100 16,100 3800 11,050 0.56 77 Late 1950a
CJ6 10 2060 2,850 399 5,780 0.99 82 Early 1960a
CF700 2163 .1,125 725 5,526 0.65 87 Early 1960
JT9D (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 107 Late I•960s

CF6 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 112 Late 1960,
ADvleted for seeCuity or pruprietary considerations.

The 11 commercial engines were then added to the data base of 26 military
engines, and an equatior, was obtaiined that uses the combined data base and
emplo.Nii a dummy variable for the commercial engines to iaiflerentiate them from
the, military. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2. The indication is that commercial
engines art, more conservative than military engines. The dummy variable has a1
positive value of about ten quarters, indicating that commercial engines are about
2.1/2 years behind military engines in their TOA. This model is presented in Table
4.3 together with a comparison of the J79 engine and its commercial counterpart.

k,-4
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Fig. 4.1-Comparison of military and commercial aircraft
turbine engine technology
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TUble 4 3

COMMERCIAI. AIACRAOT ITURBINE EmIilNi TIMe-OI-ARRIVAI. (TOA)

TOA37 - -772.85 0- 1A.151 In TEMP -9.860 MCDUM 4 11.970 Ito TO'TPRS
(6.7) (S.5) (3.9)

-26.465 In WGT - 15.668 In SFCMIL + 19.038 In THPMAX(6.6) (3.5) (s.-ý)

R2 - 0.964
SE - CA.

F - 134

Eamples: J79 and CJ805-3 Enginer

J79 CJ4105.3
Varlmble Value Calculation Value Calculation Elaticity

Constant -772.8" -772.85 -772.85 -772.85 --
TEMP 2160 +753M59 2100 '750.82 1.3
MCDtUM 0 0 1 +9.86 -
TOTPRS 18066 +117.32 11050 +111.44 0.2
WGT 3225 -213.80 2800 -210.0 -0.
SFCMIL 0,87 +2.18 0.83 +2.92 -0.2
THRMAX 15000 +183.07 11200 +177.50 0.3

TOA37 69.5 69.6
MQTQTR 57
FAA

certification 71
TOA +12.5 -1.4

the CJ806-3.' The lag could be explained in either of two ways: Either the commer-
cial engine achieved the same performance level as the military but received
certification 2-1/2 years later; or. for the same development milestone, the commer-
cial engine design traded offreduced performance for greater durability, reliability.
and maintainability, which affect safety and cost. It does appear that engine design-
ers apply the technology base differently in designing a new commercial engine.

This finding has significance for the current military trend of designing to a
life-cycle cost, because the trend will require engine designers to make quantitative
trtdeofls among aspects of quality other than performance. Since this model is
attempting to relate time to multiple design objectives, a crucitil task for Whture
work is t, o uantify the characteristics of durability, reliability, maintatinability.
safety, and environmental impact so that they can be introduced into a time-ofr
arrival model along with performance considerations.

COMMERCIAL OWNERSHIP

The primary concern of an airline is to make a profit, and t0,e primary oper-

'This TOA approach, uuitig the dutmmy to distinguixti the de'ging olojettives ot" 'tn vesI,%t'rikus
military prtictie, was also used to ealinwte a commercial development mo•tmxiel. tOnly t wo -•o•mnertvial
0ngine development data% points were obtained. Them costp are consideret highlv proprie'tatr by the"
niwnufUc1um•,rs and are usually not available for outaide study efforts. Terms that were tfiund to be,
s-aniflcant in the military development cost-estimating relationship were Aloo inipo-tAnt in -onntorc'aal
development, allowingI for the 2.142-year time lag.

; t-
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ational benefit measure for an airline is aircraft utilization. For engines, utilization
is us, ally expressed in flying hours or operating cycles. The commercial flying-hour
experience is considerably diferent from the military, The airlines follow estab-
lished routes with known demand rates for flying-hour segments and takeoffs and
landings over a given calendar period. The military has varying requirements,
except perhaps for a portion of the fairly well-scheduled MAC fleat. The airliries
accumulate engine operating hours faster than the military, even for compar'able
aircraft. The airlines fly about three times more hours in a given y~r than the
MAC fleet aircraft, and ten times more than supersonic fighter aircraft.

OPERATIONAL PRACTICE

Commercial operational practices and procedures also differ from the military.
Operationally, the aiilines require pilots to devote considerable "tender loving
care" to their aircraft. The throttle is used only to the extent made neces&iry by
gross weight, field length, altitude, and temperature for takeoffs and landings. On
almost all Air Force aircraft, there is no way to determine how mach hot-time the
engine sees during a known mission profile, although there has been some initial
work on ePgin2 diagnostic systems that count throttle excursions. (The FI00 engine
on the F-15 aircraft has such a counter, but it is not yet wo-king well in operational
practice.) Squeezing out the last percenm of power is considered very costly to
engine hot-section life. Airlires require flight crews to monitor engine performance
in flight and to supply data for trending analysis of engine performance after each
flight. Careful throttle management enables the airlines to achieve important do!- I
lar savings by trading performance for temperature (and thus parts life). The Ai'
Force could do the same. Since the military operatien of an engine is e-en further

up on the higher end of the power curve (approaching maximum performance),
even a nominal reduction in throttle excursions could yield a very significant im-
provement in parts life. (Several examples are already available for TAC and SAC
aircraft.)

MAINTENANCE PRACTICE

Commercial maintenance practice has been extolled ar an example from which
the military might benefit. Airline maintenance practice today, has turned away -

from the military's hard-time philosophy (certain actions are taken at certain times
regardless of how well the engine is operating) toward what is generally termed
on-condition maintenance.

There is some semantic confusion concerning the meaning of on-condition
maintenance. Current airline maintenance procedures actually fall into three areas
of consideration: maintenance of life-limited, high-time parts; condition monitoring
of certain non-safety-of-flight parts for which there are no fixed time limits, and
on-condition maintenance of critical safe-ty-of-flight parts that require regular per'i-

odic inspections. The various airlines cause some confusion by using these terms
somewhat differently, but in general they distinguish between on-ccnditon niainte-
nance and condition-monitored maintenance related to the level of inspection activ-
ity and impact of the part on safety-of-flight.
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The intent of the on-condition maintenance program. is to leave the hardware
alone as long as it is working well and symptoins of potential problems are not
developing. This philosophy is not one of "fly-to-failure" when safety-of-flight items
are involved. This maintenance program is expected to reduce the shop visit rate,
determine which parts are causing removals and at what time intervals, increase
the engine's accumulation of flying hours and cycles by maintaining its availability
on-wing, reduce secondary damage resulting from serious failures, and maintain
and improve the normal distribution of failures expected for engines.

Prolonging the interval between shop visits for maturing commercial engines
is equivalent to increasing the average time between uverhauls in the military. The
result of this action is to prevent the truncation of the engine overhaul distribution
caused by fixing the maximum allowable '-perating time between overhauls and the
subsequent resulting large increases in. the engine r-moval rate when maxinum
hard-time overhaul is reached. The commercial practice could therefore provide
;nsights to the military in terms of what pa-t, are determining failure rates and
how CIP funds might best be apportioned among various engine problems.

On-condition maintenance h,'s several specific requirements: (1) periodic on-
aircraft inspection of engine safety-of-flight areas at ground stations (borescoping,
X-ray, oil sampling and analysis, careful examination of the engine); (2) engine
performance checks and data-gathering in flight, using such data for trending
analysis at a central data processing center (usually at the main overhaul facility)
to anticipate problem_ before they occur; and (3) tracking of critical perts by part
number to keep account of tne amount of operating time and operating cycles the
parts have undergone.

When an engine problem is discovered or anticipated from trending analysis.
the engine is removed from the airframe and repaired at a base if possible (by
replacing a part or module, which is then returned to the shop); or the entire engine
is sent back to the shop; or the aircraft is scheduled for a fi.ght to the maintenance
bas-P so that the engine can be removed and another engine installed overn'.ght with

no l-ss of scheduled flight time. It is estimated that 90 perceiit of engine repair
activity is performed at the shop; very little fixing of hardware is done at bases
except removal aad replacement of engines or modules or of major parts easily
reached with minimum disassembly. (The base also performs other tasks primarily)
concerned with the ground inspections, and handles lube, oil, and maintenance
associated with day-to-day activities.) It, may be asked why the Air Force cannot
operate in this manner. The reason is that the airlines operate in a relatively stable
peacetime environment. Some Air Force units may be able to operate in a similar
manner, but others must be prepared to be self-sufficient in an overseas wartime
contingency and thus are required to maintain a larger labor force at the base level.

When a commercial engine is returned to the top. the data system is expected
to furnibh the ergineering and maintenance people with recoi Is of how much
iperating tim4e has accumulated on particular parts, so they can judge whether to
fix only the part that is broker (or that they anticipate will break shortly) or to fix
other parts as well while they have the engine in the shop. They attempt to rebuild
the engine to some minimum expected operating time.

Newer commerciai engines are of modular design. "Modular" means that the
engine can be readily separated into major subassemblies. The intent is to add
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flexibility to maintenance procedures at thle shop and at the' base. Engines can be
removed and replaced overnight and modules can be "swapped out" at a base in
several ditys. with only the modules returned to the shop for repair. One result is
that airlines turn engines around faster than military depots (15 to 30 days versus
45 to 90 days), and consequently require substantially fewer spare engines.

The Air Force has begun to procure modular-designed engines; thle F100 engine
on the F-15, and the FI01 on tihe B-1, are examples. The Air Force is now implement-
ing a modular engine maintenance information system like that of the airlines fbr
keeping track of the operating time on parts and fbr helping in decisions concerning
t hie operat ing life appropriate for each module and engine. The Air Force will have
to be able to do this kind of analysis at the depot and base if it plans to adopt the
commercial maintenance philosophy regarding modular engines and, especially,
regarding on-condition maintcnance.

Maintenance experience and skill levels are very high fbr the airlines in their
centr'al shops. Most mechanics are FAA-qualified, have a long continuity in service,
and with their years of experience get to know the individual engines and aircraft,
since the fleet i.; not so large fbr a given airline. The civilian labor torce at the Air
Fo'ce depot also has considerable continuity of service, but the base inventory and
the current practice of completely disassembling an engine during overhaul and
reassembling it with different parts prevents them from getting to know individual
engines-besides which, the engine changes its identity every time through the
depot. It is not clear how much of an edge this gives the airlines. but airline people
consider it substantial. The commercial work fotrce is also more flexible about
scheduling overtime during peak periods and laying off during slumps. The mili-
tary depot does not have this flexibility in the short term.

Several airline officials have expressed concern that perhaps they have gone
too far too fast with on-condition maintenance as applied to curtent high-bypass-
engine experience. Their worry is that they might be merely postponing certain

problems to a later date. They believe they atre obtaining more operating hours, but
at a cost: When an engine finally does return to the shop, perhaps more has to be
done to it in terms of parts replacement than ifWit had come in sooner. The problem
is to determine the "optimum" point, The military attempt to do so by setting an
engine MTBO at some point that the user and supplier believe is optimum in terms
of operational availability on tthe one hand, and the amount of work required when
it is returned to the depot, on the other hand. The choice lies between the two
extremes; a short-fixed-time philosophy is one, and on-condition maintenance run-
ning to thilure or almost to the anticipated point of thilure is the other. There may
be some optimum intermediate point derived from a combination of hard-time and
on-condition maintenance, and this optimum could vary, depending upon the in-
dividual airline or military situation. One airline's (or service's) optimum is not
necessarily another's because of diffierences in route structure and operating condi-
tions (mission), utilization of the fleet, economic environment, arid so forth. At any
rate, it would appear desirable for the military to move away from its strict hard-
time philosophy, but no doubt there is some point on the on-condition maintenance
spectrum beyond which it may not be desirable to go for the sake of economic
efficiency. Appropriate data are required to assist in seeking this optimum.
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COMMERCIAL ENGINE COSTS

What does it cost the airlines to own and operate their commercial engines? The
question is more difficult to answer than would first appear, even though manufac-
turers preserve a great deal of engine cost data over a substantial period of time
for their cost analyses. Airlines are also required to provide certain cost data wo the
CAB, separated into certain cost categories.

Because accounting practices, operations, and economics vary among airlines,
however, only the individual airline will know fully what its costs are under its own
accounting practices, route structure, operating environment, seasonal adjust-
ments, and economic conditions.

Therefore, difficulties arise in attempting to use airline cost data directly. The
purchese price of an engine that an airline reports to CAB may reflect the cost oi'
the entire pod, which is the total installed engine in its nacelle ready for mounting
on the a* rcraft wing, or it may reflect the bare engine and certain sparc parts. It,
may also include, as in the case of reported Air Force contract prices, spare parts
and accessories, technical data, and field service costs. Thus, it may be difficult to
use the aggregated data reported to CAB to arrive at standardized procurement
costs that will be comparable among the commercial airlines. At least an estimate
can be obtained, however, if it is known whether the purchase was for a bare engine
or a podded engine, and if some idea can be gained of what additional costs are
involved in the purchase price.

The matter of proprietary information can be a further stumbling block. To
gather information on military engines for this study, it was necessary to go to the
manufacturers for disaggregated, homogeneous, longitudinal data. Thoy were will-
ing to supply military data on a proprietary basis, but they are not willing to supply
commercial cost data at all, except in the most unusual circumstances and then only
on a very limited basis.

In sum, the analyst faces the dual difficulty of determining the content of the
CAB data and of obtaining information the airlines and manufacturers consider
highly proprietary. Thus, the major problem in comparing commercial and military
engines is generating comparable costs. At present, the most pressing need is to
understand what the commercial cost data actually include; nor is it sufficient to

do so for only a one-year or two-year cross-section. Cost analysts in both the engine
industry and the airline industry agree that five to seven years worth of historical
data are needed to gain a reliable picture of the trend for a particular piece of
equipment. This appears to be true for both technical and economic reasons.

ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE DATA

Figure 4.3 depicts a rough breakdown of typical 14-year life-cycle costs for the
older first- and second-generation commercial turbojet and turbofan engines. New
third-generation high-bypass engines may be different in terms of cost magnitude
and proportions, and their cycle may be extended in order to cover their higher
costs, with depreciation spread over more years-perhaps 16 rather than 14. The
figure ,'eveals that 75 to W percent of cost is ownership. It should be recalled,
however, that the procurement cost of the engine includes allocations for develop-
ment and IR&D, and ownership costs also include, besides CIP and warranty add-

L
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Fig. 4.3-T"ypical 1-year life-cycle cost% for first. and
second-generation commercial turbojet and turbofan

engines (fromn PAC 5)

ons, a ch~arge for development; consequently, acquisition and owneeship costR are
not cleanly defined even for airlines, It is interesting to note from the figure that
an airline buys an engine twice over in spare parts alone during its operational
lifetime.

Data obtained from five commercial airlines in the course of this study indicate.
that the older and smaller turbofan engines such as the JT8D and the JT3D are
costing between $60,000 and $100,000 per shop visit for engines that have been
operating for 2000 to 4000 hours, while the newer and larger high-bypass enginesI such as the CF6, JT9D, and RB-211 are costing between $100,000 and $200,000 per
shop visit for engines that have been operating for 1000 to 2000 hours. The cost
range appears to be affected by the size of the usngine, the state of the art, engineI
maturity, usage since the last shop visit, and airline policy concerning refuirbish-
ment to a minimum time for next shop visit expectation. The costs are quite differ-
ent ftom those obtained from the military for comparable engir~es with similar
operating experience. Airline shop costs are apparently fully burdened' and reflect

Including all allocated nmterialst back shop labor, and overiwad, except for major mcdifxations
which are treated as investnmient rather than operating expen o for tax purposef.
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arouno 90 percent of base and shop costs combined. At the military depot, a cost.
incremrent of at least 50 to 100 percent must boe added to the major overhaul cost
to obtain the total depot cost per engine processed in a given year.

What does it cost to maintain a commercial engine? From the data presented,
ownership constitutec, 75 to 80 percent of total life-cycle cost (not including fuel).
The first- and second-generation commercial engines are estimated to have a peak
cost of around $40 to $80 per flying hour for ownership and $50 to $100 per flying
hour total. Steady-state costs with the advent of maturity fall to a range of $20 to
$30 per flying hour for engine mainteno.nce. Peak costs appear to be two to three
times steady-state costs. A total of about 35,000 to 45,000 operating hours in a
14-to-16-year period is expected. New third-generation high-bypass engines will
peak at weil over $100 per flying hour if the same percentage breakdown applies.
The airlines hope that long-term steady-state ownership costs can be reduced to
around $40 to $50 per flying hour when maturity is attained for these new-genera-
tion engines. Since these engines are of higher technology, with at least twice the
thrust and considerably improved specific fuel consumption, they are expected to
be well worth the higher cost to the airlines in the service they will provide with
the new wide-bodied transports.

In, examining the available commercial cost data over a number of years, a
general cost profile trend is distinguishable. Figure 4.4 presents actual data that
appear to corroborate such a pattern. A hypothetical cost profile is shown in Fig.
4.5. It presents expected cost patterns on the basis of consumed and restored engine
hours with peak, average, and steady-state values indicated. Also shown are two
general problem areas that seem to occur in engne maturation: an early peak
(occurring usually because of problems in the hot section in the engine's matura-
tion) and later on, an additional hump on the way to steady-state conditions (some
cold-section problems tend to show up later). Shop visit raites show the same pattern
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Fig. 4.5--Cost profile for commercial turbine engines

(leading the reported cost dato by six to nine months because of reporting delays).
The JT9D, operating since 1970, apparently is approaching maturity and will be an
interesting example to watch as an indicator ofcost differences between the current
generation of high-bypass engines and previous generations' experience. It doet
appear that the high-bypass engines are at least twice az costly to operate. The
question still to be answered by the operators is whether or not they will be as
profitable as expected in the long term. They were expected to return their invest-
ment and increase airline profits when they were purchased in the late 1960s. The
difficulty has been the slower than expected increase in air transportation growth
in the early 1970s. One indication that things may be different for a high-bypasG
engine is that some airlines are now using 16 years as the depreciation period for
tax purposes rather than 14 years, because these newer engines are not accumulat-
ing flying time as rapidly as the older engines at similar points in their life cycle.
Consequently, the extra time is needed to achieve the expected 35,000 to 45,000
operating hours on the hardware.

In short, it is possible to construct a cost profile for the life-cycle of an engine.
The data examined here are consistent with the general trend indicated regarding
maturation and steady-state operation. This commercial cost profile of peak,
steady-state, and average costs should be helpful in attempting to understand
overall military life-cycle costs, which should behave similarly (at perhaps a higher
cost level). The use of only cross-sectional data to estimate costs for a given engine
can be misleading if the engine's relative position in its overall life cycle is not
understood, and if the data are heavily weighted to the steady-state situation, whenaverage costs are needed to determine overall life-cycle cCst.3

'In the military models developed in this study, both the depot and base equattons contwin the terni
OPSPAN, which controls for the time effect to some extent. However, the data were heavily weighted
by programs that had arrived at fairly steady-state conditians.
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Chapter 5

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study of policy considerations in the life-cycle process of aircraft turbine

engines has attempted to bring into focus factors relevant to the benefits and costs
associated with acquisition and ownership. Chapter 2 discussed theoretical consid-
erations. Chapter 3 dealt with the military process in detail, Chapter 4 addressed

the commercial process for comparative purposes in an attempt to identify prae,
tices that the military might profitably adopt. The objective has been to highlight
the information and methodology an early planner requires in determininig effec-

tive tradeoffs and thus arriving at policies appropriate to various phases of the
engine's life cycle. Examples of calculations for current engines and applications to
new engines have been provided, This chapter summa-rizes the study's results,

conclusions, and recommendations. (For a succinct treatment of this chapter, see
the author's executive summary, R-210W/1-AF.)

DEISIGN OBJF=rlVES AND DATA REQUIREMENTS

The technology for the design of aircraft turbine engines-at best an imprecise
art-has improved steadily during the past three decades in a continuing quest for
higher quality in terms of performance, durability, reliability•, and maintainability.

During this evolutionary development, the acquisition of turbine engines for mili-
tary aircraft has been primarily performance-oriented. The manufacturers who
have provided engines to the military throughout this period have maintained

their business bases by responding to and meeting the needs ofthe customer within
certain himits, and the military customer has demanded performance. Further-
more, he has usually demanded performnance under a highly constrained schedule,

thus exposing engine programs to the risk of serious cost growth while relegating
to lesser importance the characteristics of durability, reliability, and maintainabili-
ty.J

When a customer makes other demands, as in commercial transpoit, engines

are designed to criteria other than performance. Safety and cost considerations
make durability, reliability, and maintainability critical characteristics for com-
mercial airlines. Since the same manufacturers provide both military and commer-
cial products, engine design is not a matter of different technology, but of using the
available technology differently to fit the circumstances.

Designing an engine to performance, parts-life, and safety requirements is

fairly well understood by engine designers; even designing to a production-unit cost
is understood to some extent. But designing to military life-cycle benefit and (wot
criteria is not presently understood to the extent that it should be, particularly in
terms of the appropriate durability, reliability, and maintainability in the oper-
ational context of military ownership. In thort, the art of designing a military
aircraft turbine engine to a life-cycle cost is .!l in a primitive stage, if it exists at
all.
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The difficulty for the designer lies in not fully understanding the appropriate
tradeoffs because :" a lack of detailed information concerning 1) how the military
use the engine, and 2) how operational problems are related to the design. (If a part

breaks, for example, the designer needs to understand not only how it broke, but
why it broke.) The designer does not have at his disposal data reiating the military
benefit3 and costs from operational and support activities in sufficient detail to
enable him to ar alyze the trndeoffs among the various design objectives in a total
military life-cycle context.

Now that total life-cycle cost is becoming an increasingly imp( -tant considera-
tion and the demands of the i ilitary customer are apparently changing. the engine
designer will require more detailed cost/benefit information to perform the neces-
sary design tradeoffs.. But he cannot lay hands on that information overnight.
Currently, the available military operational and cost data are heterogeneous,
aggregate-, and cross-sectional; to enable effective design tradeoffs involving total
life-cycle costs, the data must be homogeneous, disaggregated, and longitudinal.
The data must be clearly defined; each data elc-ient must retain identity and
consistency over time; all relevant cost elements n.st be included and broken down
to the appropriate level of detail; and the data must be available over a long enough
period of time so that the engine's maturation process can be understood. In the
commercial area, for instance, cost analysts in both the engine industry and the
airline industry agree that five to seven years worth of historical data are needed
to gain a reliable picture of the trend for a particular piece of equipment.

When fairly homogeneous, somewhat disaggregated, and reasonably longitudi-
nal data were available-for example, 25 to 30 years of RDT&E and production cost
data from engine contractorm covering a variety of programs--interesting analyti-
cal and methodological results were obtained. When the cost data were heterogene-
ous. aggregated, and cross-sectional-two or three years worth of selected owner-
ship cost elements-analytical and methodological efforts have been less successful
but still very promising. It will be necessary to develop some methodology for total
life-cycle analysis if early planners are to obtain and evaluate the leverages that

might exist between the costs of early acquisition and later ownership and their
resulting impacts on operational capability. The needed data must be obtained.
Several new data systems or modifications to existing systems are now being imple-
mented tc. improve this situation; but organizations learn to adapt to the data
systems imposed on them while still perpetuating their customary ways of doing
things, which is one of the problems of existing systems in the actual data they
obtain and provide for analysis. The best solution may be one of periodic sampling
to obtain the data needed for specific weapon systems at particular times in their
operational life span.

A METHODLOGY FOR LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSIS

Valuabl, insights can be obtained for both a weapon system and the component
through a life-cycle analysis of a new weapon system at the system level and at the
component level. Macro and micro viewpoints corroborate each other in both "top-
down" and "bottom-up" analyses. The reiative importance of the component to the
weapon system must be ascertained in terms of contribution to performance as well
as resource consumption; the data can be disaggregated so as to asseso the major
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components, such as airframe, engine, avionics, weapons, and ground support, and
the relative magnitudes of the.ie various programs. It is recommended that other
components, particularly airframe and avionics, be analyzed similarly to the en-
,•Jne. It is more difficult to obtain CERs at the component level than at the weapon-
system level.

This study has presented methodology for !relating the time-of-arrival of a
bundle of performance characteristics sought. in a military engine at the model
qualification test date for that engine. The methodology was made possible because
25 years of disaggregated, homogeneous, longitudinal data were available from the
engine manufacturers.

MILITARY LIFE-CYCLE FINDINGS

How much does it cost to at juire and own a military engine? It would appear
that, even today, nobody really knows the hill cost of an engine's life cycle. No study
to date has clearly defined the cost elements and the associated actual life-cycle
costs for an ongoing engine program; nor has anyone formulated a sound methodol-
ogy for obtaining such cost estimates in any detail, to be used in the early planning
for new engines. Nobody really understands the full magnitude and correct propor-
tions of costs attributed to life-cycle phases for an engine. Although development
and procurement costs are fairly well understood, it is still difficult to predict the
cost of a new engine program with high accuracy. The results of this study indicate
that the magnitudes of development, procurement, and ownership costs are consid-
erably higher than previously estimated. Not only the magnitude, but also the
composition of ownership costs as related to a weapon system, are not well under-
stood. The extent of the confusion can be seen from the range of results obtained
in this study, where it was necessary to use cross-sectional data in an attempt to
obtain some measure of operating and support costs for engines in the current
USAF inventory.

Can we at least answer the question: What is it costing the Air Force to operate
a particular engine today? This study does shed additional light on the overall area
of engine total life-cycle cost and it provides a more reasonable range of cost
estimates for the current inventory. This study was not undertaken with the expec-
tation that 100 percent of the total life-cycle cost could be obtained. It was hoped,
however, through direct and indirect means of data analysi. nd with some mea-
sure of confidence, to identify and capture the major share of costs and to ensure
that no significant cost--one that could influence a policy decision-would be miss-

-I ing from the data.
The range of opek'ating and support costs obtained for all firont-line USAF

engines in the present inventory varied from 4ý30 to $750 cer engine flying hour
during FY 1974, with estimates of particular engine application varying by a factor
of two to three. The wide range of engine operating and support costs can be
attributed to differences in the following:

- Physical characteristics
- Operating environment
- Technological content
- Technological advance sought
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- Maturity of engine program
- Age of specific hardware
- Utilization rate
- Data source
- Methodological definitions and assumptions
- Acquisition policy
- Operational policy
- Logistics support policy.

The gmneral findings of this study are that:

0 More money is spent in ownership than in acquisition of engines (not
-.ncluding fuel and attrition in a 15-year operational life span.

0 Progress has been made in modeling ownership costs for depot and base
maintenance. The model presented in this study found the current produc-
tion-unit selling price and the average or maximum time between over-
haul to be the .:iost significant variables. Although time-of-arrival terms
did not enter nto these models, these terms are strong determinants in the
production unit aelling price model and thus affect the results, although
indirectly.

* Leverages do exist such that, during the operational life span, spending
additional money earlier in an engine's life cycle can yield substantial
reductions in operating and support suma later on. This was true of past
systems, and it is even more true of newer high-technology systems. Pro-
curement costs for new systems have greatly increased, and operating and
support costs have kept pace with them; t'hey appear to be at least as large
as procurement costs and, in some cases, appear to account for an increas-
ing percentage of total life-cycle cost.

The extent of the tradeoff between acquisition and ownership costs is still not
known, in terms of how much improvement in engine quality could be obtained for
additional sums spent earlier in development, and the extent to which that im-
provement would reduce ,wnership costs later on in specific operations and support
areas, Previous expe.rience indicates that, usually, reliability significantly improves
when additional time and money are allocated during the engine's initial operation-
al maturation. In turn, this improved reliability strongly affects mission capability
and stupport costs.

Assuming a 15-year life span, Component Improvement Programs (CIP)
conducted during the engine's operational life can cost as much as it did
to develop the engine to its initial 150-hour Model Qualification Test
(MQT). An engine design has an inherent quality, but once the detailed
"design is transformed to hardware, it remains for testing and o, .tional
experience to bring out that quality to the fullest. Testing is an .,solute
necessity, and it must embody the appropriate time, conditions, and proce-
dures so that major problems are discovered and corrected as quickly as
possible within the limits of sound engineering practice. It is clear thatt CIP
have improved engine reliability, partly because of the past practice of'
placing tight time constraints on the development process and leaving a
considerable portion of the maturation process until operational usage.

.. "H-d
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able, on the benefit/cost improvements seen in the preduct at the depot
due to increased development effort resultin•, from the new development
procedure. On-condition maintenance and the new concept of modular
maintenance should also be analyzed, and tests should be conducted to
determine the value of on-condition maintenance and power management
in extending the reliability of engine parts and reducing repair costs.

Operational pojicies concerning mission training, base-level support, depot sup-
port, and engine spares for wartime contingencies add significantly to cost, particu-
larly when compared with commercial practice. Further study of these areas is
recommended. For instance, it is important to understand, at the component level,
the effect on onerating and support costs exerted by maintaining specific manning
levels at various types of bases for contingency purposes. TAC, because of rapid
deployment considerations, may have reasc. i to be oriented toward base support
of equipment. SAC and MAC, on the other hand, because they are not expected to
operate from overseas bases in a Ateady-state situation, may operate more efficient-
ly if they emulate the commercial airlines, with engine maintenance largely cen-
tralized at a single shop.

There is a significant time lag in implementing improved data collection
systems, and sufficient data are not now available for accurately determin-
ing life-cycle benefits and costs. Consequently, the ability to design to a
life-cycle cost is in the future. Meanwhile, for new weapon systems cur-
rently being contemplated for the 1980s, a philosophy ol designing an
engine to a production unit selling price for th* engine quality desired is
a reasonable alternative.

Even if the data were available and a methodology were developed to perform
a meaningful life-cycle analysis for a new engine, a basic problem of implementa-
tion still remains. Decisionmaking during weapon-system selection has been highly
centralized. The need of the user has been qualitatively assessed in terms of an
expected threat. Although the using and supporting organizations furnish high-
level inputs during concept formulation, they lack real influence during the later
validation and development process and therefore cannot maintain pressure to see
that their realidtic needs are met as they face the problems of operating andsupporting the new system. Thi new Acquisition Logistics Division ii- AF1 C is a•t
attempt to remedy this situation.

COMMERCIAL LIFE-CYCLE FINDINGS

A number of commercial practices suggest possible avenues toward life-cycle
imprGvement for the military in procurement, operationo, maintenance, and cost
management. In particular, engine-power management, on-condition maintenance,
appropriate testing for modifications, and cost tracking and profiling appear to be
beneficial to the airlines, although they cannot always fully quantify benefits and
costs.

The Air Force 1, is taken begir.ning steps in some of those directions, most
notably in power maiiagement .cut down on hot time. Some aircraft are having
their throltiro rvmgrictaed t ,o wwt ' ,-s ,.ea. and on excursion counter has been
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installed on the F100 engine in the F-15 aircraft (although it is not . '-

well in operational practice). Power management is being applied not ,: i .
where it might be expected because of the similarity to commercial experience, but
also out of necessity in TAC, because of engine reliaLiliLy and durability problems.
These are worthwhile actions, but the Air Force does not appear prepared to collect
data from this experience for comptrison with the previous situation in order to
assess what power management is worth for different applications. The airlines
themselves do not know that worth precisely, particularly for high-bypass engines,
which started off with power management from the beginning; however, they do
have some data from earlier JT3D and JT8D experience that indicate a significant
extension of hot-parts life. If the airlines believe power management is worthwhile,
it should be even more so for the military and their performance-dominated situa-
tion. It is recommended that the Air Force conduct test,, and collect the data to
assess the value of power management across their front-line inventory in MAC,
SAC, and TAC.

On-condition maintenance has yielded cost savings for the airlines, not only in
terms of level of work in the shop, b•,; also in aircraft availability. The Air Force
is now considering moving in this direction with several new engini programs that
are capable of using on-condition inspection procedures, data trending analysis, anu
moduiar maintenance concepts. Careful ,nalysis of data as the-- become avaiiable
should indicate the value of this trend for future engine designs, and indicate
whether the Air Force should move away from its "hard-time" philosophy or
whether, when an engine reaches an acceptable maturity level, "hard-time" is the
appropriate policy. There is an "optimum" time buildup for engines under an
on-condition maintenance policy: Several airline officials have expressed concern
that they may have gone too far too fast with this type of maintenance. Their worry
is that an engine may reach the point where it is more expensive to replace parts
after many hours of use than to rework parts after fewer hours of use. The Air
Force d&pot faces this same tradeoff, along with the perturbations caused by intro-
ducing continual parts changes to a very large engine population.

The airlines conduct lead-the-fleet testing for modifications to their equipment.
Manufacturer-proposed product improvements are increasingly rejected (except
for safety) as years and maturity of the product increase in commercial service. The
Air Force should review its own CIP policy concerning changes as the engine
matures, as well as its lead-the-fleet policy regarding the appropriate lead time
neces•ary to introduce changes into the fleet. Lead-the-fleCt aircraft should be two
years ahead of average experience for military enginie programs.

For a modular engine design, the interactions between related modules and
how those interactions may degrade performance attained in the field are still
imperfectly understood. This is true even though the modules may Lave passed
their inspection tests at the depot. The airlines are gaining experience in this area,
however. There is also a relationship between the oat of overhaul and the flying
hours it restores. The more new parts put into the engine, the higher the probability
that it can stay out in the field longer. The military have not demonstrated or
analyzed that relationship to any extent. It has been seen in commercial practice,
but the airlines do not necessarily decide in favor (1the higher cost and added flying
hours. They choope some optimum for the particular situ.ition.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

This study, in conclusion, has arrived at the following recommendations.

aEfforts to develop the methodology presented in this study should be
continued as better data become available. The aim is to formulate a
comprehensive life-cycle model, incorporating military and commercial
objectives, that will improve cost estimates and confidence in those esti-
mates.

*Until a comprehensive model is developed, it is recommended that the Air
Force use the methodology in its current form to estimate thle costs of
fuxture engines (that is, of any engines that are acquired in the same
manner as in the past), and to measure how costs might change if acquisi-
tion and ownership were conducted differently.

*In the basic design iteration process, when a new weapon system is under
consideration in the conceptual phase, the military user should be brought
in and given an important role in selecting requirements for the final
design. Commercial airlines are totally involved in the early design of the
product they buy. They know their requirements, their route structure,
and the way they are going to use the equipment. It is equally important
for the military user to do the same and to make his needs known.

*The Air Force should consider conducting detailed tests for all current
aircraft and new aircraft entering the first-line inventory, to determine the
price it must pay for the last percentage increment of performance in
terms of loss in aircraft availability and engine reliability, and cost of
engine repair and overhaul. Once the tradeoffis are established, the Air
Force may still not wish to give up that last few percent, but the cost ofA
sacrificing a degree of durability can be explicitly recognized in future
engine design selections and developments. Engine design must take into
account mission profiles, engine duty cycles, specifications, acceleratedI
service testing, engine monitoring, and the usage of the data base. An
accelerated lead-the-fleet service test might fit into the new Air Force
development concept in terms of establishing at reliability trend for an
engine. The Air Force is moving in this direction. Previous SAB studies
arrived at similar recommendations. It was the intent of this study to
present the framework for analysis as improved data become available
throughout the life cycle.

*It is recommended that Air Force begin collecting and preserving dis'-ggre-
gated, homogeneous, longitudinal data at both depots and bases, associat-
ed with specific engine types. Currently, efforts have just begun to sepa-
rate base maintenance costs by weapon :system; and existing studies of
total depot costs for engines do not consistently include, along with over-
haul of whole engines, the cost of parts repair during overhaul, thle cost
of expendable parts, the full cost of replacing condemned reparables. and
the repair of components received directly from the field and returned to
the field.

A review of operating and maintenance techniques and policies for all using
commands is desirable to awiat in bringing on-condition maintenance andI power
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management to fruition. Engine diagnostic systems could assist in obtaining signifi-
cant improvements. Progress is already being made in this area.

The Air Force can expect to face a problem in the matter of Incentives for the
decentralized developing, "sing, and supporting organizations responsible for car-I
rying out new weapon-system acquisition, operation, arnd support policies that
might result from life-cycle analysis (920]. High-level Air Force management must
make it clear to these organizations that life-cycle analysis is here to stay. Contrac-
tors must be made equally aware of their role, and the credibility gap between the
military services and contractors must be bridged. The military customer may have
doubts about the contractor's ability or willingness to use valid life-cycle analysis
in proposing new systems, especially if the results could affect follow-on sales the
wrong way. The contractor must be convinced that the military is serious about
wanting to emphasize qualities other than performance.

But such new relationships, new ways of looking at quality, new operational
and maintenance practices-and, certainly, the new full use of life-cycle analysis--
will not spring into beii'g overnight.

If life-cycle analysis is to become a way of life in the military services, and if
aspects of quality other than engine performance are to b, -a.sidered, the services,
the Department of Defense, and the highest levels of government must lend their
continuous support in the form of both decisions and actions.



Appendix A

IMPORTANCE OF EARLY PLANNING FOR LIFE-CYCLE

DECISIONMAKING

Many people in the defense community contend that almost all the important
decisions defining and committing a weapon system to a total life-cycle capability
and co~t are made by the time the system is approved for full-scale production
(DSARC Ill). For instance, Fig. A.1 shows the results of a Boeing study of their
experience with several quite varied weapon systems. As indicated, 95 percent of
the life-cycle cost has bjeen defined upon arrival at the DSARC III milestone-
almost the entire life-cycle cost at this relatively early point in time. This implies
that a hardware design of inherent quality and expected capability has already
been specified and developed to a certain state by this time, and all the accompany-
ing decisions on a particular basing posture, mission profile, utilization of the fleet.
logistics support, and manning and training-decisions that se the desired capabili-
ty and resulting dost elements-have been made. Later decisions affect some mar-
ginal amounts of costs, such as those arising from product improvement progfefms,
but commitment to the necessity for these improvement progeams is really made
e~arlier to the extent that the 0 Výsired design is pushing the state of the art in the
early development progran -early, one must continue the maturation of the
weapon system after its intrchaction in the operational inventory, particularly if
it has been hurried into operational use. Not all the problems can be solved in the
development process, but there has to be some adequate measure of capability at
Initial Operational Capability (IOC); consequently, there is a tradeoff between time
and money spent in development to improve capability and reduce cost in operation
and, particularly, the kind of testing employed to obtain this initial operational

95e% by end of al tI -.suof
U de..Iopfmmt (OSARC M)

170% by .nd of comecpt
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Fig. A.l-System decisions defining total life-cycle costs
'.ukmta Adapted from E. H. John.om. Prediction an. Es&timatfing ,rthvhodohtv The Kev t4, tw,•:ran 4,

C'Ws tcIFrpt11i. DIM-19824-I. Design.to-Cost Laboratory. Research and FlgflrwTertVf Dlurmn. br~mig
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capability. Of course, if the military waited until the new system was fully perfect-
ed, they might never get it or it would be obsolete by the time they did; the common
solution is to accept a middle ground '.oetween inadequacy and perfection. Most of
the impact of later decisions aimed at improvement in operational service seems
to affect the capability side of the weapon system more than the cost side. A recent
Rand study indicates that once the Air Force is fully committed to a particular
weapon-system design and is implementing that program, the leverage is on im-
proving capability rather than on reducing the cost.'

Does the engine life-cycle cost commitment look like the Boeing curve in Fig.
A.1? The answer is unclear. Once the design requirements are set (i.e., for perfor-
mance, durability, reliability, and maintainability), cost tradeoffs may be limited.
By the nature of the acquisition strategy selected, a life-cycle cost commitment is
being made even though the designer may not yet fully perceive its magnitude.
Consequently, if decisions are already made, if development and production have
beeni committed in a specific context to a constrained schedule, if endurance at the
MQT has been accepted regardless of the impact on ithe weapon system and thus
the CIP and modification costs are already assumed to be necessary to achieve a
satisfactory level of reliability and durability, then this figure may obtain at the
component level as well as at the weapon-system level.

Also, at the engine subsystem level, if reliability and durability improvements
can be obtained from spending additional resources earlier and can then be trans-
lated into fewer periodic inspections at the base (and base manpower is reduced
accordingly), and/or into significantly fbwer trips to the depot for overhaul beyond
what was expected in early planning, then the finding that improvements affect
capability much more than cost may not be correct at the component level for
engines. The leverage involved may differ for specific subsystem such as airframe
and engine. This issue needs further research.

' This has been seen in our current A-7D research within the Weapon-System Life-Cycle Analysis-

Project. This research seems to show that product improvement programs aimed at improving the
reliability of an existing weapon system such as the A-7D affect capability much more than they do cost.
The study indicates that doubling the MTBF of the weapon aystem results in a 60-percent inmprovement
in -availability of the system to fly a sortie, but only about a 6-percent reduction in cost. The messauge
appears to be that, if one understands early in the conceptual phase what the potentials ale bor
pertbrmance/schedule/cost tradeoffs, one can achieve some balance in terms of the most benefiI
achieved for the weapon syster, at the lowest life-cycle cost. See Refs. 21 and 22, and an unpublished
Rand study by J. R. Gebman et al.



Appendix B

A NOTE ON DEFINITIONS ANU DATA SYSTEMS

DEFINITION OF ENGINE

Within the tech order definition of a weapon system, the engine falls under
work unit code 23, and the engine parts are described within the work unit code
manual for the specific weapon system. However, among the various weapon sys-
tems in the Air Force inventory, there is no uniformity on what portions of the
engine's related accessories fall within the 23 work unit code context, what portions
become associated with airframe work unit code numbers, and what airframe
accessories are assigned within the engine 23 work unit code number. Care must
therefore be exercised in comparing certain data.

Concern is expressed here not only with the whole engine, but with the engine-
related accessories (for instance, the main fuel control, the afterburner fuel control,
fuel pumps, and gear box), and also airframe-related accessories that may be within
the engine's work unit code structure. Airframe-related accessories are part of the
QEC, or Quick Engine Change kit; such accessories inciude the starter and av Vili-
ary power-units, and in a number of cases for afterburning engines, the afterburner
is assigned to the QEC. When an afterburning engine is removed from an airframe
to be sent to the depot for overhaul, the afterburner and QEC are removed from
the engine and only the dry engine configuration (including its accessories) is sent I
to the depot. The afterburner is considered part of the QEC, but is really an engine
compoient that can be repaired in the field, and only in very special circumstances
are afterburners for particular engines sent back to the depot for some speciai
overhaul procedure. The propulsion shop can do the QEC repair as well as engine
and engine accessory repair. QEC repair should not be charged against the engine.
But when an engine is removed from the weapon system to be sent to a depot, then
all the woi k of removing the QEC should be charged to the engine. Another prob-
lem with engine or airframe-assigned accessories is that they may be repaired at
different air logistics centers, depending on whether they are defined as engine-
related or airframe-related, and thus may be captured in a different cost accounting
system. An additional problem at a given base arises if more than one type of engine
is being repaired at that base, which is usually the case. Also, other shops supply
labor to the engine shop for engine repair work. For these reasons, relating base
maintenance cost to a specific engine '. not a straightforward task. MDC 66-1 will
give direct maintenance hours expended, but not maintenance available or parts
costs. It is a di1ficult data problem, then, Lo measure exactly the overall effort
chargeable to a specific engine's maintenance, and thus obtain baso-level costs for
engines in termn) of labor and parts.

75I. ... .. • ..... . ... , , -., , , • ~ •
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DATA SYSTEMS

The lewon one learns over and over again wherl trying to gain a life-cycle
perspective of a weapon system is that a large number ef data systems must be
reviewed to obtain the pieces of data needed for assembling an overall picture of
the life cycle. There is presmntly a lack of certain data in the particular form needed
fbr analysis, especially ownership data. There is in addition the problem of incorisis-
tency of data sources- •wo data systems that disagree although both supposedly
obtain the same data frcm the same basic source. Part of the problem may be that
the two sources do not exactly cover the same time period; perhaps one of the
sourcea requires more reporting approvals and needs more time to get the data
through channels than does the other. Another reason may be that all the available
data, overseas as well as CONUS, may be in one system and not in another; the user
may be confused unless that scope is clearly stated.

The type of data most readily available for this study were aggregated, hetero-
geneous, and cross-sectional in nature; that is, gross, weapon-system level cost
totals for several fiscal years that may not be internally consistent across those
years. Life-cycle analysis requires disaggregated, homogeneous, longitudinal data,
cost data broken down below weapon-system level into specific consistently defined
categories, available over a considerable period of time, such as ten years. Nowhere
in the USAF have ownership cost data been preserved for such a period; the
general practice is to save cost data for about three to four years.'

For engines, the best source of RDT&E/CIP and procurement data is the con-
tractor, since he is in the b-st position to break out the detailed cost elements for
each portion of the various costs associated with a particular contract, and he does
save these cost data for many years. These data are valuable to him for analysis
of new engine programs, whereas the military services, because specific contracts
may cover a multitude of items procured by a lump-sum cost, are hard-pressed to
attempt a detailed breakout of costs long after the fac-. For instance, a given Air
Force contract may include not only the procurement of v;hole engines, but some
allotment to spare parts, management data, field support, and so forth.

The best data source at present for depot costs appears to be the H036B data
system, which Hq AFLC uses to forward to DoD its depot repair costs for aerospace
equipment.2 An additional scurce of depot cost data is the DPEM account obtained
from the comptroller at AFLC (G072 data system). The G019 MISTR data (Manage-
ment of Items Subject to Repair) are also valuable. MISTR items concern the repair
of reparable parts for engine overhaul and also for field support of those items.
Under the current AFLC Plan 72-10, certain MISTR costs are now apportioned to
the whole engine depot overhaul cost, so that H036B would appear to capture an
estimate of the full cost of overhauling & whole engine. MISTR also would have the
detailed costs concerning field support of reparable parts. What is needed at the
depot lev'.l is not only the whole engine overhaul cost, but also costs for engines

This is perhap3 going to change in the near future; several data systems forthcoming at OSD and
HK USAF apparently will preserve costs over a longer period. VAMOSC (Visibility and Management
of Operating and Support Costs. OSD/I&L) and OSCR (Operating and Support Coet Reporting, AFAC)
tire now being implemented. It is to be hoped that similar systems will also provide the kind of data
needed at the subsystem/component level.

'See DoDI 7220.29. Data as of 1974 reflect the new system and are of higher quality. Earlier data

are suarect. .000
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repaired but not overhauled, MISTR costs associated with repair of reparable parts
from the field that are then returned to the field, the costs of modification parts, and
the recurring investment cost of reparables that are added to stock when other
reparables are condemned. Expendable parts, accounted for by the stock fund, are
included in the fully burdened depot labor charge against overhaul and repair of
engine and exchangeables. All these different costs must be included in an analysis
of depot costs.

To obtain cost elements at the base, the Resource Management System, which
uses the 1050 computer, is useful for costs associated with specific base cost centers.
This system will provide the cost associated with operating the engine shop, for
instance. The difficulty in obtaining engine-related base costs is that a single base
may take care of two or more engine types, and the engine shop is not the only
source of labor related to engines. Costs associated with the engine shop involve
work on all engine types at a base, and costs are not separated by weapon system.
Another data source for manpower expenditure, direct labor expended at the base
to fix specific hardware, is the 66-1 MDC data. These dat., detail the direct manpow-
er expended to maintain the weapon system, and it is possible to extract the work
unit codes associated with scheduled and unscheduled engine maintenance. But
even here, there are problems. Knowing the man-hours consumed from 66-1 does
not give the full cost of manpower in the engine shop. Utilized manpower is not the
same as available manpower. One way to obtain the full manpower cost is to refer
to the Unit Detail Listing (UDL) to determine the number of people in the engine
shop. The UDL headcount of an engine shop would then reflect the major share of
the cost of base maintenance for all propulsion on that base. It would not, however,
-.-Iect the total costs. As previously noted, specialists are often borrowed firom
other shops to perform work on engines; there are other support areas such as
Nondestructive Inspection (NDI) that are almost totally monopolized by the engine
shop; and there is the maintenance effort associated with the ground support
equipment needed to support engine maintenance.

Regarding spare parts, the engine manager at the depot is perhaps the best
source of data, particularly for the reparable parts. He has some expendable parts
costs, but he may not have them all. Depot supply and base supply may have to be
checked to determine what portion of expendable parts is being consumed outside
the engine manager's cost accounting system. One of the engine spare parts pro-
grams is the D041 at the depot. In addition, engine-related systems information,
such as D024 for engine data and D056 for weapon-system data, are useful in
providing certain information on engine overhaul timecs, maintenance man-hours
expended per flying hour, MTBFs, etc.

There have been attempts at bringing all the operating and support mainte-
nance data together. One example is the AFLC data system called Increased Relia-
bility of Operational Systems (IROS), which is intended to bring together mainte-
nance labor and parts costs associated with the depot and the base for a given
weapon system by work-unit code. IROS could not be used for this study since one
of its major problem areas is with engines.* It should be emphasized that a data3ystem such as IROS could be extremely valuable for life-cycle cost tracking.

'See M. R. Fiorello and P. Konoske-Dey. An Appraisal of LogiatW Support Costs Used in the Air Forcte
IROS Progrum, The Hand Corpouaton. R.15•-PR, February 1975. Suggestions are presented in the
report for improving IROS uasefubhea



Appendix C

DEPOT MAINTENANCE AC VITY

The primary function of the USAF engine depot is to overhaul engines and
accessories to restore them to what is termed a "zero-time" status, allowing the
overhauled hardware to be flown again to the maximum time allowed by mainte-
nance policy decisions. Besides this primary function, several other engine-related
repair activities go on at a depot. They include immediate correction of hardware
deficiencies that are causing safety-of-flight problems and could result in grounding
of the fleet; minor repairs of engines that do not need major repairs; modifications
to engines to repiace parts that have been obsoleted for deficiency or reliability
reasons; repair of reparable parts and accessories; and replacement of repakrable
parts and accessories that are condemned. To understand the true cost of operati ng
49 depot, all of these activities and their related cost elements must be identified and
accumulated.

The basic engine maintenance philosophy in the Air Force might be termed
"hard time" in the sense that certain maintenance actions are required in the field
and at the depot when a specific number of flying hours has accumulated for a
certain engine model on a particular aircraft, regardless of how well the engine is
operating in the field. For instance, the J79 engine must have a periodic inspection
at an operating base, at about 600 flying hours, regardless of how well the engine.
is working on the aircraft. (At a minimum, the combustion liners mnust be replaced
at that time.) For that purpose, the engine must be removed and disassembled and
a spare engine installed on the aircraft. It takes two days to remove and replace
a J79 engine on an F-4 aircraft, and it can take up to several weeks to complete the
periodic inspection. Later on, the engine must go to the depot at 1200 hours for a
zero-time overhaul, regardless of how well it is operating. These times are not

rigidly fixed, there is an allowable margin of plus oi- minus 10 peircent.

DEPOT COSTS

The major depot cost is considered to be the cost associated with "zero-timing"
an engine. In this process, the engine is completely disassembled and the parts goA
off in various directions to be reworked, modified, or condemned and replaced by
new parts. Then, aa the "engine nameplate" moves down the depot floor, these or
similar parts come together again until, at the end of the line, the engine is com-
pletely reassembled and is considered t~o be a zero-time engine; that is, it is capable
ofoperating for the full MTBO interval ending with its next trip to the depot. Most

of the parts now in the engine probably were not in the engine when it arrived at

The cost associated with whole-engine overhaul is the cost of labor and parts,
in~cluding the labor for whatever modificniolns are incorporated '.Into the engine
while it is in the depot. The modification kit parts cost is not included; it is a
separate account provided as a "free good" to the depot or base, wherever the
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modification is being accomplished. The cost of these kits may be in either the
BP1100 or BP1500 account, depending upon whether the modification is a forced
change (must be done quickly) or can be accomplished aE the next zero-time over-
haul. All of the parts, labor, and overhead, except modification parts for an engine
overhaul, are considered to be within the H036B cost accounting system, which is
the principal source of depot overhaul costs for this study.' Other sources of cost
data have also been investigated and will be compared to the H036B cost.

Apart from whole engine zero-time overhaul, some engines require urgent
modifications at the depot during their operational use in the field. This occurs, for
instance, when a major design defect has been uncovered, as when a defect in the
first-stage turbine of the TF41 engine grounded the A-7D fleet. The problem had
been deemed critical to safety of flight and therefore had to be corrected before the
aircraft could be restored to flying status. Such modifications are non-zero-time
modifications because the rest of the engine is usually left alone. Other critical
modifications may be added to the work package, however, and incorporated con-
veniently into the engine at the same time. Data on these activities are also part
of the H036B system.

In addition to these two costs, a considerable depot cost is associated with the
repair of parts and accessories of a particular engine that go through the MISTR
line (Management of Items Subject to Repair), but that are not incorporate into
a whole engine overhaul. These are parts that come in from a base for repair, go
through the MISTR line, and then go back to the base. These repair costs must also
he considered in the engine life-cycle cost. In addition to MISTR, which is confined
to component repair (e.g., a compressor rotor), are the associated 72.10 costs forrepair of all parts not considered components.

Table C.1 lists man-hour forecasts for work related to engine overhaul and
MISTR field support for six engine programs, furnished by the Oklahoma City Air
Logistics Center. The estimates are for a planned FY 1976 workload. These are
planning figures, not actual data from previous years. There appears to be an
enormous difficulty in obtaining actual costs from previous years for MISTR field
support. It requires a large manual effort ai the depot to separate MISTR field-
support charges from overhaul charges for a given engine program. Such historical
data were not available for this study; consequently, to proceed with the task of
trend-analysis, the estimates for FY 1976 have been used as a rough approximation
to obtain the additional effort tequired at the depot beyond overhaul cost to support.
the repair of exchangeables from the field. Actual costs must be verified later to
determine the accuracy of that portion of the analysis, From the ratios in Table C. 1.
it can be seEn that the MISTR field support is a very sigiificant portion of depot
activity and must be considered in estimating the cost associated with depot repair
for engines. Total lack of data in the MISTR area over time precludes answcring,
in this study, interesting policy questions concerning the effect of JEIM return
rates, cost to the depot of field support, and the effect of designing an engine ior
field maintenance.

'This accounting system was initiated by DoD Instruction 7220.29, 1 ",iihv.oi l)itst ,uainw'lrm Co',( st
Acounting and Prodw'tzon Reporting S',Ntern, October 28. 1968, which was iater amendd in Ot'tobvr
1975. The new edition will now provide the guidance in accounting for and reporting ,ihe costs olhdepot
numintenance and maintenance support. Because the first year covered by the Handbook will he, FY 1977.
dta from the new system will not be available until 1978

S.... Il' I .. ... I II ] ..
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Table C.

Engine
Engine Field Total Engine

Ovurhaul Support Depot Overhaul/
Engine Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours Total Depot

J57 600,628 487,028 1,137,656 0.57
J75 237,150 109,979 347,129 0.68
J7 9a 365,721 76,587 442,308 0.82
TF30 786,325 277,986 1,064,311 0.74
TF33 445,666 130,885 576,551 0.77
TF41 686,430 76,070 762,410 0.90

alneomplete.

Finally, there are the material purchases. Of concern are the modification parts
mentioned (BPI 100) and expendable (SSSF) and exchangeable materials (BP1500).
All expendable materials costs related to a particular engine may not enter the
engine manager's cost accounting system within the Support System Stock Fund
(SSSF), but may be in the depot supply system or base supply system because of
direct purchases by these supply organizations from the prime organization respon-
sible for those particular parts, which may not be the Air Force. The prime could
be the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, or the Defense Supply Agency. Table C.2
presents cost data on expendable materials for three fiscal years. The costs are for
families of engines, not broken down by application. The costs are significant and
can vary widely from year to year, depending on funds available, problems with
engines, and parts defined as expendable in any given year. A charge is levied in
the "loaded"' laloor rate for a particular engine at the depot to account for expenda-
ble materials used in overhaul or reparable repair. Table C.3 presents current labor
rates for selected engines at Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center. Note the substan-
tial charge against materials~ that are of the SSSF expendable type. One problem
is whether this cost by family f'illy charges engines on the basis of their application.
An assumption in this study is that the depot is capturing the major portion of SSSF
costs for parts consumed in the depot and/or shipped to a base, and that the baseI
is adequately capturing its share. Thus, parts that might be lost in accounting have
a negligible effect on total cost. A problem with previous studies has been the use
of labor rates of about $10 to $15 per hour when calculating depot labor costs. Table
C.3 shows a range of' roughly $25 to $40 per hour. Without the expendaible materi-
als, labor rates are still $18 to $24 per hour.4 Also of concern is the cost of the modification kits, partn that are not included
in the overhaul costs. There is a BP1 10 ) account, but because engine costs are not
separated from the total weapon-system cost in this account, BPI 100 costs do not
appear to be available that can be directly related to at least an engine family. This
should be attempted in the future. Presently, to obtain such costs, it would be
necessary, for a given engine family, to go back over the entire history of thac
engine in order to gather together all of the engineering changes that occurred
during its lifetime. That would be an enormous undertaking at this time. In the
future, it would be valuable to maintain, such records separately and keep ac-
cumulating them over time for a new engine. These ECP costs should originate at
the beginning with the SPO and, continue on through the engine manager at the
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Table C.2

EXPENDABLE MATERIAL COSTS, SSSF

(!n millions of 1975 dollars)

Engine FY 73 FY 74 FY 75 Aveage

J57 28.21 18.95 14.31 20.49
J75 5.61 5.97 3.72 5.10
J79 21.07 20.99 24.37 22.14
TF30 7.21 9.40 14.15 10.19
TF33 4.72 7.35 5.45 5.84
TF41 13.40 7.94 23.09 14.81

Total 80.22 70.40 85.09 78.57

Table C.3

LABOR RATES

(In 1975 dollars)

Item J57 J75 J79 TF30 TF33 TF41

Labor 9.234 9.293 9.110 9.234 9.538 8.436
Material 6.060 6.942 6.006 15.828 9.284 14.204
Other 13.210 14.186 11.791 13.191 13.366 10.590

Total 28.504 30.421 26.907 38.253 32.183 32.230

depot when the transition of the engine from AFSC to AFLC occurs, thus maintain-
ing a total time track'of modifications to the engine throughout its history.

Reparable parts purchases required to replaced condemned variables at the
depot should be fully captured by the engine manager (in what is called the BP1500
account). These costs, at least by engine family, are available and must be consid-
ered an additional charge against the total maintenance cost at the depot for an
engine. Table C.4 presents three years of data for selected engine families. Again,
the costs can vary widely from year to year and they cannot be tracked to specific
applications. The wide variation can depend on problems related to engines, fund-
ing availability, and the use of these funds in purchasing new parts They are
sometimes used for BPI 100-type purchases if the modification is not "forced" to the
depot immediately or if parts are second-time purchases, not initial purchases.

DEPOT REPAIR COSTS

The primary measure of benefit used in this study is the engine flying hoar. In
examining an engine life cycle, there are two views of this benefit for estimating
costs at the depot: the flying hours consumed by the operating fleet and the fli'ing
hours restored to the fleet by zero-timing at the depot. Under sttady-state condi-
tions, it is to be expected that demand equals supply and that consumed flying hours
(demanded by the user) would approximate restored flying hours (supplied to the
user from the depot). This can be seen from the data in Table C.5.
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Table C.4

COSIT OF REPLACJNG CONDEMNED REPARABLES,

BP1500 FUNDS

(In millions of 1975 dollars)

Engine FY 73 FY 74 FY 75 Average

J57 61.36 22.93 41.84 42 02
J75 2.64 1.91 10.50 5.02
J79 16.78 9.50 11.61 12.63
TF30 26.08 25.31 27.38 26.26
TF33 18.53 6.96 10.17 11.89
TF41 10.36 1S.30 11.80 11.82

Total 135.75 79.91 113.30 109.66

Table C.5

FLEET ENGINE FLYING-HOURS CONSUMED AND

RESTORED AT THE DEPOT, Fv 1974

Fleet Ratio
Engine No. of Average Engine Flying hr

Flying hr Engines Time to Flyini hr Restored/
Engine Aircraft Consumed Overhauled Overhaul Restored Consumed

J57-P-19/29 B-52D 375,936 113 3,666 414,258 1.1
J57-P-21 F-100 91,383 167 752 125,584 1.37
J57-P-43 KC-135 801,715 358 3,273 1,171,734 1.46
J75-P-17 F-1 06 59,527 77 874 67,298 1.13
J79-GE-15 F-4C/D 577,821 452 948 428,496 0.74
J79-GE-17 F-4E 307,141 265 1,057 280,105 0.91

TF30-P-3 F-11i 100,452 137 556 76,172 0. ;
I1F30-P-100 F-111 37,946 18 374 6,732 0.18
1'733-P-3 B-52H 296,009 101 2,880 290,880 0.989*F33-P-7/7A C-141 1,242,214 207 6,934 1,435,338 1.16
TF3.-GE-1/1A C-5 189,336 113 1,200 135,600 0.72TF41-A-1 A-7D 111,405 'i5 333 38,295 0.34

DEPOT REPAIR COSTS SUMMARIZED

The full cost of engine depot repair activity is the sum of the costs associated
with zero-timing, the repair line, field MISTR support, modificaticn kits, and the
replacement of condemned reparabiMs. It was not possible during this study to
obtain costs associated with modificatioi, kits (the BP1100 money) because the I
funds were not broken dnwn below weapon-by;tem level. These costs must be
obtained in the future to improve the perspective on total depot costs. Two separate
data sources were compared in arriving at depot repair costs: (1) the H036B ropair
cost, MISTR estimate, and BPX100 cost, and (2) the DPEM account and BP1500.
(Total DPEM is supposed to contain al! MISTR costs.) The two sources (H036B and
DPEM) indicate differziL costW and flying hours. Thus, a range of costs and flying
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hours is obtained for the depot repair activity, as shown in Table C.6. Table C.7
presents the results of comparing the H036B and DPEM data, showing costs esti-
mated for both flying hours consumed and flying hours restored. For the mature
engines, the costs fall within a reasonably narrow range, thus describing a fairly
steady-state situation, whereas for some of the engines that are in their earlier
phase of life cycle and not as mature (i.e., the TF30, TF39, TF41), the cost compari-
son between consumed and restored hours shows a wider range. There is some
difference among the various engines when the two data sources are compared. It
is interest:ng to note that dollar totals for all engine activities vary by leso than 7
percent between the two data sources and estimates (See Table C.6).

Table C.6

COST DATA COMPARISON

(hn millians of 1975 dollars)

DPEM Costs

Engine (reported) Engine
MISTR Flying Flying

H036B & MODS Total Hours Engine Total Hours
Engine (reported) (est.) Coast (D024) Engines Access. Cost (DPEM)

J57-P-19/29 5.6 4.2 9.8 375,936 3.59 8.13 11.72 284,032
-21 9.6 7.2 16.8 91,383 5.04 1.97 7.01 85,921
-43 20.3 15,2 35.5 801,715 17.89 13.41 31.30 868,632

J75-P-17 5.6 2.6 8.2 59,527 1.86 6.20 8.06 60,089
J79-GE-15 26.6 5.6 32.2 577,821 15.29 20.97 36.26 838,342

-17 12.3 2,6 14.9 307,141 - - - -

TF30-P-3 10.0 4.3 14.3 00,452 6.18 8.91 15.09 160,668
P-iO0 3.0 2.0 5.0 37,946 - - - -

TF33-P-3 6.4 1.9 8.3 296,009 1.92 5.37 7.29 26C,296
P-7/7A 14.7 4.3 19.0 1,242,214 5'.72 31.85 35.57 1,162,764

TF39-GE-1/1A 19.7 2.0 21.7 189,336 3.28 14.62 17.90 177,380
TF41-A-1 8.3 5.5 13.8 111,405 10.95 4.75 15.70 "18,071

Table C.7

DEPOT COST PER FLYING HOUR

H036B Totals DPEM Totals

Engine $/EFHC $/EFHR $/EFHC $/EFHR

JP57-P-19/29 36 35 51 38

J57-P-21 194 165 92 66
J57-P-43 64 46 46 37
J75-P-l 157 146 153 139
J79-GE-15 67 83 74 62
J79-GE-17 60 64 (a)

TF30-P-3 265 296 4217 05
TF30-P-100 255 622 (
TF33-P.3 32 32 31 29
TF33-P-7/7A 19 17 35 29

TF39-GE-1/1A 125 166 111 142
TF41-A-1 243 385 320 529

aDPEM data are for a combined weapon system (e.g., all F-4 aircraft)
and cannot be separated by engne dash numbers.

U •



Appendix D

BASE COSTS

The engine costs at the base are related to maintenance labor, parts, and
support for the following activities: unscheduled maintenance in the shop, includ-

t I ing removal and replacement of engines and accesaories; periodic scheduled
maintenance (including base-installed modifications); engine test checkout before
reinstallation; and removal and replacement when an engine is to be returned to
the depot. Judging from 66-1 MDC and D056 data, -it appears thaL, from one-half to
two maintenance man-hours per flying hour are required for maintenance labor on
the engines of a variety of weapon systems in the Air Force inventory. In using the
66-1 data, however, one must be careful to include all engine-related work-the
scheduled as well as the unscheduled maintenance. Also the data from 66-1 repre-
sent labor utilized. When engine shop personnel available are counted, the mainte-
nance labor available is on the order of one-half to two maintenance man-years per
possessed engine on the base; this can trry, slate to fromn three to six maintenance
man-hours per flying hour, depending u-. i the particular weapon system and its
flying hour program.

Available manpower is what the Air Force is p.-ying for in terms of the total
maintenance labor cost. The Air Force has a policy on the necessary manning for -

a wartime contingency, and pays for that level even if it is not fully utilized in
peacetime.

There are additional considerations in attempting to understand the mainte-
nance workload for a particular engine. Maintenance labor associated with other
shops is used for engine-related work. Included in this category would be Nonde-
structive Inspection (NDI), for which specialists are drawn occasionally from other
shops such as welding, fabrication, or electrical, and the maintenance associated
with peculiar and common, aerospace ground support equipment required to sup-
port the engine. These considerations would add to engine-related labor. On the
other hand, other considerations might cause engine labor to appear larger than
it really is. Because the one propulsion shop at a base handles all engines present
at the base and does not keep separate records by engine type, it is difficult to sort
out engine-specific maintenance data (unless, of course, only one engine type is
present at the base). Also, it appe'irs that one-fourth to one-third of base engineI shop labor may be expended on Quick Engine Chaage (QEC) items. QEC items are
airframe-related accessories that are mounted on~ the engine for convenience in
removing and replacing the engine. A problem for the analyst with QEC, labor is
to determine whether an airframe accessory had to be removed to get at the engineI
or whether there was a problem with the accessory itself. It is difficult to do so with

Concerning parts costs eft P base, the same kind of data problems arise as
encountered at the depot. Reparables appear to be accounted for, since they do flow
through the depot, the cost of repair is captured there, and reparables are con-
demned at the depot. When they are repaired at the depot, costs for labor and parts
Are captured in the HO.36B system if included in a zero-time engine overhaul, or are
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in the field support MISTR or 72-10 accounts if a component or part is returned
directly from the field. The overhaul of an engine is charged with 20 percent of the
current list price of the reparable part (based on latest purchase price, which could
be several years old) when such a removed reparable is exchanged for a repaired
reparable. Condemnation costs for replacing reparables are supposed to be in the
20 percent factor but are not adequately covered there. Their cost is captured by
the BP1500 investment account. The difficuLty comes in fully accounting for the
expendable-parts consumption related to engine repair at the base: identif.V'ing
what is supplied from a depot and what the base buys directly oflbase from whoever
may be the prime agency for a particular stock number (which could be the Navy
or Defense Supply Agency rather than the Air Force), Thus, supply cost can be
found within the RMS system for a particular cost center like the engine shop. But
that total cost (which includes consumables, expendable parts, and other general
supply items) will be the total cost for supporting all of the engines at the base, and
breaking it out in terms of a particular engine may be difficult. How Aire these costs
to be apportioned for the various engines at a base?

An additional cost area is the base operating support: supply, wing overhead,
clerks, technicians, military police, civil engineers, hospital, and transportation
people. and materials they all use, are not within the engine shop but are required
on the base to support engine-shop personnel and engine work. These also represent
an additional cost. To the extent that training at the base is represented by OJT
(On the Job Training), this cost is picked up by the headcount of the propulsion
shop. Off-base training is not considered here.

There appears to be no single integrated data source for all costs rt lated to
engine maintenance at a base. This study has used data from a variety o sources
to estimate the base labor and parts cost-, for selected engines in the Air Force
inventory.

At present, it appears that one way to estimate the- base cost of maintenance
labor tbr an engine is to examine the UDL. Available labor is what the Air Force
is paying for. The data from soveral selected bases indicate that maintenance labor
will vary from one-half to two maintenance man-years per possessed engine, de-
pending on the particular engine. Some administrative and support costs must be
added to this direct labor cost (a 50-percent add-on is assumed here). Thus. one
maintenance man.year is estimated to cost $10,000 in direct laboor and an additional
$5,000 in indirect costs, for a total of $15,000. Expendable parts must be estinmated
(a range of from more than $1,000 to less than $5,000 per engine per year it. possible
for first-line engines depending on the engine)t from an examination of BMS, depot
supply, and engine manager accounts. This total base cost may not be its large as
depot costs for most engines, but is still significant.

An effort was made to relate base costs obtained ;.1'or estimates of propulsion
shop manning and supply expense to parameters of interest in order to obtain at
base cost-estimating relationship. The range of costs obtained are shown in Table

3,10. The maintenance man-years per possessed engine ranked from one-hal'to one
for most engines in the inventory. Supply expense varied as shown in the table. An
average value was then used in generating cost-estimating relationships. The ape-

SFor instance. the J79-U.-17 on the F.4E at Seymour Johnnmm AFB, North C'arolina, r•etuI•iw ah.'•t
two-thirds mi.intenance man.yeaar pea ptexwvni engine on the ham,, and supply accouett idicatte aotxut
$15WA) per engine lwr y.mr in expendit.areaa for FY 1975.

.i - .
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cific data are presented in Table 3.21. The results in Table 3.22 are interesting in
indicating explanatory variables, but the model, due to the nature and limitations
of the data, should be viewed cautiously. For base maintenance costs, MTBO (the
policy-determined maximum time between depot overhaul) was most significant,
entering the relationship negatively. Thus, effbrts t! extend AITBO would reduce
base costs, since periodic scheduled inspections are directly related to MTBO and
are a significant portion of propulsion shop activity. OPSPAN entered positively;
the longer an engine is in operational service, the more costly it is to maintain at
the base. CPUSP entered positively; the more expensive the engine, the Tr-re it
costs to maintain at the base. It therefore appears that efforts to increase MTBO
(through on-condition maintenance using engine health monitoring or diagnostics
systems) and decrease the engine jurchase price could work toward lowering base
maintenance cost. As discussed previously, production learning and state-of-the-art
effects could be considered to be included indirectly through CPUSP. Again, it must
be emphasized that this model represents only the grossest cost estimate for the
base. An improved model must await better data from new or improved base
data-collection• systems and detailed examination of base-level data.

|I, l
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Appendix E

SPARE ENGINES AND OTHER COSTS

Spare engines add appi oximately 25 to 50 percent to the installed engine in-
ventory in the Air Force. Table 3.23 presents a list of" installed and spare engines
for selected systems. These engines account for at least 20 percent of the total
procurement cost of engines for a weapon iystem. They also have the effect of'
diluting the number of expected flying hours per engine over the life cycle. Thus,
an engine designed and purchased with the expectation of operating for 5000 flying
hours within a specified time period will probably fly only around 4000 hours during
this period, on the average, if the -ngine has , 25 percent spares ratio. The spares
rtio appears to be application-oriented in that, as can be notcd firom Table 3.23,
the lower percentages appear to apply primarily to subsonic transport and bomber
aircraft while the higher percentages pertain moi'e to supersonic applications. The
cost of spare engines can be handled directly when computing the total cost for i
quantity of engines procured during a weapon system's life.time, as discussed in a
previous section of this report. Spare engines bought during the same period as the
installed engines shculd have the same progress slope applied, and indeed, should
help in reducing the cost of future engines. The spares merely add to the quantity
of' installed engines to be bought. But how many spare engines do you buy?

There is a speci ' le computation to obtain the number of spare engines required
flor a weapon system.' On the basis of factors such as programmed flying hours.
number of installed engines on the aircraft, number and location of operating bases.
and where certain repairs of the engine are to be made, a requirement is estab-
lished for a specific number of spare engines at a given base and the engines
required to fill the pipeline between the base and the depot. Specific numbers of
days are estimated for the time it will take a base to turn an engine around at a
base and a depot to process an engine at overhaul. The spare engines serve as
replacements for failed engines that are removed for repair. A fill-rate objective is
specified in terms of the ability to meet the demand for a spare engine. If' the
demand cannot be met, it is called a hack order, which is defined as an aircraft

requiring vi engine. With the fill rate and a certain number of spares at a base, an
expected effiectiveness rate can be calculated-that is, the rate at which aircraft
have their spare engine requirements satisfied and again become operational. A
confidence level is also associated with this process. For combat aircraft, the confi-
dence level is required to be 90 percent. Spare engine requirements are estimated
on the basis of the minimum quantity of engines essential to support the pro-
grammed peacetime or wartime engine operation, whichever is greater. Since
wartime fl ing is usually programmed at a higher rate, it is to be assumed that the
spares are applicabb- to the wartime posture. Thus, spare engines are intended to

T'he standard computaltion procedurv is DoD' 4230.4, Stundunr MthMt for ('ond ttliufl tt'..
At 'cruft ng'i ni' Prtwu remen t Requicmien Is. The Systems and Resources Management Advisory (roup
also studied the spare engine situation and recommended reexamination ol'spire engine procurement
with the idea that the Air Force might he abk' to reduce spare engine procurement without degrading
combat support capability.

8?
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reflect wartime requirments in terms of a fill-rate objective and effectiveness rate
at some confidence level. Usually, more spare engines are purchased early in a new
weapon-system program, and then phased down to the computed requirement as
experience is gained. But the computed wartime requirement could still be higher
than is necessary, particularly if appropriste consideration is given to attrition and
duration of th6 conflict,

Current planning estimates by which spares are computed indicate that en-
gines should be turned around at a base in about 7 to 10 days and overhauled in
about 30 to 40 days; but current experience indicates that it takes anywhere from
2 to 21 days to turn an engine around tit a base, and a',ywhere from 27 to 114 days
to process an engine through overhaul. Data are shown in Table E.1 for selected
engines going through overhaul during FY 1975. The basic reasons for the large
delay times are lack of parts and the requirement to retest engines that were not
able to pass a check run at the end of the overhau! process. The additional delays
these engines encountered at the depot, where some engines took two to three

Table E.1

DEPOT FLOW TimE. FY 1975

Standard Actual Cause Delays
Enln. Days Days of Delay Due to Cause

J57-19 38 114 rejects 82
-21 38 70 rejects 72
"-•3 38

-29 38 94 rejects 71
-43 38 44
-55 60 68
-57 35/45 -

J75-17 40 90 pars 50
-19 40 89 parts 89
-19W 40 73 parts 89

J79-11 60 -

-15/15A 32 29
32 32

-17/17A OC 32 57 parts 06
SA 32 27

T130-P-3 35 92 parts 73
-P-7 35 66 parts 82
-P-9 35 33
-M-O0 35 66 paSts 82

TFS33-P-3 40 -
-P-5 40 -

-P-7A 40 49 parts. 115
reje cts 49

-4-9 40 -
•P-100 40 87 parts 88

TV39-"G-11/A 40 55

TP41-A.1 36 46 parts 76
-A-2 36 52 partts 68

A , .
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times the standard, suggest that more spare engines would be required in ti
system in order that engines be available at bases for the we..ipon system to main-
tain its operation.al status. For these engine-, delays were evidently tolerated by
the users, who were evidently still meeting peacetime flying requirements for the
most part. It could be concluded, then, that a wartime spares posture in peacetime
operation allows considerable slack in the system, permitting the system to relax
and perhaps ever. to buy fewer spare part., if there is a budget problem.' The
original wartime spare engine requirement evidently meintains the system in a
spares-rich situation in peacetime. Thus, an analysis of spare engine requirements
must deal with a wartime scenario as well as peacetime flying, not only on the basis
of the flying hour program, but also on the ability of the support system to respond
by providing engines in time periods considered more reaso:,bly close to the
standard. In a wartime situation, the question is whether the capot can provide
engines within the 30-day standard used for computation. A further question is
whether, in a wartime scenario, the effect of attrition will tVmd to lower the nurmber
of spare engines required.-'

There would appear to be a tradeoff between whole spare engines and spare
parts storkage necessary at base and depot to minimize cost and time delays for
m6i!!A_.A,,ance performed. One problem is that many support decisions are made
early in the development of a new engire, prior to flight testing and operational use.
Paper estimates are used in determining some of these support requirements.
When flight testing and operational use indicate different problems, i.e., different
failure modes for *his particular engine as opposed ta similar engines of the past,
it is by this time very difficult and expensive to change the support posture. An
additional cost, or lack of benefit, is the time an engine is out of commission for
repairs and requires a spare engine to replace it mn the weapon system. If this
out-of-commission rate could be reduced, spare engine requirements could be re-
duced and, perhaps even more important, the availability of the weapon syst-m
could be increased. And if an engine could be turned around faster at a base or
through the depot pipeline, spare engine requirements could be reduced. The depot
repair cycle is the longest period of time that an engine would be u-xpected to be
out of commission.

This area of spare engine requirements appears to be fruitful for research.
What is the real requirement for wartime spares? How many engines are required
and what level of protection do these engines furnish if attrition is considered?
What actions can be taken in a wartime contingency to alleviate any shortage in
the early days--for instance, in the short term extending periodics and delaying
MTBO removals, while in the long term procuring more parts and spare engines
and allowing work force overtime at the base and depot? The NRTS policy (Not
Reparable This Station) should also be examined critically in the early stages of
engine design. The NRTS policy is basically an agreement between the base and
the depot concerning the level of repair activity each will accomplish for a particu-
lar engine program. In some instances, this policy can work counter to the produc-
tive, efficient use of engines. For instance, if a base is short of a part a nd is not going
to get it for some time, the base may simply decide to ship the engine to the depot

'Note the fluctuation in SSSF and BPI0) t1mnds for these engine families, presented in App. C.
A current study in Rand's logistics program suggests that it will. A dynamic transition and wartime

scenario provided different results from those in an assumed steady-state situation.
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in exchange for a refurbished engine, even though the depot may also be short of
that part. In that case. the engine will have to sit at the depot, and when it, does
get the part, it may then have to go through overhaul earlier than ifit had not been
Ahipped frnm the Lase.

Commercial data indicate that the airlines use fewer spares--on the order of'
half the spares that the military use t(r a comparable application. Table E.2
presents selected commercial data taken from Ref. S. Data alM indicate that the
airlines process their engines through the shop much faster. The virlines know they
are tying up valuable assets when their engines are going through the shop, and
therefore make every attempt to gRt them out within 15 to 30 days. In fact, for the
high-bypass engines, they strive ýor a two-week turnaround. The modular designof these engines speeds up the process, because work can often be confined to only
those modules needing repair.

Table E.2

COMMERCIAI. JIT ENGINE INVENTORY

All Airlines United American TWA

Installs 7714 1203 823 901
Spares 1044 153 120 99

Total 8778 1356 943 1000

SOJRCES: For all airlines: installs froin Certified Route
and Supplemental Air Carrier Fleet Intwntory on June 3,), 1975.
CAB, September 12, 1975; spares estimated at 13.5% based
on composite of United and American actuals. United Ait-

ein.4, Aircraft ane Engine Inventory as of August 22, 1975;
includes 56 inatalls from t%%o other airlines as per pool arrange-
ment. American Airlines, Aircraft and Engine Inventory as ot
August 1, 1975. For TWA, installs: CAB report cited above,
spares: TWA estimate for engines and modules as of July 11,
1975.

Table is taken directly from Ref. 8.

In the case of military engines, which are currently taking two to four times
longer than expected, either more spare engines must be in the pipeline (the situa-
tion is spares-rich for peacetime operation) or aircraft must be down because of the
lack of engines (which does 'iot seem to occur). In either situation, the weapon
system incurs an additional cost related to the additional pipeline time. A questicn
the logistics planner may wish to consider in that situation is whether it would be
beneficial to buy more spare parts that are in short supply to reduce the pipeline
time, thus not requiring as many spare engines and not having aircraft down for
the lack of an engine. (To estimate the cost of aircraft downtime, one approach
would be to take the total life-cycle cost for a weapon system and divide by the totail

number of days the system will be operational in its life cycle.)
As a possible way to speed the pipeline, the Air Force should review the deci-

sion, ules applic!able to testing engines at the depot to affirm that they meet original
sr.-cifications. Perhaps the specs could be relaxed for older engines that have been
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completely overhauled. The risk is these engines may end up being returned to the
depot with fewer flying hours accumulated at th'pir next visit. That risk would have
to be weighed against the cost of delay, the cost of spare engines, and the cost of'
aircraftl downttime. Another possibility is to design more temperature margin into
t tit, engine during development. MIi-.5007D appears to be heading in that direction.

Spare parts shortages may le due to se,. eral possibilities: k 1) The engine is less
reliable than anticipated, and not enough spare parts were procured. (2) Budget
constraints forced a reduction ill spare parts procurement for at given year. kSee
RP1500 ftunding for three recent fiscal years. In FY 1974 it was considerably lower
than in FY 197'3 or FY 1975J k3', Spare parts may be plentit'il at tile depot, but they
are not the right ones because a particular component has been modified and the
depot is waiting for the modified parts. This is anothe" reason for trying io deter-
mine as man1 engine reliability problems as early in the lite cycle as possible so
that the initial operational reliability is high, the entire inventory does not have
to be modified because of a severe problem, and large quantities of parts procured
earlier do not become obsolete.

The new modular design engines, such as the FIOO on tile F-15 and the FI01
on the B-1, are intended to significantly reduce the requirement for whole splore
engies. The objective here is to be able to "swap out" modules in the field and
repair them at the base or depot: thus spare modules are riequired, but not entire
spare engines. This should help to reduce tile cost of the inventory, it' indeed this
practice is accomplished and "swapping out" turns out to be a reasonable thing to
do. As yet. the military has little experience with this procedure. but there is some
commercial experienc ý indicating that it is valid. TWA does "swap out" modules
Cor the iRB-211 engine on the 1-1011 aircraft at their maintenance base in Los
Angeles rather than tat their main facility in Kansais City

In eumnmary, the military apparently requires 25 to 50 percent spare engines
in their inventory: the commercial airlines appear to make do with tbwer spares
fotr a comparable application. Part of the reason for this has to do with the depot
pipeline repair time previously discussed: Airlines tr'y to turn comparable engines
around within 15 to 30 days. The Air Force is currently having difficulty turning
engines around in 45 to 9) days. Besides the pipeline time and the additional spares
needed fbr the pipeline, there is a requirement that there be additional spares at
each Air Force base (from 6 to 12 spare engines are usually at an operating base).
The aitrlines also must maintain sparei at bases, but their stockage policy appears
to be much lower. The wartime somnai'io computation requirenment appears to be
the driving fitctor resulting in a large spare engine inventor'y for the Air Force. This
area appears to be a fruitful one for tuture research.

The cost of spare engines is really an ownership cost. They are needed to
support the users' flying program. Thv% should be identified separately in any
litl-cycle cost pie. For early planning purposes, the cost can be most readily ob-
taind by calculating the cost of total procurement ol all engines tor a given pro-
gram and then separating the installed and spares costs in proportion to the num-
ber of units pumrhased for each pu:rpose. This will allow whatever learning there
is in production to be applied to the spare engines as well as the installed engines.
No parametric model was obtained in this study to enable an early planner to
predict the appropriate spares ratio tbir a particular application.

£, - '----.-------
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OTHER COSTS

Other operating and 3upport costs besides denot and base maintenance (and
fuel and attrition) contribute to the total life-cycle -st of an engine. They include:

1. ECP and modification cosus
2. Tranqporation
3. AGE and tooling
4. Management
5. Training
6. Fuel
7. Attrition
8. Facilities

The CIP includes the engineei ing design ana testing of hardware changes for
engines in operational use. The costs of the new parts are a separate procurement
and may Le contained in the weapon-system BPI 1iM account or possibly also in the
BPI500 account. Thus, it is not clear what modification parts costs have or have not
been adequately captured. It would appear that if an engine is forced to return to
the depot prior to an overhaul, then modification kit parts would come under
BPI100. If, on the other hand, the engine is allowed to remain in the field until it
comes back to the depot through normal processes, either by failing or by reaching
MTBO, then modifications to be incorporated in the engine at the depot may actual-
ly have been purchased under the BPI500 investnient account. Thus. it is difficult
to truly identify costs associated with modifications. And because the engine-relat-
ed costs in BPI 100 are not currently broken out of tne overall weapon-system
account, it is a laborious task to identitf the BPI 10X) in the depot account. It does
appear that the labor installation cost is captured at the depot within the H036B
datta sy.tem, and at the base by the propulsion shop people. What is not captured,
or at least fully captured, are the costs of the new parts. It is recommended that
the eagirne manager obtatin these costs in the future. As a convenience, they could
probably be assessed against the overall cost at the depot ieven though installed
in the field), since the cost is an investment cost and would be under the engine
manager's account, and therefore not a cost that the base incurs. What is important
is to keep track of the parts and maintain the identity of the cost for tho'e parts.
In additi,:., modifications must be tracked, not only througl- AFLC after operation-
al use, but also right from the beginning at the SPO as soon as modifications begin
with deelopment and testing and initial operational experience. Mod-kit costs ibr
engines should bc obtained by the year purchased, even though the kits are not
necessiarily installed in that year. The main thing is that costs are included and
there is a consistent procedure.

With regard to transportation, data indicate that the cost of shipping engines
from a base to a depot and back will not exceed I to 2 percent of the depot cost for
overhaul; the cost therefore reflects significantly less than 1 percent of the total
life-cycle cost. An engine manager should still be alert to saving costs and reducing
shipping time, since he is dealing with a very valuable asset.

The procurement of aerospace ground equipment and tooling, and the recur-
ring investment in parts to maintain them, are currently small compared with the
total life-cycle cost of the weapon system: They too should account for significantly
less than 1 percent of the total cost. For the new operational F-15 wing at langley
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Air Force Base, for inut.4nce, an investment of $3.2 million was required !or the
supporting ground equipment and tooling fior the propulsion shop, whereas the
value of the engines in the ,nventor. for that wing alono will exceed $3tX) million.
If'engine health monitoring systems come into use on a wide scale, and are consid-
ered peculiar support equipment, this factor may grow for future engines,

The management of technical data-the paperwork ass•c•iated wlth thanges to
the engine and maintaining ptarts inventory at the bases and at the depot-is ,also
small relative to total life-cycle cost: again, significantly less than 1 percent,

In the propulsion shop. most personnel training will be on-the-job training. A
graduate of an engine mechanic school, fresh from Air Force basic training and
assigned to his first base. is a 3-Xevel mechanic. He then obtains on-the-job training
and experience by working under the direction of 5- ank 7-level specialists, and is
expected to become 'i 5-level specialist within a year. OJT is not specifically broken
out in 66-1. All entries are considered actual work whether OJT was happening or
not. In terms of training cost, this study does not consider initial training flor
replacement of attrition due- to manpower turnover in the Air Force, Turnover ,'an
be as ,high as .) pet'ceut pr .Year, and this training cost will vary from weapon
system to weapon system. It could range anywhere from 5 to 15 percent cft'a weapon
system's total cost if all appropriate training charges are levied against it. This
study does not 0ha'ge these training costs against particular weapon systems.

Fuel cost must be identified separately. It is, of course, highly significant to tht,
total cost of the weapon system and dependent upon the performance parameters
chosen for the engine, but it is also highly dependent upon the mission profile and
use of the weapon system, anw] thus must be identified separat-ly and not lumped
intk, some aggregate engine operating and n'ainten&wnce cost at a oase,

Aircraft attrition also should be identified separately because of the highly

dependent attrition rate concerning weapon-system configuration, the number of'
engines on the aircraft, and its mission. For instance, it i.• expected that a single-
engine aircraft wil! have a higher attrition than a twin-engine aircraft, and a fighter
will have higher attrition than a mnilti-engine transport aircraft. This cost nust also
be clearly identified separately.

Facilities costs will depend strictly on the system's peculiar needs and the
availability of comparable facilities in the Air Force. .ccasionally, new facilities are
required to replace those becoming obsolete; but new systems do not necessarily
require new facilities. The cot analyst must judge whether new facilities would
have been bought in any case. regardless of the weapon system using them,

When all of the above coss are included in a total weapon-system liftl-cycle cost
analysis (excluding fuel and attrition, and initial training replacement), it would
appear that they currently add not more than 5 percent to all costs previously
discussed. In other words, increasing the total lite-cvcle cost tbi' an engine by 5
percent should encompass all of the costs identified here.

I
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